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ABSTRACT

TONYA YVONNE BURLEY
IDENTIFICATION OF LOOK-FORS BASED ON EFFECTIVE TEACHERS’
RESPONSES TO BEHAVIOR-BASED INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Under the direction of SAMMY FELTON, PH.D.

Hiring effective teachers based on an interview continues to be a major challenge
facing principals in schools across the country (Staiger & Rockoff, 2010; Vanderslice,
2010). While research provides a plethora o f definitions o f effective teaching (NSPTS,
2012; Stronge et al., 2011), there is little research which describes what evidence
principals might use to select effective teachers based on an interview. If principals
cannot identify effective teachers during an interview, the risk of having an ineffective
teacher in the classroom increases (Staiger & Rockoff, 2010).
This qualitative study was designed to provide a better understanding of teacher
interviews and to identify evidence principals need in order to successfully hire effective
teachers. In an attempt to improve the selection o f effective teachers based on interviews,
many principals are using behavior-based interview questions to interview candidates for
teaching positions (Clement, 2008). This study explored effective teachers’ responses to
behavior-based interview questions to support the development o f specific criteria for use
in these types o f interviews with teacher candidates. The findings from the study
revealed eight specific look-fors in the Instructional Delivery domain o f Georgia’s

Teacher Assessment on Performance Standards (GA DOE, 2011) principals may use
during teacher interviews to help select the best candidate. Conclusions and implications
found in Chapter 5 may be helpful to Human Resource managers, elementary school
principals, and pre-service teachers. This study adds to the understanding o f both
principals and teacher candidates involved in the interview process.

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
The recruitment and selection o f the most effective teachers has never been more
critical to school districts (Ripski, LoCasale-Crouch, & Decker, 2011). A school’s
success in meeting accountability demands depends on a strong teaching force (National
Council on Teacher Quality [NCTQ], 2012). Although the official No Child Left Behind
Act (NCLB) expired in 2007, many o f the accountability measures remain in place. Now
referred to by its original name, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (2011), or
ESEA, the law holds school leaders accountable for improving student learning at all
levels. ESEA calls for standards-based reform that would improve student achievement
scores for schools in America (ESEA, 2011). Until the ESEA is officially reauthorized
by Congress, 34 states have been granted ESEA flexibility waivers.
The state o f Georgia is currently operating under an ESEA flexibility waiver, a
contract between the state and federal governments, in which Georgia agrees to stringent
accountability measures (Georgia Department o f Education [GA DOE], 2012).
Beginning in 2013, schools in Georgia were rated based on performance expectations
including assessment scores and graduation rates using 2010-2011 school data (GA DOE,
2012). The new rating system, called the College and Career Ready Performance Index
(CCRPI) replaces the former Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP). Other states have written
similar accountability measures to satisfy the ESEA flexibility waivers (GA DOE, 2012).
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CCPRI adds accountability pieces that were not part o f AYP (GA DOE, 2012).
For example, science and social studies assessment scores were added to elementary
school ratings (GA DOE, 2012). Like AYP, however, principals are held accountable for
test score increases in every subject area in grades K-5 (GA DOE, 2012). To respond to
that call, highly effective teachers are needed in every school (NCTQ, 2004). Research
shows the number one factor affecting student achievement is the teacher (Chetty,
Friedman, & Rockoff, 2011; National Commission on Teaching & America’s Future
[NCTAF], 1996; Strange, 2007; NCTQ, 2004; Wong, 1999). Strange (2007) states, “the
teacher has proven time and again to be the most influential school-related force in
student achievement” (p. x).
Background o f the Study
Federal law mandates that all teachers are to be highly-qualified which requires
teachers to hold a bachelor’s degree, obtain certification from the state, and have strong
subject knowledge (NCLB, 2001). According to NCLB (2001), school systems must
require a teacher’s education history, certification status, and some type o f written proof
of subject matter knowledge in the form o f additional certifications, professional learning
credits, or university course work transcripts. However, studies have since shown highly
qualified does not necessarily mean highly effective (Rothman, 2009; Palardy &
Rumberger, 2008). Palardy and Rumberger (2008) suggest hiring based on NCLB’s
highly-qualified provision “is insufficient for ensuring that classrooms are led by teachers
who are effective in raising student achievement” (p. I l l ) because the highly qualified
criteria is not strongly correlated with teacher effectiveness. According to DarlingHammond (2010), being highly qualified means a teacher has a certain certification, but
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the designation does not mean the teacher will be able to increase student achievement.
Therefore, state certification is not enough to claim a teacher is effective (Palardy &
Rumberger, 2008).
Stronge (2007) defines effective teaching based on an extensive review o f current
literature on common traits effective teachers possess. Stronge’s (2007) definition is a
summary o f teacher qualities called the Four Cs including (a) cares deeply, (b) recognizes
complexity, (c) clearly communicates, and (d) serves conscientiously. The National
Board for Professional Teaching Standards (2012), known as NBPTS, also uses a list to
form the definition o f an effective teacher: (a) committed; (b) knows the subject as well
as how to teach it; (c) can manage and assess student learning, reflective; and (d) a
member o f a professional learning community. The GA DOE defines effective teachers
using five domains: Planning, Instructional Delivery, Assessment, Learning
Environment, and Professionalism/Communication. The five domains include 10
standards:
1. Professional Knowledge: The teacher demonstrates an understanding o f the
curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs o f students
by providing relevant learning experiences.
2. Instructional Planning: The teacher plans using state and local school district
curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the
differentiated needs o f all students.
3. Instructional Strategies: The teacher promotes student learning by using
research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content area to engage
students in active learning and to promote key skills.
4. Differentiated Instruction: The teacher challenges students by providing
appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning
differences.
5. Assessment Strategies: The teacher systematically chooses a variety of
diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments
that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.
6. Assessment Uses: The teacher systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses
relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and
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delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both
students and parents.
7. Positive Learning Environment: The teacher provides a well-managed, safe,
and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect
for all.
8. Academically Challenging Environment: The teacher creates a studentcentered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high
levels and students are self-directed learners.
9. Professionalism: The teacher demonstrates a commitment to professional
ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth
opportunities, and contributes to the profession.
10. Communication: The teacher communicates effectively with students, parents
or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways
that enhance student learning. (GA DOE, 2012, p. 1-2)
The state of Georgia also uses these 10 standards to evaluate teachers in all districts (GA
DOE, 2012). Defining effectiveness is a difficult charge (Stronge, Ward, & Grant, 2011).
While there is no universally accepted definition o f ‘effective teacher,’ for the purposes
of this research study, the researcher will use the descriptions from the 10 Georgia
teaching standards to describe effective teachers.
In addition to the descriptors o f effective teachers, researchers are interested in the
impact teachers have on student achievement (Nye, Konstantopoulos, & Hedges, 2004).
The impact o f the teacher on student achievement is commonly called the teacher effect
(Nye et al., 2004). “Teacher effects are estimated as between-teacher, but within-school,
variance components of achievement status and residualized achievement gains” (Nye et
al., 2004, p. 237). Wong (1999) and Stronge (2007) agree the teacher impacts student
achievement more than any other factor within a school. The main purpose o f a recent
cross-case analysis done on teacher effectiveness by Stronge and colleagues (2011) was
to identify differences between effective teachers (as defined by quartile ratings) and less
effective teachers. Two years o f student achievement data from 307 fifth grade teachers
was used to study the relationship between student achievement in math and reading with
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demographic characteristics of the teacher (Stronge et al., 2011). The researchers found a
disparity between student scores based on teacher assignment even after controlling for
“multiple characteristics that might affect student achievement” (Stronge et al., 2011, p.
349). The study illustrates the impact o f the teacher effect.
Understanding what an effective teacher looks like and the impact teachers have
on student achievement has serious implications for school administrators when making
personnel decisions (Stronge et al., 2011). The National Commission on Teaching and
America’s Future (1996), NCTAF, recommends administrators “develop protocols that
will allow leaders to make strong hiring choices” (NCTAF, 1996, p. 3) which is
important given a school leader cannot depend on highly qualified status to determine
effectiveness. “How principals hire teachers, assign them to specific positions, evaluate
them, and provide growth opportunities for them likely have major ramifications
regarding teacher quality” (Donaldson, 2011, p. 1). Donaldson (2011) recommends
school leaders be trained in the best method for selecting quality teachers which includes
training in conducting interviews. Professional characteristics of effective teachers can
be analyzed using screening tools such as a resume, certification, and transcripts, while
personal characteristics are the focus of face-to-face interviews (Mason & Schroeder,
2010 ).

The most common employment selection tool available to principals hiring
teachers is the interview (Harris & Sass, 2009; Liu, 2003; Morin & Denis, 2010).
Bennett (2010) also recommends improving the current standard recruitment and hiring
model. “As long as we rely on such out o f date means to develop, attract, retain, and
reward the teachers in our classrooms, our nation’s students will continue to fall behind
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those o f other nations” (Bennett, 2010, p. xiv). Currently, school leaders only screen at
the front-end based on coursework and certification, but additional information at the
time o f hire is valuable (Staiger & Rockoff, 2010).
According to Arvey and Campion (1982), the employment interview strategies
have been researched heavily since the 1920s. In 1949, Wagner published the first
comprehensive research review on the topic o f interviewing and its effectiveness (Arvey
& Campion, 1982). In a comprehensive literature review, Arvey and Campion (1982)
use Wagner’s findings to help describe two types o f interview studies: reliability and
validity designs. “Reliability was typically assessed by correlating evaluations of
different interviewers who had assessed the same job candidates. Validity was typically
assessed by correlating interview judgments with some measure o f on-the-job
performance” (Arvey & Campion, 1982, p. 284). Validity studies can be conducted with
current employment groups or designed so that researchers follow-up with hired
employees later (Arvey & Campion, 1982). This review o f literature noted several
important findings which include a precursor to what would later be called behaviorbased interviewing: “A practical alternative [to using job try-outs] has been to have the
applicant describe and discuss work history in the employment interview...” (Arvey &
Campion, 1982, p. 315). Arvey and Campion (1982) also found multiple purposes for the
interview other than job selection such as improving public relations, answering
applicants’ questions, and selling the job to the applicant. The researchers summarize the
review with the agreement that the interview is still used extensively as a selection tool
(Arvey & Campion, 1982).
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Behavior-based interviewing (BBI) was developed by Janz, Hellervik, and
Gilmore in 1986 to improve interview methods in order to hire the best candidates for
open positions in the business field (Clement, 2002). This type o f interview method has
become more popular in education over the past few years because it provides a useful
model for the principal to use to help select teachers who are competent in the classroom
(Clement, 2008). “Based on the premise that past behavior is the best predictor o f future
performance, this interview style uses specific questions based on candidates’ skills,
background, and experience to determine if they can do the job” (Clement, 2008, p. 44).
While Harris & Sass (2009) contend the interview is still the method used to ensure
administrators are hiring the best teachers possible, Roth & McMillan (1993) warn
typical interviews have no set standard o f questions, nor do typical interviews gain
insight into past behavior. Janz, Hellervik, and Gilmore (1986) found BBI is seven times
more effective than traditional interviewing.
Using the research done in the business world, educators can adapt the BBI model
for use in schools (Clement, 2008). BBI has been extensively studied in the corporate
world where it has been used for over two decades (Clement, 2008). Thibadoux &
Jeffords (1991) recommend the BBI strategy for CPA firms. Holdeman, Aldridge, and
Jackson (1996) describe the switch to BBI in their consulting firm after researching
effective Fortune 500 companies. Dye (2007) writes about hiring using BBI in the
healthcare field. Employment literature in the business arena shows BBI has predictive
power (Janz et al., 1986); however, BBI did not become popular in the education sector
until much more recently (Clement, 2008).
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Statement o f the Problem
The problem addressed in this study is the lack of research-based criteria for
principals to use during an interview to effectively evaluate teacher candidates’ abilities
to positively impact student achievement. If principals cannot identify effective teachers
during an interview, the risk of having an ineffective teacher in the classroom increases
(Staiger & Rockoff, 2010). Since teachers impact student achievement more than any
other school related factor (Chetty et al., 2011; Cicotte, 2009), it is important principals
can successfully hire effective teachers.
During an interview, an administrator has difficulty recognizing an effective
teacher (Staiger & Rockoff, 2010; Vanderslice, 2010). “Therefore, a fuller answer to the
question o f how principals judge the quality o f the teacher candidates they interview is
needed” (Mackenzie, 2011, p. 2-3). While research provides a plethora of definitions of
effective teaching (NBPTS, 2012; Stronge et al., 2011), principals need to understand
what evidence to use to evaluate the effective teaching qualities teachers portray during
interviews.
In an attempt to improve the selection o f effective teachers based on interviews,
principals are using BBI questions to interview candidates for teaching positions
(Clement, 2008). In order to improve the interview, Mason and Schroeder (2010)
supported Stronge and Hindman’s 2003 recommendations for principals: Principals
should determine exactly what they are looking for in an effective teacher in order to
recognize what the prospective teacher must say in order to demonstrate said criteria.
This development o f specific criteria would be used to assess the candidate’s ability to
perform the job for which the candidate has applied (Stronge & Hindman, 2003). There
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has been little research exploring how effective teachers respond to behavior-based
questions in an interview in order to develop the specific criteria suggested by Stronge
and Hindman (2003) and Mackenzie (2011).
Principals are accountable for improving student achievement in their schools
(NCLB, 2001). Principals, in most schools, are also responsible for hiring teachers
(Mason & Schroeder, 2010). While hiring the most effective teachers can directly impact
student achievement (Auguste, Kihn, & Miller, 2010), principals are given little direction
as to how to identify these teachers in an interview (Liu & Johnson, 2006).
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this qualitative study was to provide a better understanding o f
teacher interviews and to identify evidence principals need in order to hire effective
teachers successfully. The study explored effective teachers’ responses to BBI questions
to support the development of specific criteria for use in these types o f interviews with
teacher candidates. From the responses, the researcher developed look-fors in the
Instructional Delivery domain o f Georgia’s Teacher Assessment on Performance
Standards (GA DOE, 2011). This study adds to the understanding o f both principals and
teacher candidates involved in the interview process.
Research Questions
This study investigated how teachers respond to specific BBI questions in the
Instructional Delivery domain. The research questions were:
1. What responses do effective teachers give to behavior-based interview
questions?
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2. How do responses to behavior-based interview questions translate into lookfors that could be useful in identifying effective teachers?
Theoretical Framework
Clement (2008) explains that the premise of BBI is based on an underlying
assumption that past behavior is the best predictor o f future performance. Because BBI
concentrates on identifying past behaviors in situations related to the job or similar work,
the use o f BBI might increase an interviewer’s ability to predict the performance o f the
interviewee when placed in the new position (Clement, 2008). One theory that supports
Clements’s claim is Fishbein and Ajzen’s theory o f reasoned action (Ajzen, 1991). This
theory has been applied to many models o f predicting behavior (Ajzen, 1991). The
theory o f reasoned action is a model for the prediction o f behavior intention based on
attitudes and perceived behavior control (Ajzen, 1991). Trafimow & Borrie’s study
(1994) included previous behavior to make Ajzen’s prediction model stronger.
There are several hypotheses that address the correlation between past behavior
and future performance (Trafimow & Borrie, 1994). One such hypothesis, the Priming
Hypothesis, relies on the assumption that memory affects behavior (Trafimow & Borrie,
1994). “It is reasonable to suppose, then, that performing a behavior in the past increases
its accessibility in memory which, in turn, affects intentions to perform it again in the
future” (Trafimow & Borrie, 1994, p. 3). Therefore, “the Priming Hypothesis provides a
parsimonious explanation for why past behavior is often correlated with future behaviorthe correlation is caused by a priming effect o f past behavior on future intention”
(Trafimow & Borrie, 1994, p. 9). BBI’s purpose is closely related to the theory of
reasoned action and the Priming Hypothesis.
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Procedures
This research is a qualitative study. The important premise o f a qualitative study
is inclusion o f the participants in the generation o f data that lead the researcher to provide
a description and interpretation of a problem or experience (Creswell, 2007). In this
study, the researcher used current effective teachers in the state o f Georgia to capture
responses to BBI questions asked in a mock interview setting.
The researcher selected effective elementary teachers for inclusion in this study
based on the proficient or exemplary status on their 2012 evaluations specifically within
the Instructional Delivery domain. Using teachers’ 2012 evaluations to identify
participants reduced subjectivity o f the researcher in choosing participants. “Georgia
piloted the Teacher Keys Evaluation System (TKES), a common evaluation system that
will allow the state to ensure consistency and comparability across districts, based on a
common definition of teacher effectiveness” (GA DOE, 2012, p. 5). The first TKES
scores were given to teachers in the spring o f 2012. Prior to 2012, Georgia school
districts used independent evaluation methods.
According to the TKES Handbook, the teacher evaluation system is comprised of
three areas that make up a teacher evaluation score: student achievement scores
calculated by growth model, observation o f standards rubric, and student surveys (GA
DOE, 2012). As of April 2013, the student achievement scores from the 2011-2012 pilot
had yet to be calculated, therefore were not included in the evaluation score. Student
surveys were calculated, but only account for a small percentage o f the overall evaluation
scores (GA DOE, 2012).

The observation o f standards section o f TKES, or Teacher Assessment on
Performance Standards (TAPS), “provides evaluators with a qualitative, rubrics-based
evaluation method by which they can measure teacher performance related to quality
performance standards” (GA DOE, 2012, p.6). This is the one section that administrators
are responsible for completing (GA DOE, 2012). TAPS scores were given as a separate
score on the 2011-2012 evaluations. The TAPS score is based on 10 standards defining
effective teachers (see Appendices A and B for indicators and the complete rubric).
Administrators rate teachers using the following scale: (a) exemplary, (b) proficient, (c)
developing/needs improvement, (d) ineffective in each of the 10 standards (GA DOE,
2012). For the purposes o f this study, the researcher used the TAPS score to generate a
pool of teachers rated proficient or exemplary in Domain 2, Instructional Delivery, in
May o f 2012 or May of 2013. From this pool o f effective teachers within the selected
schools and selected domain, the researcher invited 22 teachers to participate in the study.
Clement o f Berry College in Rome, Georgia has developed the industry’s most
recognized list o f BBI questions for use in schools (M. Clement, personal
communication, May 13,2013). The researcher used 10 questions from M. Clement’s
instructional strategies and differentiated instruction categories in each teacher interview
(personal communication, May 13,2013). This set o f questions most closely aligns with
the Instructional Delivery domain from which the teachers selected obtained a proficient
or exemplary rating on the TKES (GA DOE, 2012). The categories developed by M.
Clement are closely aligned with the Teacher Evaluation System categories as they are
based on the same research by Stronge (M. Clement, personal communication, May 13,
2013; GA DOE, 2012). The Instructional Delivery domain was chosen from the five
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domains because classroom instruction represents the “major element in a robust learning
environment” (Stronge, 2002, p. 34).
Once teachers were selected and confirmed for participation, the researcher
traveled to the local school to meet with the each teacher. The appointments were
scheduled after the school day or during the teachers’ planning times to minimize the
likelihood o f distractions and to not interrupt instructional time. The interviews were
conducted on a one-on-one basis. The interview was digitally recorded for audio to use
in transcribing, analyzing, and coding at a later time.
The researcher followed procedures for qualitative research with interviews as
stated by Corbin and Strauss (1990). First, the researcher collected data from interviews
using 10 pre-selected interview questions. During each interview, the researcher digitally
recorded the session. The recording was then transcribed in full by the researcher. Once
the written transcription was complete, the researcher analyzed the data with an initial
exploratory coding process (Saldana, 2013). This analysis occurred after each interview
and continued throughout the process. Corbin and Strauss (1990) stress the importance
of using the ongoing analysis to modify the future interviews as the research continues.
In this study, however, the interviews remained uniform in order to reach saturation of
concepts. Next, the researcher coded again using categories derived directly from the
questions themselves, compared data, and recorded patterns. After the researcher
identified the emerging patterns, the researcher generated specific criteria principals may
be able to use to help assess the future effectiveness of teacher candidates during an
interview.
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Significance o f the Study
“Ensuring that American classrooms have teachers who can provide quality
instruction and positive interactions with students is o f national interest and concern”
(Ripski et al., 2011, p. 77). A large body of literature illustrates the large impact teachers
have on student achievement (Chetty, Friedman, & Rockoff, 2011; National Commission
on Teaching & America’s Future [NCTAF], 1996; Stronge, 2007; NCTQ, 2004; Wong,
1999). More than any reform strategy; effective teaching is the best way to improve
student achievement (Stronge et al., 2011). Thus, the ability for school leaders to be able
to identify effective teachers during an interview is essential (Pillsbury, 2005). The
responses identified through this study could be used by principals during behavior-based
interviews as a tool for helping select effective teachers. “Most administrators would
agree that hiring a teacher is the most important decision they make. This decision has a
greater effect on children than any other administrative decision” (Pillsbury, 2005, p. 36).
This study will help improve the interview process by identifying the responses of
effective teachers to BBI questions.
The results o f this study should contribute to the body o f knowledge on BBI and
teacher selection. Principals are using BBI more frequently to interview teacher
candidates (Clement, 2008). Identifying criteria for effective teacher selection based on
the responses of current effective teachers to BBI questions could enhance a principal’s
ability to make good hiring decisions. The target audience for this study includes
principals, human resource staff, and other members o f the interview team. Ultimately, if
interviewing and teacher selection methods are more successful as a result o f the
information gleaned from this study, student achievement would be positively impacted.
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Limitations o f the Study
Due to the qualitative design o f this study, findings are based on interviews with
teachers. Therefore, the results are based on teachers’ self-reporting. Some bias or
inaccurate information might have been given by teachers. Errors or inaccurate
information, both intentional and unintentional, could have been given during an
interview which might introduce bias into the study (Neuman, 2006). During interviews,
participants might have provided misinformation, practiced evasion, or told intentional
lies (Neuman, 2006). Self-reporting also carries the risk o f bias coupled with socially
desirable responses (Becker, 2010).
Second, the teacher participants were selected based on the 2012 TKES rating.
The TKES was in pilot status during the 2011-2012 school year. Ratings were not given
to teachers in Georgia as a part o f evaluations prior to the 2012 TKES pilot scores, so
data had to be extracted from the pilot study. In any evaluation tool, there is some
element o f subjectivity. The researcher assumed teachers were rated accurately using
TKES by their respective administrators.
Delimitations
This study was confined to teachers within one large district in the state o f
Georgia. Using only one district does not allow for comparisons outside the selected
district (Becker, 2010). However, comparison is not the purpose o f this qualitative study.
The particular district was chosen based on its excellent academic success record and the
representative student demographics. Success rates were measured based on state student
achievement scores. Demographic data was compared to the demographics o f the entire
metro region in which the district is located.
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Additionally, the researcher only conducted interviews with elementary school
teachers. Middle and high school levels were excluded. Elementary was selected based
on the importance of early learning (Bruce, Bridgeland, Fox, & Balfanz, 2011;
Hernandez, 2012; Rose & Schimke, 2012). Early learning is critical for future success in
all academic areas (Rose & Schimke, 2012). If a student does not read on grade level by
third grade, the chances of the student being successful in high school decreases (Bruce et
al., 2011; Hernandez, 2012). Therefore, the researcher narrowed the focus to effective
teachers at the elementary level.
A third delimitation is the intentional focus on instructional questions only.
Instructional questions were chosen by the researcher based on Danielson’s (1996) and
Stronge’s (2007) assertion that the instructional domain is the most critical to effective
teaching. From the five domains on the TKES, only questions related to Instructional
Delivery domain were included in the interview. The Instructional Delivery domain
includes two standards: instructional strategies and differentiated instruction.
A final delimitation is the researcher’s use o f incumbents to provide the answers
to the BBI questions. The purpose o f the study is to develop look-fors for principals to
use to interview prospective teachers. Current effective teachers have experience that
new teachers interviewing for positions might not have. However, Clement (2008)
maintains prospective teachers can answer BBI questions using experiences other than
formal teaching to give the interviewer insight into past behavior. Similarly, Pulakos and
Schmitt (1995) conducted a large-scale study using over 600 job incumbents to create job
descriptions for use in interview situations using BBI questions.
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Definitions o f Terms
Behavior-Based Interview (BBI) - BBI is an interview using questions for the
purpose o f discovering how the interviewee acted in specific employment-related
situations. The logic is that how one behaved in the past will predict how one will behave
in the future; past performance predicts future performance (Clement, 2008).
Differentiated Instruction standard- This standard enables the evaluator to rate
teachers on their ability to challenge students with appropriate lessons which address
various ability levels (GA DOE, 2011).
Effective teacher- An effective teacher is any teacher who scored proficient or
exemplary on the 2011-2012 and/or the 2012-2013 Georgia Teacher Keys Evaluation
System.
Elementary school- For the district in this study, elementary school is made up of
grades kindergarten through fifth.
Exemplary teacher rating- The exemplary teacher rating is the top score on the
Teacher Effectiveness Measure rubric provided by the GA DOE (2011). The rubric
provides the following definition o f exemplary for the Instructional Strategies standard:
“The teachers optimizes students’ opportunity to leam by engaging students in higherorder thinking and by identifying and effectively implementing the most appropriate
research-based instructional strategies” (GA DOE, 2011, p. 42). The rubric provides the
following definition of exemplary for the Differentiation standard: “The teacher
optimizes students’ opportunities to leam by engaging them in critical and creative
thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs” (GA
DOE, 2011, p. 43).
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Instructional Delivery domain- This is one o f the five TKES domains; includes
Instructional Strategies standard and Differentiated Instruction standard (GA DOE,
2012 ).

Instructional Strategies standard- This standard rates teachers on their ability to
use research-based teaching methods to promote student learning (GA DOE, 2011).
Look-fors- Look-fors are specific phrases, concepts, details, core competencies, or
criteria that reflect effective teachers’ possible responses during an interview setting.
Proficient teacher rating- The proficient rating is the acceptable score on the
Teacher Effectiveness Measure rubric provided by the GA DOE (2012). The rubric
provides the following definition o f proficient for the Instructional Strategies standard:
“The teacher promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies
relevant to the content area to engage students in active learning to promote key skills”
(GA DOE, 2011, p. 42). The rubric provides the following definition o f proficient for the
Differentiation standard: “The teacher challenges students by providing appropriate
content and developing skills which address individual learning differences” (GA DOE,
2011, p. 43).
Teacher candidate- A teacher candidate is any prospective teacher who has been
approved for hire at the district level.
Traditional interview- A traditional interview is any interview setting in which the
interviewer relies on hypothetical questions to determine a candidate’s fit for job opening
(Clement, 2002).
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Summary
Effective teachers are needed in every school and classroom to improve student
achievement (NCTQ, 2012). Therefore, hiring effective teachers is a critical task of
school leaders (Pillsbury, 2005). Teachers have greater impact on student achievement
than any other school-related factor (Stronge et al., 2011). Because teachers affect
student achievement, understanding what effective teachers look like is important to
school leaders (Stronge et al., 2011). Definitions and lists of effective teacher qualities
have been provided by Danielson (1996), Stronge (2002,2007), and the NBPTS (2012).
However, Stronge and Hindman (2003) recommend further study to determine what
criteria principals should use to evaluate effective teacher characteristics before teachers
are hired. The problem addressed in this study is the lack of research-based criteria for
principals to use during an interview to effectively evaluate teacher candidates’ abilities
to positively impact student achievement. Learning more about how to hire effective
teachers using reliable interview models, like BBI, would provide valuable insight to
school leaders.
The purpose of this study was to provide a better understanding o f teacher
interviews and to identify evidence principals need in order to successfully hire effective
teachers. The research question is, “What responses do effective teachers give to
behavior-based interview questions?” The findings o f the study will provide valuable
insight for principals who are responsible for hiring effective teachers for their schools.
Using a qualitative design, the researcher interviewed current effective teachers.
Based on the responses given during the interview, the researcher organized topics into
categories based on the TKES indicators in the Instructional Strategies Domain (GA
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DOE, 2012). Each indicator was used as a category to build a consistent framework for
the development of look-fors. Because the indicators are used to evaluate teachers in the
state o f Georgia, the researcher chose to write look-fors based on the indicators. Within
each category, or indicator, the researcher identified common sub-categories. Look-fors
were written for all categories in which common sub-categories could be extrapolated.
This study is made up of five chapters. Chapter 2 is a review o f the literature on
effective teachers, interviewing, and BBI. A connection between the need for effective
teachers and the ability to select those effective teachers in BBI interviews is presented
by exploring the related literature. Chapter 3 fully describes the methodology selected
for the study. Chapter 4 includes all results from the data collected and analyzed.
Chapter 5 presents the summary o f the study plus the researcher’s recommendations
based on the findings.

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This chapter is a review o f the literature on behavior-based interviewing. First, a
discussion on the impact of teachers and o f specific teacher characteristics on student
achievement will include descriptions of what makes a good teacher. Additionally, this
review describes various teacher selection methods as well as types o f interviews.
Finally, behavior-based interviewing research will help build a connection from the
literature to this study.
The Effective Teacher
Student achievement is impacted by a myriad o f factors. Some school-based
factors include class size, funding, and curriculum (Cicotte, 2009). However, the
strongest factor that impacts student achievement is the classroom teacher (Berry,
Daughtrey, & Wieder, 2009; Chetty et al., 2011; Cicotte, 2009; Marzano, 2001; Stronge
et al., 2011; Wong, 1999). A study conducted by the NCTAF (1996) brought politicians
and educators together calling for all students to have effective teachers under the stated
premise, “What teachers know and can do is the most important influence on what
students leam” (NCTAF, 1996, p. 10). The extensive two-year study by NCTAF (1996)
looked at education statistics, previous research studies, and current practices and policies
from across the country in order to achieve the mission o f providing an action agenda for
helping public schools in America. The study focused on teacher impact, effective
staffing, and school reform (NCTAF, 1996).
21
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The challenge to get effective teachers in every classroom in the country was
repeated with the reauthorization o f NCLB in 2001. Having effective teachers in every
classroom is vital because “the teaching quality gap explains much o f the student
achievement gap” (Berry et al., 2009, p. 1). Berry and colleagues (2009) suggest the
achievement gap between socio-economic levels could be narrowed by putting more
effective teachers in particular schools. Placing effective teachers in front o f every child
should be the goal o f human capital management programs in each school district across
the country because the success o f any school depends on its teachers (Curtis, 2010).
Defining Effective
The No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act of 2001 calls for all children to have
access to a highly-qualified teacher. Highly qualified is defined as teachers who hold a
bachelor’s degree, have full state certification, and have subject-matter knowledge in the
area taught (NCLB, 2001). However, this definition does not do enough to define
effective teaching (Brown, Morehead, & Smith, 2008; Rothman, 2009). “Highly
qualified teachers and high quality teachers are not synonymous because it is possible for
a teacher to meet the mandates for a highly-qualified endorsement, yet not exhibit
qualities of an effective teacher” (Grove, 2008, p. 1). Teacher effectiveness is difficult to
define because teaching is a complex job (Stronge, et al., 2011). After doing consulting
work across the United States focusing on teacher quality and human resources, Pillsbury
(2005) observed teachers who have full credentials can range from poor to great,
indicating that quality does not necessarily match credentials.
One widely accepted definition of effectiveness comes from The National Board
for Professional Teaching Standards (NBPTS). NBPTS (2012) has Five Core
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Propositions which form the basis for the definition of highly effective teachers. First,
“teachers are committed to students and their learning” (NBPTS, 2012, para. 1). Second,
an effective teacher not only knows the subject matter well but can deliver the subject
matter effectively for student learning (NBPTS, 2012). Also, effective teachers are
“responsible for managing and monitoring student learning” (NBPTS, 2012, para. 3).
The fourth proposition describes a teacher’s reflective practices and the ability to improve
from past experiences (NBPTS, 2012). Finally, effective teachers are a part of a larger
learning community where collaboration is used to improve practices (NBPTS, 2012).
The National Board for Professional Teaching Standards provides training, resources, and
certification to teachers all across the country (NBPTS, 2012).
Stronge (2002, 2007) identifies six major domains o f characteristics that effective
teachers share: (a) prerequisites o f teaching, (b) the teacher as a person, (c) classroom
management and organization, (d) planning for instruction, (e) implementing instruction,
and (f) monitoring student progress and potential. The prerequisites o f teaching include a
teacher’s verbal ability, educational coursework, teacher certification, content knowledge,
and teaching experience (Stronge, 2007). Important qualities o f the teacher as a person
include fairness, respect, positive social interactions with students, enthusiasm,
motivation, positive attitude about teaching, and reflectiveness (Stronge, 2007). Effective
teachers manage the classroom by being proactive about behaviors, keeping students
engaged, involving students in the development of a management system, and are
consistent and fair (Stronge, 2007). These teachers also organize materials, time, and
space to maximize instructional time (Stronge, 2007). Planning for instruction daily,
weekly, and long-term is vital (Stronge, 2007). Maintaining high expectations and
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maximizing instructional time are qualities o f effective teachers that can be seen in
planning for instruction (Stronge, 2007).
According to Stronge (2002,2007), implementing instruction is the most
important consideration defining effective teaching. The use o f research-based
instructional strategies, responding to the needs o f students on various levels, having
clarity in purpose, using effective questioning techniques, and having the ability to
provide and support engagement are all required to meet success in the classroom
(Stronge, 2007). After planning and implementing instruction, effective teachers monitor
student progress, provide meaningful and timely feedback, and use assessments to meet
student needs (Stronge, 2007). These six domains, used together, provide an abundance
o f information that helps define effective teaching.
Danielson (1996) designed a framework for effective teaching that includes four
domains: planning and preparation, classroom environment, instruction, and other
professional duties. To be effective in the first domain, planning and preparation,
teachers must be familiar with content, resources and be able to design lessons and
assessments that will facilitate learning (Danielson, 1996). The classroom environment
must be organized efficiently and the teacher must provide a positive environment with
appropriate student behavior. Danielson (1996) puts the most weight on the third
domain, instruction. To be effective in this domain, the teacher is “communicating
clearly and accurately, using questioning and discussion techniques, engaging students in
learning, providing feedback to students, and demonstrating flexibility and
responsiveness” (Danielson, 1996, p.4). Finally, effective teachers are defined in relation
to other professional duties and responsibilities including “reflecting on teaching,
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maintaining accurate records, communicating with families, contributing to the school
and district, growing and developing professionally, and showing professionalism”
(Danielson, 1996, p.4).
The GA DOE identifies its best teachers using 10 professional standards which
make up the new Teacher Keys Evaluation System (TKES). According to the TKES
handbook published by the GA DOE (2011), teachers are assessed in the following
domains: Planning, Instructional Delivery, Assessment, Learning Environment, and
Professionalism/Communication. Within each domain, there are two performance
standards (GA DOE, 2011). These domains and performance standards make up
Georgia’s Teacher Assessment on Performance Standards, commonly referred to as
TAPS (GA DOE, 2011). Teachers are rated in each standard using one o f four
categories: exemplary, proficient, needs development, or ineffective (GA DOE, 2011).
The DOE’s expectation is for teachers to score in the proficient category (GA DOE,
2011). Therefore, although the state o f Georgia does not use the term effective
specifically, teachers scoring in the proficient or exemplary categories are deemed
effective.
The first domain is Planning (GA DOE, 2011). The Planning domain has two
performance standards: Professional Knowledge and Instructional Planning (GA DOE,
2011). Professional Knowledge refers to the teacher’s understanding the subject content
as well as knowing appropriate pedagogy in order to provide relevant learning
experiences for students (GA DOE, 2011). Instructional Planning refers to the teacher’s
inclusion of the state and local standards, curricula, and student data to meet the needs of
students (GA DOE, 2011).
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The second domain is Instructional Delivery (GA DOE, 2011). The two
standards that make up this domain are Instructional Strategies and Differentiated
Instruction (GA DOE, 2011). To earn a proficient status for Instructional Strategies, the
teacher relies on research-based instructional strategies for student learning and
engagement (GA DOE, 2011). For the Differentiated Instruction standard, teachers are
able to challenge each child at his or her own level (GA DOE, 2011).
The third domain is Assessment of and for Learning (GA DOE, 2011).
Assessment Strategies and Assessment Uses are performance standards in this domain
(GA DOE, 2011). Assessment Strategies refer to the teacher’s ability to choose the most
effective assessment for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes (GA DOE,
2011). Assessment Uses are more about how the teacher uses data from assessments to
inform instruction and to communicate with the student and parent (GA, DOE, 2011).
The fourth domain of the TAPS is Learning Environment (GA, DOE, 2011).
Positive Learning Environment and Academically Challenging Environment are the
standards in this domain (GA DOE, 2011). The Positive Learning Environment standard
requires teachers to maintain an engaging environment for learning in regards to student
safety and emotional well-being (GA DOE, 2011). Closely related, the Academically
Challenging Environment standard also requires teachers to control the classroom
environment for learning, but this standard adds students learning at high levels by using
management to maximize instruction time (GA DOE, 2011).
The last domain is Professionalism and Communication (GA DOE, 2011).
Professionalism is comprised o f indicators including ethical behavior and professional
development expectations (GA DOE, 2011). Professionalism also covers confidentiality,
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professional dress and appearance, and flexibility when faced with change (GA DOE,
2011). The Communication standard requires teachers to be effective communicators
with students, parents, and school personnel (GA DOE, 2011). Effective communication
includes verbal and non-verbal communication such as conducting parent conferences,
giving students directions, or sending written information.
Taken together, the 10 standards that make up the TAPS portion o f the TKES
help define effective teaching and the effective teacher. Because the TKES tool was
designed for teacher evaluation, it is a helpful document to help frame expectations for
teachers in the state o f Georgia.
The Teacher Effect
Teacher effect and teacher effectiveness are two different concepts. Teacher
effectiveness is comprised of all the things that make a good teacher (Stronge et al.,
2011). The teacher effect refers to a teacher’s impact on students’ achievement scores
usually measured by standardized assessments (Chetty, Friedman, & Rockoff, 2012).
Another way researchers describe teacher effect is through the term value-added (Chetty
et al., 2012). “Value-added is defined as the average test-score gain for his or her
students, adjusted for differences across classrooms in student characteristics such as
prior scores” (Chetty et al., 2012, para. 1). For example, Chetty and colleagues (2012)
controlled for race, gender, free and reduced lunch status, and parent characteristics to
help isolate the value-added measure from the teacher. Isolating variables such as these
is a common procedure in value-added studies (Chetty et al., 2012).
Hassel and Hassel (2009) contend that all definitions o f teacher quality must
include student outcomes among research-based teacher behaviors. Hassel and Hassel
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(2009) define teacher effect using a formula that includes both how much a teacher’s
students learns and how many students benefit. Regardless o f the exact definition used by
various researchers, the teacher effect concept illustrates the measureable differences in
teacher effectiveness between teachers (Nye et al., 2004).
Recent studies have measured teacher effect using quantitative measures. Chetty
and colleagues (2011) analyzed teachers’ impacts on a student’s future income potential.
The study found an effective teacher adds tremendous value that can be identified by test
score gains (Chetty et al., 2011). Chetty and colleagues (2011) tracked one million
children from fourth grade through adulthood from one district. The study relied on
computer codes to track teachers who are identified as high value-added (VA) teachers,
and results show teacher impacts to be substantial (Chetty et al., 2011). Chetty and
colleagues (2011) find:
Replacing a teacher whose true VA is in the bottom 5% with one o f average
quality would generate cumulative earning gains o f $52,000 per student or more
than $1.4 million for the average classroom; discounting at a 5% interest rate to
age 12 yields a present value gain o f more than $250,000 per classroom, (para. 5)
Chetty and colleagues (2011) summarize findings by recommending further thought be
applied to how to best use value-added measures in policies such as evaluation.
In a follow-up study, Chetty and colleagues (2012) more fully define the
methodology used to measure value-added scores for teachers. Again looking at the data
gathered from the 2011 study, Chetty and colleagues (2012) showed value-added
measures are not bias. Chetty and colleagues (2012) use two tests to ensure value-added
measures are unbiased in regards to student placement practices. First, a test to ensure
high-VA teachers were not systematically getting the higher-income students was done
by controlling for factors such as test scores in previous grades, demographics, and
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classroom characteristics (Chetty et al., 2012). Findings did not support a systematic
assignment of more advantaged students to high-VA teachers (Chetty et al., 2012).
Therefore, researchers concluded, “any bias in VA estimates due to the omission of
parent characteristics that we are able to observe is minimal” (Chetty et al., 2012, para.
15). Another area o f possible bias is the intentional assignment o f students who are the
most disruptive to the least-effective teachers (Chetty et al., 2012). To test for this type
of bias, Chetty and colleagues (2012) use a middle school where students are taught math
and reading by two different teachers. Findings showed when a low-VA teacher left the
math department, math scores dropped, but reading scores did not despite the
characteristics o f children in the classes (Chetty et al., 2012). Conversely, when a highVA math teacher was added to the department math scores increased, but reading scores
did not (Chetty et al, 2012). Chetty and colleagues (2012) strongly support the
methodology of their value-added study.
Clay’s (2005) dissertation found classroom practices impacted student
achievement scores as measured by state tests in Tennessee. Using a quantitative design,
Clay’s population included all third-grade classes in five school systems (Clay, 2005).
The sample of 30 classrooms within 11 schools was selected based on socio-economic
criteria (Clay, 2005). Each school selected had similar percentages o f economically
disadvantaged students (Clay, 2005). All schools in the study were Title I schools with
free and reduced late rates between 52% and 59% (Clay, 2005). Clay (2005) used a one
way analysis o f variance to assess the relationships between the assessment scores and
instruction to answer the following question: “Is there an association between third-grade
teachers’ use of DAP [developmentally appropriate practice] as measured by the APEEC
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[Assessment of Practices in Early Elementary Classrooms] and students’ achievement on
standardized tests in Reading/Language and Mathematics as measured by the TCAP
[Tennessee Comprehensive Assessment Program]?” (p. 16). The results were significant
in Reading/Language with a .44 effect size between inadequate teachers and excellent
teachers in terms of the DAP score (Clay, 2005). Clay’s results suggest teaching
practices make a significant difference in student achievement scores in third grade
(Clay, 2005).
Another study measured in-school variance between teachers with random
assignment o f both teacher and students in each class (Nye et al., 2004). Nye and
colleagues (2004) used the Stanford Achievement Test (SAT) in reading and math for
grades kindergarten through grade three to measure between-teacher variance. The
results found almost half a full standard deviation in math score differences (.48) between
the top quartile teacher and the bottom (Nye et al., 2004). Reading differences were not
as high, perhaps because some reading instruction and learning happens outside the
school (Nye et al., 2004).
Hattie (2003) combined an extensive literature review with classroom
observations, lesson transcripts, student surveys, and teacher interviews to determine that
teachers have a significant impact on their students’ learning. Hattie (2003) synthesized
over 500,000 studies of the effects o f teachers, home, peers, schools, principals, and
students on student achievement. Hattie (2003) listed the findings in a chart with effect
size estimates and the source o f influence. O f the 33 influencers listed, 21 are teacher
influences (Hattie, 2003). 80% of the top 10 influencers as measured by effect size come
from the influence of the teacher while the other 20% are the student (Hattie, 2003). The
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purpose o f the study was to provide evidence as to what makes an effective teacher
(Hattie, 2003). The results highlight the differences between effective teachers and
ineffective teachers in three main areas: “the way they represent their classrooms, the
degree o f challenges that they present to students, and most critically, in the depth of
processing that their students attain” (Hattie, 2003, p. 15).
To measure teacher effect, researchers estimate the differences in the achievement
gains of students between teachers (Stronge et al., 2011). This is a complex task as
achievement gains can be attributed to many factors (Stronge et al., 2011). The study
focused on student achievement, the instructional practices o f teachers, and the
relationship between the two (Stronge et al., 2011). In the first phase o f the study, 307
fifth-grade teachers from three different school districts were selected (Stronge et al.,
2011). Two years o f reading and math test score data were analyzed (Stronge et al.,
2011). A stringent match process was done to ensure students could be properly matched
with a teacher in the study as the one teacher who was responsible for teaching the
subject tested (Stronge et al., 2011). Using regression, estimates o f teacher impact were
calculated (Stronge et al., 2011). Stronge and colleagues (2011) controlled for various
factors that might impact student achievement gains, and the teacher effect remained
significant. “The differences in student achievement in mathematics and reading for
effective teachers and less effective teachers were more than 30 percentile points”
(Stronge et al., 2011, p. 348).
Dispositions and Characteristics of Effective Teachers
The previous set of studies focused on student outcomes and measurement o f the
teacher effect. The next set of research includes characteristics, dispositions, and
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behaviors effective teachers have in common. Dispositions are defined as “tendencies,
inclinations, character, and a temperamental make-up displayed over time” (Nixon, Dam,
& Packard, 2010). Dispositions are also referred to as the teacher’s “personality traits,
attitudes, values, and beliefs” (Nixon et al., 2010, p. 211). In addition, dispositions have
been seen in the literature with words such as moral compass and ethics (Nixon et al.,
2010 ).

To illustrate the significance o f teacher dispositions, DeArmond, Gross, and
Goldhaber (2010) interviewed 10 elementary principals to explore what principals look
for when hiring new teachers. Schools were selected based on the large number of
teachers hired relative to the district with the assumption that the principals from these
schools would have more recent experience with interviewing and thinking about
important teacher dispositions (DeArmond et al., 2010). DeArmond and colleagues
(2010) conducted semi-structured interviews with principals, teachers, human resource
specialists, and one leader in the local teachers’ union. All teachers and principals cited
the same information when asked about identifying effective teachers (DeArmond et al.,
2010). “With varying degrees o f specificity, they talked about wanting to find teachers
with prior experience teaching or working with children; everyone was looking for
teachers who had positive personalities and dispositions; everyone wanted teachers who
were generally knowledgeable about instruction and classroom management”
(DeArmond et al., 2010, p. 334). DeArmond and colleagues (2010) found agreement
between almost every school included in the study in that a good disposition was more
important than a strong skill set because skills can be taught, but personalities cannot be
changed.
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NCLB (2001) does not include dispositions in its requirements o f a highlyqualified teacher. Qualities such as “caring, patience, social and emotional intelligence,
and other attributes are not measured under the current system” (Slate, Onwuegbuzie, &
Schulte, 2009, p. 2). Slate and colleagues (2009) surveyed 437 Hispanic college students
enrolled in teacher certification courses to explore perceptions o f effective teacher
characteristics. Twenty themes were created after coding the data from the surveys (Slate
et al., 2009). The top three dispositions/characteristics cited by the participants were
patience, caring, and positive attitude (Slate et al., 2009). According to the results o f this
study, these dispositions are critical for effective teaching (Slate et al., 2009).
While dispositions include many intangibles, characteristics are usually concrete
and identifiable. Some teacher characteristics found in the literature include certification
status, years of experience, degree or level of education, participation in a certain type o f
teacher preparation program, and subject-matter knowledge. NCLB (2001) includes
some characteristics in its definition o f highly-qualified including degree level,
certification, and subject-matter knowledge but other characteristics are excluded.
Many researchers have attempted to determine which teacher characteristics or
dispositions are linked to teacher effectiveness (Nixon et al., 2010; Rothman, 2009,
Staiger & Rockoff, 2010; Stronge, 2007, Stronge et al., 2011). Rothman’s report for the
Center for Public Education (2009) suggests some characteristics are linked with
effectiveness: traditional certification, academic qualifications, and experience, but
Rothman cautions that the effects are only seen when a teacher has a combination o f
these characteristics. Schools across the country that achieved adequate yearly progress
(AYP) status during the 2006-2007 school year had a larger percentage o f teachers who
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were deemed highly qualified by NCLB standards than schools that did not achieve AYP
suggesting a relationship between student achievement and highly qualified status
(Rothman, 2009). However, Rothman (2009) provides data to expand on this perceived
relationship. First, only some types o f state certification have a positive impact
(Rothman, 2009). Emergency certification or no certification at all has a negative impact
on student achievement (Rothman, 2009). Next, subject matter knowledge and academic
qualifications do have positive impacts, especially in math (Rothman, 2009). Finally,
advanced degrees show no positive impact on student achievement (Rothman, 2009).
Nixon and colleagues (2010) provide a review o f research which not only
contends dispositions are indeed related to effectiveness but also offers insight to which
dispositions most positively impact student achievement. Nixon et al. (2010) listed
reflectiveness, attitude, empathy, and drive as being critical to teacher effectiveness. This
list o f dispositions was created after analyzing reasons for teacher contract non-renewals
(Nixon et al., 2010). “Results indicated that principals cited dispositions as the reason for
non-renewal of probationary teachers 53% o f the time” (Nixon et al., 2010, p. 212). This
result suggests dispositions are vastly important to principals when evaluating effective
teaching (Nixon et al., 2010).
Stronge has studied teacher effectiveness over many years (Stronge, 2002,2007;
Stronge & Hindman, 2003; Stronge et al., 2011). “We have no secret recipe for creating
an effective teacher, but we do know that effective teachers possess certain
characteristics” (Stronge & Hindman, 2003, p. 49). Stronge and colleagues (2011)
investigated the differences between effective teachers and ineffective teachers. Valueadded methods were combined with classroom observations to explore a relationship
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between student achievement and instructional practices (Stronge et al., 2011). One
significant finding o f the study included a large difference between top-quartile o f
teachers and bottom-quartile o f teachers in the ability to build relationships with students
(Stronge et al., 2011). Relationship building can be classified as more o f a characteristic
of a teacher than a quantifiable skill that can be reviewed on a certification or application
document.
Other studies also use value-added calculations, or the teacher effect, to answer
questions about teacher characteristics. Harris and Sass (2009) conducted a study that
explores teacher productivity using value-added calculations. To begin the analysis, the
researchers looked at the correlation between principals’ evaluations o f teachers and the
teachers’ value-added numerical scores (Harris & Sass, 2009). Next, using multivariate
analysis, the researcher was able to measure whether the principals’ judgments were
better than current approaches to compensation like experience and degree level (Harris
& Sass, 2009). Specifically, the study found a weak link between teachers’ impacts on
student achievement and characteristics like experience and level of degree attained
(Harris & Sass, 2009). However, the study did show a positive impact on scores based
on experience and degree when controlling for teachers’ subject knowledge, skill in
teaching, and intelligence (Harris & Sass, 2009).
Darling-Hammond, Holtzman, Gatlin, and Heilig (2005) conducted a longitudinal
data review which analyzed the impact o f a teacher’s experience, degree level,
certification, and Teach for America participation on student achievement as measured by
the Texas Assessment of Academic Skills, a criterion-referenced test, as well as the SAT9, a national-normed reference test. The data examined included reading and math test
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results from students who were in grades three through eight between the years 1996 and
2000 (Darling-Hammond et al., 2005). The results o f the study found teacher
certification accounted for a statistically significant difference in student achievement
scores after controlling for students’ prior achievement, student demographics, teachers’
years o f experience and degree level, and classroom level variables (Darling-Hammond
et al., 2005). These results show that programs like Teach for America have some
successes, but also have some limitations when measured by student achievement gains
(Darling-Hammond et al., 2005).
Unlike Harris and Sass (2009), Staiger and Rockoff (2010) found a link between
teaching experience and student achievement in their review o f education literature.
Using data from two o f the country’s largest school districts, Los Angeles and New York
City, researchers reported four major findings (Staiger and Rockoff, 2010). First,
teachers are extremely varied in their impact on student achievement (Staiger and
Rockoff, 2010). Second, estimates o f the teacher effect only have 30 to 50 percent
reliability because of all the variables that affect student achievement (Staiger and
Rockoff, 2010). Third, teachers with two years or more experience have much larger
impacts on student achievement than teachers in the first two years (Staiger and Rockoff,
2010). Finally, Straiger and Rockoff (2010) attribute much o f the cost o f teacher
turnover to the negative impact novice teachers has on students. One piece of evidence
that resulted in the analysis of research alluded to trying to identify the characteristics that
show affect student achievement during the hiring process (Staiger and Rockoff, 2010).
“Unfortunately, there is scant evidence that school districts or principals can effectively
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separate effective and ineffective teachers when making hiring decisions” (Staiger and
Rockoff, 2010, p. 103).
Berry and colleagues (2009) conducted a brief literature review in attempts to
clarify some evidence given on teacher effectiveness. The first group o f studies reviewed
focused on a teacher’s academic ability (Berry et al., 2009). While most studies
supported academic ability of the teacher as an important factor in student achievement,
Berry and colleagues (2009) caution that the relationship is minor. Next, researchers
looked at teacher preparation in traditional versus nontraditional pathways (Berry et al.,
2009). Findings suggest the type o f pathway taken does not affect teacher impact, but
the quality of instruction in whichever path one takes will affect teacher impact (Berry et
al., 2009). Finally, teacher experience studies were examined (Berry et al., 2009). Berry
and colleagues (2009) found years o f experience mattered less if novice teachers were
given enough support and professional development. The results o f this review
supported the need for more finely-tuned research so that analysts can “get better at
telling more accurate stories of what it takes to ensure an effective teacher for every
child” (Berry et al., 2009, p. 10).
Teacher experience also comes up in Stronge’s 2002 synthesis of teacher
effectiveness literature. “Teaching experience has up to a 30 percent beneficial effect on
student academic performance” (Stronge, 2002, p. 10). Stronge (2002) credits this
number to the fact that experienced teachers know the content better, have practice with
efficient planning strategies, and understand effective classroom management skills.
However, the range of experience and its impact is varied taking anywhere from five to
eight years to benefit fully from years o f experience (Stronge, 2002).

In addition to years o f experience, teacher preparation routes have also been
studied to explore their relationship, if any, to student achievement. Darling-Hammond
and colleagues (2005) found teachers with traditional certification which resulted from a
standard pathway through teacher preparation programs had a positive impact on student
achievement. Teachers who were not certified or those who held non-standard
certification negatively impacted student scores when researchers controlled for teacher
experience and degree level (Darling-Hammond et al., 2005). However, traditional
teacher preparation programs were a concern in a 2004 U.S. Department of Education
report. The study conducted by the National Council on Teacher Quality for the US
Department o f Education found teachers are comprised o f “a disproportionately high
number of candidates from the lower end o f the distribution o f academic ability as
measured by college entrance exams” (NCTQ, 2004, p. 23). The study also found
teacher candidates in teacher preparation programs maintained higher grade point
averages than students in other studies (NCTQ, 2004). Because these same education
students do not perform as well as others on college entrance exams, the report raises
questions about the rigor of the preparation programs (NCTQ, 2004).
Kahley’s 2001 dissertation analyzed several quantifiable teacher characteristics to
measure predictability of the teacher candidates obtaining a contract from the district
after three months o f classroom teaching. One hundred and forty-one personnel files
were used to calculate the following findings: Grade point average, Praxis II certification
score, number o f years o f experience, screening interview score, building interview score,
nor gender were found to be statistically significant in predicting the success o f a teacher
obtaining a contract (Kahley, 2001). However, the type of college a teacher attended did
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predict the eventual success of a teacher getting a contract from the district (Kahley,
2001). Most o f the teachers (80%) contracted at the end of the three month period
attended state colleges as opposed to private colleges (Kahley, 2001).
In a study unrelated to education specifically, Ng and Feldman (2009) find a
strong relationship between education level, or the degrees a person holds, and positive
job performance. Findings were based on 293 empirical studies from published and
unpublished sources (Ng & Feldman, 2009). Job performance, as defined by Ng and
Feldman (2009), refers to the core task performance o f the required job duties. More
educated workers were more creative, displayed good citizenship with colleagues, and
engaged in fewer instances of aggression and absenteeism (Ng & Feldman, 2009).
Subject-matter knowledge is a characteristic that is difficult to measure because
the impact o f teacher’s knowledge on student achievement is dependent on subject matter
and grade taught (Marzano & Waters, 2009). Marzano and Waters (2009) give a clear
illustration o f this point by comparing the requirements o f math knowledge between a
third-grade math teacher with requirements o f math knowledge required by a high-school
math teacher. Subject-matter knowledge matters much less for the third-grade teacher
(Marzano & Waters, 2009). Stronge (2002,2007), however, includes content knowledge
in his list o f prerequisites that most effective teachers share.
Teacher Selection
The selection of employees in any business, including education, is critical to a
company’s success (Simola, Taggar, & Smith, 2007). Hiring effective teachers is crucial
to improving student achievement (Auguste et al., 2010; Behrstock & Coggshall, 2009;
Brooks, 2011; Delli & Vera, 2003; Pillsbury, 2005). The responsibility o f selecting and
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hiring teachers is with the local school districts around the country (NCTQ, 2004).
Teacher selection is one o f the most important decisions districts and principals make
each year (Emley & Ebmeier, 1997; Hanson, 2009; Hindman, 2004; Kersten, 2008;
Mason & Schrodeder, 2010; Pillsbury, 2005; Smith, 2008). “Without question, the single
most important task o f a principal is to hire highly qualified, exceptional staff’ (Mason &
Schroeder, 2010, p. 186). Hindman (2004) describes effective teacher selection as
finding and hiring teachers who will make a positive impact on students. For school
leaders to be able to hire effective teachers, the hiring process must include strategic
approaches such as research-based selection criteria and administrator interview training
that will help attract and retain top talent (Auguste et al., 2010; Grove, 2008; Lemke,
Thomsen, Wayne, & Birman, 2012).
NCLB (2001) increased the urgency for districts and principals to hire only
teacher candidates who are both highly qualified and effective (Delli & Vera, 2003).
Accountability for improved student achievement across the nation increased awareness
o f the relationship between characteristics o f effective teachers and student scores
(Fortner, 2011). Lee (2005) suggests hiring effective teachers will be “one of the biggest
strategic challenges facing schools over the next decade” (p. 263).
In 2008 the governor of Minnesota, Tim Pawlenty, chaired a task force called
Strategic Management of Human Capital (SMHC) with the purpose o f improving student
achievement by focusing on effective teachers. “The strategic management o f human
capital is the systematic process o f aligning school district academic goals with school
district organization and practices, from curriculum and assessment to teacher and
administrator recruitment, retention and compensation” (SMHC, 2009, p. 1). The task
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force members recommended the following actions for school districts: expand the
pipeline for the recruitment of quality teachers, improve the screening methods to help
select effective teachers, place effective teachers in high-need schools, develop more
intensive induction programs, provide intensive and targeted professional development,
improve evaluation processes, add performance-based evaluation systems, compensate
teachers to recognize and reward quality performance, restructure HR departments to
include more strategic management o f people, and implement strong data systems to help
manage human resources (SMHC, 2009).
Recently, human resource departments in school systems have moved from
administrative paperwork functions to “becoming an active partner in teacher quality
improvement” (Heneman & Milanowski, 2007, p. 4). Aligning processes such as teacher
hiring with school district academic goals are critical to the success o f school districts
(Heneman & Milanowski, 2007). Human Resource Alignment (HRA) is defined as the
degree to which the district’s HR practices are focused on teacher performance indicators
(Heneman & Milanowski, 2007).
There are two types of hiring structures found in school districts: decentralized
and centralized hiring (Liu & Johnson, 2006). Centralized hiring describes human
resources practices in which the central office or human resource departments hire and
place teachers in schools as openings are available (NCTQ, 2004). Centralized hiring
offers efficiency and control over a large number o f applicants (Liu & Johnson, 2006).
Liu and Johnson (2006) found the process o f centralized hiring to have high uniformity in
the process of hiring teachers. However, the district office often does not have enough
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information about local needs at each school which might result in a mismatch in
placement (Liu & Johnson, 2006).
On the other end of the continuum, decentralized, or school-based hiring, gives
the local school principal autonomy in selecting teachers (Bolz, 2009). This approach is
preferred and recommended by the literature (Bolz, 2009; DeArmond et al., 2010; Grove,
2008; NCTQ, 2012). School-based hiring has several advantages. First, principals have
a better understanding about the type o f teacher needed for the opening and, therefore,
can select for the right fit (DeArmond et al., 2010). Also, local school leaders can use a
variety of selection methods like interviewing and sample lessons which would give a
better idea o f the candidate’s qualifications not written on an application (DeArmond et
al., 2010).
The Hiring Process
The process o f hiring teachers is part o f an overall human resource strategy that
usually comes directly from the superintendent or from the district level o f a school
system (Lee, 2005; Stronge & Hindman, 2003). The hiring process includes recruitment,
screening for required qualification, the interview phase, selecting, and inducting
(Stronge & Hindman, 2003; Wise, Darling-Hammond, & Berry, 1987). Selecting
effective teachers “is an information-gathering and decision-making process that is
generally thought o f as a series o f steps or phases with decisions being made along the
way” (Mulieri, 2010, p. 11).
In most school systems, principals are the ones who hire teachers (Hanson, 2009;
Kersten, 2008). Kersten (2008) contends if principals thoroughly understanding best
practices in hiring, teacher selection can improve. Kersten (2008) surveyed 142
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principals in Illinois about teacher recruitment, selection processes, and hiring decisions.
Results show most districts use the district’s website for recruitment, interviews for
selection, and final hiring decisions are made by principals (Kersten, 2008). Mulieri
(2010) surveyed 10 high school principals in Suffolk County, New York finding only one
that is not the final decision maker for the building.
Recruitment
The first stage o f the hiring process is recruitment. Recruitment is the process o f
attracting possible candidates to current or future openings (Smith, 2008). Heneman and
Milanowski (2007) divide recruitment into two parts: information gathering and
information giving. School districts use this phase to collect information about the
characteristics of a potential candidate (Heneman & Milanowski, 2007). It is also a time
to provide information about the job expectations to prospective applicants (Lee, 2005;
Heneman & Milanowski, 2007).
Lee (2005), a human resource expert and consultant, gives specific advice to
school districts about the recruitment process. First, the superintendent o f a school
district should be involved as much as possible or at least set the expectations for the
human resource departments and principals (Lee, 2005). Second, districts’ value
proposition needs to brand the district in a way that sets it apart from the competing
districts (Lee, 2005; SMHC, 2009). Third, the marketing plan documents and processes
“need to reinforce the same compelling values and clearly answer the question, ‘why
would I want to teach here rather than in another district?”’ (Lee, 2005, p. 266).
Building relationships with local universities helps districts maintain a supply o f
teacher candidates (NCTQ, 2004). “By offering to host teacher trainees who need to
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fulfill their student teaching experience, schools can identify potentially good hires”
(NCTQ, 2004, p. 46). Also, many colleges host large job fairs in which school districts
go on campus to recruit teaching candidates (Clement, 2004).
In a report by the National Council on Teacher Quality (2004) for the U.S.,
financial incentives are added to the recruitment discussion. Since most districts are
locked in to a set salary schedule for teachers, other initiatives such as student loan
forgiveness, eliminating licensing fees, and offering scholarships are offered by many
districts to help attract teacher candidates (NCTQ, 2004). Altemative-certification
programs have also been used by school districts to help recruit quality candidates to the
teacher profession (NCTQ, 2004). Alternative programs allow candidates to begin
teaching earlier than traditional certification programs (NCTQ, 2004).
Pre-screening
Screening applicants based on applications, resumes, letters o f recommendation,
and certification test scores should be done through the lens o f effective teacher research
(Stronge & Hindman, 2003). Research claims a teacher’s content knowledge impacts
student achievement (Stronge, 2002). Screening, therefore, should include processes that
would select or deny applicants based on transcript information in the subject area to be
taught (Stronge, 2002). Characteristics that have been shown to have a positive impact
on student achievement could be screened for in the application process (Stronge, 2002).
Prerequisites for teachers such as certification and verbal ability as measured by aptitude
tests could also be screened (Stronge, 2002).
The National Council on Teacher Quality (NCQT) conducted a study for MiamiDade County Public Schools in 2012. NCTQ (2012) found Miami-Dade’s central office
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does only technical pre-screening for candidates’ eligibility, but leaves recruiting,
interviewing, and selection up to each school. While research supports decentralization
of hiring (Bolz, 2009; DeArmond et al., 2010; Grove, 2008), the NCTQ (2012)
recommends the district give greater support to busy principals. For example, the district
might use more stringent pre-screening processes using selection criteria which match
effective teaching research (NCTQ, 2012).
Pre-screening paperwork usually occurs at the district level by the human
resource departments (Liu & Johnson, 2006). Liu and Johnson (2006) interviewed 486
teachers across four states with an 85-item survey instrument used to measure teachers’
experiences during the hiring process. As part of the pre-screening process, over 99% of
teachers were required to submit a resume, 92.3% were required to submit references,
73.3% needed an undergraduate transcript, and almost 68% needed a cover letter (Liu &
Johnson, 2006). Notably, less than 28% o f teachers surveyed were required to submit
standardized test scores and even less were asked for a writing sample or lesson plan (Liu
& Johnson, 2006). Liu and Johnson (2006) concluded a heavy emphasis is placed on
paper credentials used in the pre-screening process to make final hiring decisions.
Interview
Interviewing is the most commonly used selection method in the United States
(Cortina, Goldstein, Payne, Davison, & Gilliland, 2000; Judge, Higgins, & Cable, 2000;
Morin & Denis, 2010; Pulakos & Schmitt, 1995; Ullah, 2010). Schools, like businesses,
also rely heavily on the interview to select teachers (Clement, 2002; Kersten, 2008; Liu &
Johnson, 2006). Liu and Johnson (2006) found 91% o f teachers they surveyed across
four states participated in at least one interview prior to being selected to teach. Harris
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and Sass (2009) also point out the interview in the critical steps to placing the most
effective teachers in each classroom. The ultimate goal of an interview is to be able to
confidently select the best person for a job vacancy (Fortner, 2011; Harris & Sass, 2009;
Ullah, 2010).
Stronge and Hindman (2003) contend interviews should follow protocols as to
what types o f questions to ask, which techniques to use, how the process is followed,
what criteria is selected for evaluation, and how to assess each candidate. All protocols
should be viewed through the teacher effectiveness lens, as the main purpose of
interviewing is to select the most effective teacher (Hindman, 2004; Stronge & Hindman,
2003). The interview process may be more effective if teacher qualities linked to student
achievement are included in the criteria and evaluation o f the interview (Fortner, 2011;
Mason & Schroeder, 2010).
School principals are most commonly the person responsible for interviewing
candidates (Liu & Johnson, 2006; Smith, 2008). A lot o f time and effort is spent
interviewing candidates (Staiger & Rockoff, 2010). Because interviewing is interactive,
it gives principals a rich source o f information that cannot be seen during pre-screening
(Liu & Johnson, 2006). Training principals and others who are responsible for interviews
is critical to ensure they understand how to select effective teachers (Lee, 2005).
Unfortunately, training for interview techniques is not a common practice in school
districts (Hanson, 2009; NCTQ, 2012).
There are two major types of interviews: structured and unstructured. Structured
interviews use standardization in questions and evaluation in hopes to decrease the
subjectivity o f the decision making (Chen, Tsai, & Hu, 2008). Interviews that give the
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interviewer more discretion over which questions to ask and how to evaluate the answers
are termed unstructured (Chen et al., 2008). Researchers agree structured interviews are
more valid than unstructured (Avery & Campion, 1982; Campion, Palmer, & Campion,
1997; Judge & Cable, 2000; Mueller & Baum, 2011).
Within structured interviews, there are two types o f questioning used by
interviewers: situational and behavior-based (Campion et al., 1997; Pulakos & Schmitt,
1995). “SI [situational interview] questions focus on future behavior while PBDI
[patterned behavior description interview] questions focus on past behavior” (Conway &
Peneno, 1999, p. 486-487). A typical situational interview question would ask a
candidate what he or she would do in a certain situation (Clement, 2008). A behaviorbased question would ask a candidate to describe what he or she actually did in a
situation (Clement, 2008).
Selection
Selection is the part of the hiring process that represents the district’s choice o f an
individual to fill a vacancy (Behrstock & Coggshall, 2009). Selection happens after pre
screening and interviewing have narrowed the qualified candidate pool (Behrstock &
Coggshall, 2009). The main goal o f the entire hiring process is to select teachers who
will be successful (Smith, 2008). “Unfortunately, there is scant evidence that school
districts or principals can effectively separate effective and ineffective teachers when
they make hiring decisions” (Staiger & Rockoff, 2010, p. 103). Successful teacher
selection results in hiring an effective teacher who positively impacts student
achievement (Wise et al., 1987).
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There are many types o f selection methods used in education (Barclay, 2001).
Interviews including situational and behavioral questions, ability tests, personality tests,
and group exercises in assessment centers are all methods used to measure a candidate’s
qualifications for a vacancy (Barclay, 2001). One method o f selecting teachers is to hire
candidates that already work for the school in some capacity (Holtom, 2009). For
example, Holton’s 2009 dissertation studied how 48 effective teachers were hired. O f the
48,37 o f the effective teachers already worked in the district which allowed principals to
know more about the candidates and their work. Student teachers and substitute teachers
are great examples of possible hires (Holtom, 2009). Because skills can take years to
learn, if principals know candidates possess those skills prior to hiring, there is less risk
in the selection process (Behrstock & Coggshall, 2009).
While research reveals much about effective selection practices, some school
districts still do not always hire the best candidate from the available pool (NCTQ, 2004).
Practices such as nepotism, hiring less experienced teachers to save salary cost, and
transfer rights fill vacancies with teachers who might not be the most effective or best fit
(NCTQ, 2004).
Legal Guidelines
Hiring in the United States is subject to many legal restrictions. Federal antidiscrimination laws govern all school districts in the country (Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission [EEOC], 2012). Legislative acts regulating hiring include the
American with Disabilities Act (ADA), Title VII o f the Civil Rights Act, and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA) (Bolz, 2009; Delli & Vera, 2003).
Affirmative action has also played a role in ensuring discrimination is avoided in the
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hiring process and to ensure all applicants have equal access to opportunities (Smith,
2008). The No Child Left Behind Act o f 2001 provided additional federal guidelines for
districts to follow. “The training, hiring, assignment, and evaluation o f teachers remain
state and local responsibilities, but the national legislation sets a framework within which
districts must operate as well as an ultimate goal towards which they must progress”
(NCTQ, 2004, para. 2.3.6).
The Americans with Disabilities Act o f 1990 makes it unlawful to discriminate
against disabled individuals in any and all o f the hiring processes (EEOC, 2012). The
EEOC (2012) defines disabled as individuals who suffer from certain physical or mental
conditions. Title VII o f the Civil Rights Act o f 1964 protects applicants from
discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, or national origin (EEOC, 2012). The
same protection is given to applicants and employees over 40 years o f age by the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act o f 1967 (EEOC, 2012).
Affirmative Action refers to programs, both required and voluntary, that help
certain classes o f Americans realize the protections provided to them by the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 (National Archives, 2012). Although the Civil Rights Act does not refer to
Affirmative Action directly, the EEOC has taken the responsibility o f helping to regulate
the fairness o f these programs in the public and private sector (EEOC, 2012).
Commercial Teacher Selection Tools
“While many administrators and researchers create their own interview
guidelines, some use protocols that are commercially available” (Hindman, 2004, p. 46).
Commercial hiring tools are completely structured and scripted to assess all applicants
identically (Metzger & Wu, 2008). Two o f the most common tools mentioned in the
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literature are called the Teacher Insight© which replaced Gallup’s Teacher Perceiver
Interview in 2002 (Gallup, 2013) and The Ventures for Excellence program published by
the Ventures for Excellence corporation in 1978 (Ventures for Excellence, 2013).
Another popular tool, The Star Teacher Selection Interview created by Haberman in
1994, is specifically marketed to urban school districts (Haberman, 2005). All these
commercial tools attempt to predict a teacher’s classroom performance without having to
observe teaching (Cicotte, 2009).
Metzger and Wu (2008) synthesized 30 years o f studies focused on Gallup’s
original selection tool: the Teacher Perceiver Interview or TPI. The purpose o f using
TPI is not to evaluate effective teaching, but to recognize when candidates respond with
the same values as current effective teachers (Mertzger & Wu, 2008). The purpose o f
this study was to examine whether or not TPI predicts teacher quality by any measure
(Metzger & Wu, 2008). Metzger and Wu (2008) reviewed 24 studies using TPI including
doctoral dissertations, journal articles, and research provided by Gallup. The results of
the meta-analysis found large variances in relationships between TPI scores and
indicators of effective teaching (Metzger & Wu, 2008). Overall, “TPI performs about as
respectably as structured employment interviews in other professions- though predictive
validity is uniformly modest” (Metzger & Wu, 2008, p. 933). Metzger and Wu (2008)
raised concerns about the instrument including stability across levels and if the tool
measures meaningful data related to teacher effectiveness.
Cicotte’s (2009) dissertation explored the Ventures for Excellence program.
Cicotte (2009) tested the effectiveness of three screening instruments within the Ventures
for Excellence program using a correlational design and multiple linear regression. The
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instruments included written application questions, StyleProfile, and the 22-question
interview (Cicotte, 2009). The study included 87 teachers hired in the 2007-2008 school
year. Cicotte (2009) found significance in several relationships. The StyleProfile and
22-question interview were highly correlated to effective performance in the job (Cicotte,
2009). Also, the 22-question interview was predictive of first-year performance
suggesting the interview is effective in selecting the best teachers as measured by the
district’s first-year performance measures (Cicotte, 2009). The written application
questions did not have any significance with performance (Cicotte, 2009).
Another dissertation studying Ventures for Excellence system found no
relationship between the ratings and a teacher’s summative evaluation (Clemons, 2010).
Clemons (2010) gave the Ventures for Excellence interview to 79 teachers before
teachers were hired in one Missouri school district. The scores from the interview were
compared to the first year summative evaluation scores o f the teachers (Clemons, 2010).
“The analysis yielded r (77) = .18,/? = . 1169” (Clemons, 2010, p. 52). There was no
significant correlation found between Ventures o f Excellence rating scores and
summative evaluation scores, suggesting the Ventures o f Excellence system could not
adequately predict candidates who would make effective teachers (Clemons, 2010). As a
result o f this study, the Ventures o f Excellence system is not recommended (Clemons,
2010). Instead, principals should seek training on effective interviewing techniques and
use a comprehensive approach to teacher selection (Clemons, 2010).
Importance o f Teacher Selection
Teacher selection is o f vital importance to the success o f schools across the nation
(Brooks, 2011; Cicotte, 2009; NCTQ, 2012). Without effective teachers, student
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achievement cannot improve (Hindman, 2004; Pillsbury, 2005). Research contends
current selection tools make identifying effective teachers during the hiring process
difficult (Fortner, 2011; Lemke et al., 2012; Staiger & Rockoff, 2010). Pillsbury (2005)
and Konig, Jori, and Knusel (2010) call for more discussion on selection tools and greater
understanding o f teacher effectiveness. Hanson (2009) contends with better interviewing
techniques which include methods o f identifying effective teachers, principals can
improve the probability o f hiring the best candidates to teach.
The Interview
The employment interview is the most commonly used selection tool for
organizations including schools (Clement, 2002; Cortina et al., 2000; Judge et al., 2000;
Kersten, 2008; Pulakos & Schmitt, 1995). While the interview is just one part o f the
overall teacher selection process, it is the most interactive and can be the best source of
information for both the hiring party and the candidate (Kahley, 2001; Liu & Johnson,
2006). The interview continues to be a large part of the selection process because the
extensive time and cost o f other methods such as lesson observation or use of assessment
centers are prohibitive (Barclay, 2001; Clement, 2002). Interviewing can take the
application information to the next step by learning about a candidate’s experience in a
way that cannot be filled in on an application blank (Cortina et al., 2000).
History o f Interviewing
In the early years o f America, jobs were obtained based on family history
(Freiberger, 2012). For example, a blacksmith’s son would become a blacksmith
(Freiberger, 2012). As the country became more populated, the Industrial Revolution
provided jobs for anyone who showed up at a factory that day (Frieberger, 2012).
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Finally, in the 1920s, more and more educated people were entering the work force which
allowed companies to become selective about hiring employees (Frieberger, 2012).
Companies began using interviews and employment tests to hire people who fit some
type of criteria for a job (Frieberger, 2012). Later, during World War II, the armed forces
used interviews to match soldiers with job openings (Hindman, 2004). Today,
interviewing is the most common tool used by companies to hire new employees
(Kersten, 2008).
Wagner published one o f the earliest large-scale literature review o f interview
studies in 1949 which resulted in the recommendation to standardize the interview
process (Arvey & Campion, 1982). Wagner’s review covered 106 articles and included
25 empirical research studies all focusing on reliability and validity o f interview
judgments (Arvey & Campion, 1982). Then, from the 1950s through the 1970s,
researchers focused on the role and biases o f the interviewer (Hindman, 2004). During
the 1980s, researchers studied different types o f structured interviews (Hindman, 2004)
and continued validity and reliability studies. Studies in the 1990s focused on the
multiple factors that affect interview outcomes such as questioning, legal issues, and
protocol (Hindman, 2004). Today’s meta-analytic studies about interviewing come from
many disciplines including business, psychology, and education.
The Principal’s Role
Teacher selection processes are usually shared between human resource
departments and building administration (Smith, 2008). In most school districts,
principals are most likely the person responsible for the final interview and selecting
teaching candidates to fill vacancies (Kersten, 2008; Liu & Johnson, 2006; Milanowski &
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Kimball, 2010). In a study covering school districts in four states, Liu and Johnson
(2006) found only 33.2% o f new teachers interviewed with any administrator other than
the local school principal.
When hiring teachers, principals attempt to reduce the uncertainty o f selecting the
best candidate (Mason & Schroeder, 2010). To what degree the principal is in charge o f
the hiring process depends greatly on the size o f the school district (Mason & Schroeder,
2010). Often in the smallest of districts, principals must contend with the uncertainty
from the start o f the hiring process to the selection point (Mason & Schroeder, 2010). In
most large districts, human resource departments or other central office staff helps screen
teacher candidates before principals become involved in the process (Mason &
Schroeder, 2010). However, in both large and small districts, principals are the primary
person conducting the final interview before selection (Liu, 2003). Mason and Schroeder
(2010) interviewed 60 principals from a pool o f 312 principals in Wisconsin. Interview
questions were focused on the hiring process in order to collect information about the
differences and similarities among processes at individual schools and districts (Mason &
Schroeder, 2010). Results from the mixed-method study support Liu’s 2003 finding
(Mason & Schroeder, 2010). Only 13% of schools included in the study reported the
superintendent being part o f the hiring process suggesting most schools use a
decentralized approach relying heavily on the school principal (Mason & Schroeder,
2010 ).

Purpose o f Interviewing
During an interview, a principal wants to assess a candidate’s teaching abilities,
personal qualities, educational philosophies, and the other intangible qualities that are not
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included on a resume or application (Behrstock & Coggshall, 2009; Clement, 2008).
Selecting the most effective teacher for an opening is the ultimate goal o f an interview
(Fortner, 2011; Harris & Sass, 2009; UUah, 2010).
In order to achieve the goal o f selecting the most effective teacher based on the
interview, Fortner’s (2011) dissertation investigated how research-based qualities of
effective teachers could be incorporated into the interview. Fortner (2011) used a mixedmethods design to explore hiring processes used by principals. For the quantitative
study, surveys were sent to principals in one school district in Ohio (Fortner, 2011). A
document review was conducted to collect qualitative data (Fortner, 2011). Survey
responses showed 58% o f principals do not use a teaching demonstration prior to hiring
teachers (Fortner, 2011). Also missing from the hiring process, according to principals
who were surveyed, were questions based on the teacher’s ability to summarize
information with students although research shows summarizing strategies are important
for student achievement (Fortner, 2011). Another important finding that helped support
the development o f a hiring guide was the response from 75% o f principals revealing that
interview teams do not receive training on how best to select a candidate (Fortner, 2011).
Based on the results from the surveys, the document review, and effective teacher
research, Fortner (2011) developed a hiring guide for principals to use when selecting
from a pool o f teacher candidates. The hiring guide includes a timeline to help ensure
steps in the hiring process are followed, interview questions with target answers, lesson
observation rubric, and a reference sheet to refer to best practices in instruction based on
research (Fortner, 2011).
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Stronge and Hindman’s (2003) research is heavily cited in teacher effectiveness
literature as well as literature on teacher interviewing and is based partly on Hindman’s
2004 dissertation findings. Stronge and Hindman (2003) recommend continued focus on
the qualities of effective teachers during the selection process. Hindman (2004) suggests,
By using the findings from teacher effectiveness research as the basis for the
knowledge, skills, and dispositions that teachers need to be successful with
students and building an interview protocol based on the selection literature
around those components, administrators have a tool to help them select the best
from the teacher applicant pool. (Hindman, 2004, pp. 5-6)
In Hindman’s 2004 dissertation, she builds a conceptual framework o f typical selection
interviews. Her framework lists eight components contributing to the selection decision
of hiring a teacher: “affective characteristics, gut instincts, questions, school needs,
responses to questions, research knowledge/training, anticipated response, and inter
related factors” (Hindman, 2004, p. 7).
Types o f Interviews
There are many different types o f interviews that use various formats and
structures (Crosby, 2000). Crosby (2000) makes the following list o f three types o f
interviews: (a) screening interviews for reducing number o f candidates that will be in
pool; (b) second and third interviews which are longer and used to make final decisions;
and (c) telephone or video conferencing interviews for candidates who are not local.
Another way to categorize types o f interviews is to define them based on the
format of the interview: group or team interviews, panel interviews, and one-on-one
interviews (Camp, n/d). However, the most common way types o f interviews are
classified in the literature are structured versus non-structured.
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Traditional interviews. Non-structured interviews are also referred to as standard
or traditional interviews (Thibadoux & Jeffords, 1991). Elements included in the
traditional interview include evaluation o f resume, application, and personal references;
evaluation o f education and past job experience; evaluation of transcripts for grade point
average and degree; assessment o f candidate’s social skills and personality based on
interview; review o f job requirements given to candidate by interviewer; and questions
related to personal goals, attitudes, philosophy, and hypothetical situations (Thibadoux &
Jeffords, 1991). Thibadoux and Jeffords (1991) claim standard interviews are not useful
in determining the skill o f a candidate.
Structured interviews. Structured interviews use the same questions for each
candidate in attempts to make the interview as standard as possible (Campion et al., 1997;
Emley & Ebmeier, 1997). Campion and colleagues (1997) define structure in an
interview as “any enhancement o f the interview that is intended to increase psychometric
properties by increasing standardization or otherwise assisting the interviewer in
determining what questions to ask or how to evaluate responses” (p. 656). Structured
interviews are also commonly referred to as patterned, guided, or standardized (Campion
et al., 1997). Structured interviews have higher validity, and therefore are considered
preferable over unstructured formats (Chen et al., 2008).
Interview effectiveness is measured based on validity and reliability (Campion et
al., 1997). Validity within interview research is defined simply as the degree to which an
interview measures what it is meant to measure (Campion et al., 1997). Reliability refers
to the consistency of the results from one interview to the next (Campion et al., 1997).
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Recent studies on interviewing used statistical measures to determine the reliability and
validity o f different types, formats, and structures o f interviews.
The validity and reliability claims for the structured interview are supported by
the study done by Cortina and colleagues (2000). Cortina and colleagues (2000) studied
predictors o f job performance including interview score. Validity values found in
previous studies were used for this meta-analytic study (Cortina et al., 2000). Once
values were determined, “hierarchical regression was used to examine incremental
validity o f interview scores” (Cortina et al., 2000, p. 334). Findings show the interview
score only predicted performance if a high level o f structure was used during the
interview (Cortina et al., 2000).
Within structured interviews, there are two main types o f questions: situational
and behavior description (Conway & Peneno, 1999). Campion and colleagues (1997)
explain, “Question type can refer to either how the question is asked or its content” (p.
667). Situational questions use hypothetical situations for candidates to respond to;
whereas, behavior description questions ask candidates to describe past behaviors
(Campion et al., 1997).
Pulakos and Schmitt (1995) compared the validity o f experience-based questions
with situational questions using people in high-level federal investigate agent positions.
Experience-based questions focus on past behaviors o f the candidate in similar situations
(Pulakos & Schmitt, 1995). Situational questions refer to hypothetical scenarios (Pulakos
& Schmitt, 1995). Researchers randomly divided 216 participants into two equal groups
o f 108 (Pulakos & Schmitt, 1995). One group answered experience-based questions
while the other group answered situational questions, but both responses were measured
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using identical rating scales (Pulakos & Schmitt, 1995). Instructions, procedures, and
questions were highly structured for both groups. After analyzing the results from a
principal factor analysis, Pulakos and Schmitt (1995) experience-based interviews had a
significant relationship with performance, but situational interviews did not. Importantly,
Pulakos and Schmitt’s results suggest candidates with no prior experience in a particular
job commonly refer to other experiences to answer the past behavior questions, thus
keeping the strong validity of the interview (Taylor & Small, 2002).
Conway and Peneno (1999) also compared situational questions (SI) with
patterned behavior description questions (PBDI) using standard questions and scoring
guides. Predictive validity was measured for both question types (Conway & Peneno,
1999). Predictive validity is the degree to which an interview might predict the success
of the applicant in the job opening (Conway & Peneno, 1999). The sample included
applicants for resident assistants in a college dormitory over a three-year period (Conway
& Peneno, 1999). A total o f 14 questions were used in each interview; seven SI and
seven PBDI (1999). One hundred and seventy-nine applicants agreed to participate in
the study (Conway & Peneno, 1999). After an initial interview to meet qualifying
standards, 137 applicants were interviewed for the actual comparison study (Conway &
Peneno, 1999). Results show “SI and PBDI questions were highly correlated, r = .85
(p<.05)” (Conway & Peneno, 1999, p. 494). Based on this result, Conway and Peneno
(1999) recommend a mix of both types o f questions to increase predictive validity.
Huffcutt, Weekley, Wiesner, Degroot, and Jones (2001) compared situational and
behavior description questions as well. This study’s goal was to see if Pulakos and
Schmitt’s 1995 findings could be replicated. Additionally, Huffcutt and colleagues
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(2001) wanted to explore why BDI questions are more effective for higher level
positions. Two independent studies were conducted to answer these questions. First, 59
Canadian military officer candidates were interviewed using both types o f questions
(Huffcutt et al., 2001). Unlike Pulakos and Schmitt (1995) who divided the participants
into two groups, participants in this study were asked both sets o f questions (Huffcutt et
al., 2001). Comparing the interview scores with performance scores in officer training,
results showed BDI questions were a strong predictor o f performance, while SI questions
were not (Huffcutt et al., 2001). Therefore, the findings from Pulakos and Schmitt (1995)
did indeed replicate (Huffcutt et al., 2001).
Huffcutt and colleagues (2001) performed a second study using 93 district
managers from a national retail store. One difference in this study from the military
officer study was the interview format (Huffcutt et al., 2001). Researchers conducted the
interviews by telephone instead o f face-to-face (Huffcutt et al., 2001). Findings,
however, remained unchanged. “The BDI total scores correlated significantly with the
performance evaluation (r = 0.31, p < .01) while the SI total scores did not (r = 0.02, ns)”
(Huffcutt et al., 2001, p. 634).
A dissertation done in 2001 by Kahley reviewed the hiring and contracting
practices on one school district in Pennsylvania. Kahley (2001) used regression and
discriminant analysis to determine correlation between pre-hire scores and success in the
actual teaching position. The population for the study included elementary teachers hired
between 1998 and 2001 (Kahley, 2001). One hundred and forty-one teachers were
included in the sample (Kahley, 2001). Personnel files were used to record pre-hire
characteristics including college GPA, certification test scores, number o f years of
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experience, college, and gender (Kahley, 2001). Screening interview scores and building
interview scores were also collected (Kahley, 2001). Results showed that only the type
o f college a teacher attended was predictive o f a teacher obtaining a contract (Kahley,
2001). All other predictive variables, including interview scores, were not significant in
predicting a teacher receiving a contract (Kahley, 2001). Kahley (2001) found contracts
were awarded based on teacher observations in domains like instructional delivery and
rapport with students and parents. This data vastly differs from the data school leaders
can collect during the standard interview process (Kahley, 2001).
A comparison o f past behavior questions and situational questions was done by
Taylor and Small in 2002. Researchers explored the validities and reliabilities o f the two
question types using descriptively-anchored rating scales for assessment. The meta
analysis only included studies predicting job performance based on interviews (Taylor &
Small, 2002). The study included 49 companies’ data, 30 situational and 19 behavioral
interview questions (Taylor & Small, 2002). The result showed past behavior questions
scored higher validity than situational questions for predicting performance on the job
(Taylor & Small, 2002).
Simola and colleagues (2007) looked at the degree of standardization within
structured interviews in central Canada. Surveys were completed by 329 participants
assessing interview structure components including standardized administration, use o f
BDI and SI questions, training, and others (Simola et al., 2007). O f all participants,
78.4% reported using pre-written questions, but most o f those also reported adding
follow-up questions as appropriate within the context of the conversation during an
interview (Simola et al., 2007). Only 12.6% reported using rating scales to standardize
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scoring (Simola et al., 2007). Both BDI questions and SI questions were used, but BDI
were more common (Simola et al., 2007). Although the research supports structured
interviews, the amount of respondents reporting the use of unplanned follow-up questions
might suggest more training needs to be done for interviewers to improve the validity o f
interviews (Simola et al., 2007).
Behavior-Based Interviewing
Behavior-based interviewing, or BBI, has several different names in the
interviewing literature. Behavior description questions, behavioral interviewing,
patterned behavior description questions, and experience-based interviews all describe
behavior-based interviewing. BBI is based on the premise that past behavior is the best
predictor of future performance (Clement, 2008). The premise o f using BBI in an
interview is based on the belief that people who can describe previous experiences with a
particular topic will be equipped to deal with that topic in the classroom (Clement, 2008).
Studer (2006) recommends the behavior-based interviewing technique improve
organizations’ employee selection. “When all department leaders base their hiring
decisions on behavioral questions that address job and skill sets (e.g., analysis, initiative,
communication), the likelihood of hiring someone who is a great fit improves
dramatically” (Studer, 2006, p. 88). Dye (2007) agrees and gives the same advice to
company leaders. Dye (2007) says using situational questions instead o f behavior-based
questions is an example o f poor interviewing. “Theoretical questions or questions that
place the candidates in a hypothetical situation are more likely to test the candidates’
skills at answering questions rather than how they have actually done a job” (Dye, 2007,
p. 116).
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Roth and McMillan (1993) describe three principles o f behavior description (BD)
interviewing. First, the BD interview must be standardized (Roth and McMillan, 1993).
Second, the purpose is to explicitly ask about past behavior with current behavior being
most valuable (Roth and McMillan, 1993). Interviews using this method should always
avoid hypothetical situations (Roth and McMillan, 1993). Finally, BD interviewing does
not assess personality traits as these characteristics do not usually predict success in job
performance (Roth and McMillan, 1993).
History o f BBI
Before behavior-based interviewing became a recognized method, Arvey and
Campion (1982) recommended the strategy after a large summary of interview research
and literature. To save money by eliminating a job try-out or observation, Arvey and
Campion (1982) recommend using past behavior questions as an alternative. “A practical
alternative has been to have the applicant describe and discuss work history in the
employment interview” (Arvey & Campion, 1982, p. 315).
Originally coined behavior-description interviewing by Janz, Hellervick, and
Gilmore in 1986, BBI has been widely used in the business world over the past two
decades (Clement, 2004). In hopes to be more competitive by hiring the best employees,
many companies moved from traditional interviewing to BBI (Clement, 2002). In the
previous section, there were many studies which have compared behavioral questions
with situational questions looking at validity o f each model. A synthesis o f these studies
shows BBI is preferred over traditional interview which includes situational questions.
School leaders have begun to use BBI for teacher selection (Clement, 2008).
Administrators attempt to ascertain if a teacher candidate might have the ability to teach
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effectively by asking questions about past experience (Clement, 2008). Holtom’s 2009
dissertation focused on hiring practices in schools. One administrator was quoted during
Holtom’s interview describing this concept referring to teacher candidates, “The best
indicator o f what a person will do in the future is to look to see what they have done in
the past” (Holtom, 2009, p. 62).
Techniques that Guide BBI
Two acronyms, PAR and STAR, guide both the questions and the evaluation o f
responses during an interview (Clement, 2002). Using PAR (problem, action, result), the
interviewer will look for the candidate to identify the problem, tell what action was taken,
and describe the result (Clement, 2002). This formula helps the interviewer score the
responses more consistently (Clement, 2002). The STAR (situation, task, action, result)
formula serves a similar purpose (Clement, 2002). Interviewers are looking for
experience in each domain to make sure the candidate had positive experiences with
situations that will be similar to what will be faced in the classroom (Clement, 2002).
Studies using BBI
Holdeman and colleagues (1996) reviewed the hiring practices of Fortune 500
companies and CPA firms for the benefit o f their own CPA firm. Researchers found that
in most cases hiring processes were over 30 years old (Holdeman et al., 1996). However,
during the analysis of these companies, a few were found to be using behavior-based
interviewing as an innovative way to hire the best new employees (Holdeman et al.,
1996). Bringing the research back to their own company, Holdeman and colleagues
(1996) convinced senior leadership to adopt behavior-based interviewing in the hiring
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process with the promise to lower the firm’s turnover rate by making better employee
selections in the first place.
Barclay (1999) surveyed 282 companies in the United Kingdom which
represented various types and sizes o f companies. The population targeted included
companies that purchased a behavioral interview training video within the previous eight
years (Barclay, 1999). The survey asked if companies were using behavioral or
situational questioning techniques when interviewing applicants (Barclay, 1999). Results
showed behavioral interviewing is used more consistently in more companies (Barclay,
1999). An unexpected finding was that many companies were using both situational and
behavioral questioning which, in theory, are opposing strategies (Barclay, 1999).
Barclay followed up the 1999 study with a larger study focusing on behavioral
interviewing in 2001. Barclay (2001) lists several advantages o f behavioral interviewing.
Flexibility allows candidates to speak about their own experiences instead o f sticking to a
hypothetical situation (Barclay, 2001). Behavioral interviewing provides equal
opportunities because it gives candidates without prior experience in the specific field an
opportunity to relate other past experiences to the current job (Barclay, 2001). Also, it is
harder for candidates to fake answers due to the amount of detail needed to explain
something that actually happens as opposed to talking about future behavior (Barclay,
2001). Barclay (2001) also points out that interviewers will have more evidence or
concrete justification to justify hiring decisions. Finally, behavioral interviewing is most
cost-effective because answers give evidence similar to what might be found in
assessment centers, but at fraction of the cost (Barclay, 2001).
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Barclay (2001) sent surveys to 163 organizations in the United Kingdom using
behavioral interviewing to explore the companies’ experiences with this type of
interviewing. O f the 163 surveys, 49 were returned and useable which is a research
standard response rate o f 30% (Barclay, 2001). The survey questions asked about
introducing behavioral interviewing with training on selection competencies, scoring
used for selection, applicants reactions to the style o f questioning, and opinions about
pros and cons (Barclay, 2001). Eighty-three percent o f organizations in the study were
using behavioral interviewing to fill all vacancies within the company (Barclay, 2001).
Sixty-seven percent introduced behavioral interviewing in an attempt to improve
selection o f qualified employees (Barclay, 2001). Ninety-two percent felt that this
method did, in fact, improve decision making skills when selected candidates (Barclay,
2001).
Moscoso and Salgado (2001) attempted to fill a gap in the literature by studying
content validity in structured behavioral interviews. Content validity is the extent to
which performance in the interview overlaps with ability to perform on the job (Moscoso
& Salgado, 2001). Using Janz’s original behavior-description approach, researchers
conducted two studies (Moscoso & Salgado, 2001). The first study simply explored the
inter-rater reliability using the behavioral questions by interviewing 43 candidates for a
Spanish security company using a set job analysis and rating scales (Moscoso & Salgado,
2001). Once the method was found to be highly reliable between raters, the second study
was conducted to look at content validity (Moscoso & Salgado, 2001). The interview
questions were analyzed by 11 experts to ensure the skill measured by the question
directly matched skills needed to perform the job (Moscoso & Salgado, 2001). To have
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content validity, the questions must be essential to the job as measured by the content
validity index (Moscoso & Salgado, 2001). Five o f the seven questions rated positively,
therefore, the interview should be reduced to those five questions (Moscoso & Salgado,
2001). The overall result o f the interview questions was positive with a .89 content
validity index (Moscoso & Salgado, 2001).
Holtmon’s (2009) qualitative study interviewed 10 school leaders responsible for
hiring teachers using questions focused on hiring philosophies, teacher characteristics,
and interview processes. Holtmon (2009) also interviewed teachers in the study on the
same topics. School leaders and teachers represented various school districts in
California (Holtmon, 2009). Four distinct findings were highlighted as a result o f all
interviews (Holtmon, 2009). First, 80% o f teachers interviewed were hired by someone
with whom they knew prior to hire (Holtmon, 2009). This finding supports the idea that
administrators prefer to know the candidate so that they can better predict performance
(Holtmon, 2009). The next two findings related to teacher characteristics and their
importance in the hiring process (Holtmon, 2009). Both teachers and administrators
thought loving children was an important teacher disposition, but only administrators
thought working as a team was an important quality (Holtmon, 2009). Hiring practices
were extremely varied across the districts (Holtmon, 2009). Five out o f 10 administrators
agreed “scenarios and behavior based interview methods allow for greater insight into the
character o f perspective hires” (Holtmon, 2009, p. 62) and used them in interviewing
teacher candidates. Holtmon (2009) describes examples from administrators o f behaviorbased interviewing which illustrated most principals actually used a combination of
methods.
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Mulieri (2010) used semi-structured interviews to ask four research questions to
explore principals’ teacher selection processes and the criteria used to make hiring
decisions. Interview results from 10 high school principals revealed principals rank
interview responses as number three in importance when ranking selection criteria
(Mulieri, 2010). Teaching certifications ranked first, followed by mock teaching
demonstrations and work experience (Mulieri, 2010). Mulieri (2010) attributes teaching
certification focus to NCLB mandates. Further analysis o f interview data showed that
none of the schools used any systematic method to assess or evaluate candidates during
an interview (Mulieri, 2010). “In the absence of any formal/standardized written criteria,
principals indicated that decisions were made informally through committee discussions
using information garnered from the interview process which was specific to each
school/district” (Mulieri, 2010, p. 75).
Summary
Loving children is a commendable trait, but it doesn’t predict if a teacher
candidate will be an effective teacher (Clement, 2002). However, questions about past
behavior will help a principal determine if a candidate has had experiences that might
lead to success in the classroom (Clement, 2002). Using previous teaching jobs, student
teaching experiences, or previous work experience outside of education can help
showcase potential in a candidate during an interview (Clement, 2004). To summarize,
Clement explains, “Because all hiring takes so much time and effort, investing in this
promising technique is well worth the try, since educators must continue to strive for
improvement of all areas of the profession, including interviewing” (Clement, 2004, p.
32).
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Chapter 2 was a review o f literature covering (a) the effective teacher, (b) teacher
selection processes, and (c) interviewing. Research findings suggest hiring effective
teachers is o f paramount importance because effective teachers positively impact student
achievement (Berry et al., 2009; Chetty et al, 2011; Cicotte, 2009; Marzano, 2001;
Stronge et al, 2011; Wong, 1999).
Various definitions o f effective teachers are found throughout the literature. In
this chapter, the definitions from the NBPTS (2012), Stronge (2002,2007), Danielson
(1996), and the GA DOE (2011) were included as an overview o f effectiveness. Several
descriptions overlapped within the descriptors from various researchers. First, effective
teachers must have knowledge o f their subject (NBPTS, 2012; Danielson, 1996; GA
DOE, 2011). Second, effective teachers care about students (NBPTS, 2012; Stronge,
2002, 2007). Also, effective teachers are good classroom managers (NBPTS, 2012;
Stronge, 2002, 2007; Danielson, 1996; GA DOE, 2011). The final area common in all
definitions is the ability o f the effective teacher to deliver instruction (NBPTS, 2012;
Stronge, 2002,2007; Danielson, 1996; GA DOE, 2011).
Selecting effective teachers is critical for school success (Auguste et al., 2010;
Behrstock & Coggshall, 2009; Brooks, 2011; Delli & Vera, 2003; Pillsbury, 2005).
Human resource departments and principals usually share the responsibilities involved in
the hiring process which includes recruitment, pre-screening, interviewing, and selecting
teachers (SMHC, 2009). Aside from legal guidelines which help control the hiring
process, principals are given a large amount o f authority in hiring teachers for local
schools (Mason & Schroeder, 2010). Some school systems use commercial teacher
selection tools such as Gallup’s Teacherlnsight© (Gallup, 2013) or The Ventures for
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Excellence tool (Ventures for Excellence, 2013), while others rely solely on interviews
(Hindman, 2004).
Interviewing is the most popular way principals hire teachers in this country
(Clement, 2002; Cortina et al., 2000; Kersten, 2008). The purpose o f the interview is to
assess the abilities, qualities, and philosophies o f teacher candidates (Behrstock &
Coggshall, 2009; Clement, 2008). To do this, different principals use different types o f
interviews (Clement, 2008). The two major types o f interviews are the structured
interview and the unstructured interview (Campion et al., 1997). A structured interview
uses the same questions in the same order to make the interview as standard as possible
between each candidate (Campion et al., 1997; Emley & Ebmeier, 1997). An
unstructured interview, or traditional interview, asks questions about personal goals,
personality, and hypothetical situations and may vary between candidates (Thibadoux &
Jeffords, 1991).
To improve on the structured interview, behavior-based interviewing (BBI) was
introduced in 1986 by Janz, Hellervick, and Gilmore (Clement, 2004). BBI is based on
the premise that past behavior is the best predictor of future performance, therefore, BBI
asks questions about a candidate’s past behavior (Clement, 2002). While BBI was first
introduced and used in the business field, it has become popular in the education field as
well (Clement, 2008).

CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
This chapter introduces the methodology chosen for this study. The purpose of
this qualitative study was to provide a better understanding o f teacher interviews and to
identify evidence principals need in order to successfully hire effective teachers. Using
interviews, the researcher conducted a qualitative study exploring effective teacher
responses to behavior-based interview questions. The problem addressed in this study
was the lack o f research-based criteria for principals to use during an interview to
effectively evaluate teacher candidates’ abilities to positively impact student
achievement. Since teachers impact student achievement more than any other school
related factor, the hiring of effective teachers is important to principals.
Sections in Chapter 3 include rationale for the research, description o f the
methodology, plans for conducting the study, data collection methods, data analysis
methods, and the role o f the researcher. A description of the site and sample are also
included. Chapter 3 concludes with a summary o f the study.
Research Rationale
The purpose o f this study was to explore effective teachers’ responses to
behavior-based interview questions in order to develop specific look-fors for principals to
use when interviewing perspective teacher candidates. Hiring effective teachers is the
most important job o f a school principal (Mason & Schrodeder, 2010) because effective
teachers have a positive impact on student achievement (Chetty et al., 2011). However,
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an administrator has difficulty recognizing effective teachers during interviews (Staiger
& Rockoff, 2010; Vanderslice, 2010). The purpose o f this study was to improve the
principal’s ability to recognize an effective teacher in order to increase the likelihood o f
hiring the most effective teacher for the classroom.
The research for this study addressed the following questions: What responses do
effective teachers give to behavior-based interview questions? How do responses to
behavior-based interview questions translate into look-fors that could be useful in
identifying effective teachers? The responses to behavior-based questions are especially
important in light o f teacher effectiveness research. Teacher effectiveness research
illustrates the importance o f having an effective teacher in every classroom (Nye et al.,
2004; Stronge et al., 2011). Knowing how effective teachers respond to interview

questions could help principals identify effective teachers during an interview.
Research Design
A qualitative methodology was selected for this study. This methodology was
chosen because it explores the context o f effective teacher interviews, and the interview
setting is a complex environment that can only be explored by talking with teachers.
Extracting data from interviews uses qualitative methods as interactions with people are
difficult to analyze with quantitative measures (Creswell, 2007). As Creswell (2007)
recommends, this study focuses on understanding a single concept: What does an
effective teacher say in an interview setting and how can that information help principals
in future interviews?
The ultimate goal of the research was to develop specific look-fors for each
category. As a result of information gathered, the researcher developed a list of look-fors
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to help identify effective teachers during an employment interview in which the
interviewer will use behavior-based interview questions. Corbin and Strauss (1990)
describe a systematic procedure in which this researcher used for the study. First, the
researcher conducted the interviews. A descriptive approach was used to identify
responses given by effective teachers in behavior-based interviews. The researcher’s
purpose was to gather information and identify trends about the actual responses of
effective teachers. Several rounds o f coding helped the researcher identify important
information found in the transcripts. Second, the researcher used the framework of the
TKES to organize information into categories. Within each category, which corresponds
with indicators from the TKES, information was sorted into sub-categories. Categories
are related concepts (Corbin & Strauss, 1990). Due to the purposeful matching between
the interview questions and indicators o f the TKES, the researcher used structural coding
(Saldana, 2013). Structural coding applies to qualitative studies which employ multiple
participants and standardized interview protocols (Saldana, 2013). In a structural coding
scenario, each piece o f data represents a particular piece o f the framework (Saldana,
2013). In this study, each segment o f data was categorized by pre-existing interview
questions. The data was further categorized using the TKES indicators, some o f which
were not used in the interview questions. New information found through coding can be
added to the analyses (Creswell, 2007). Saldana (2013) describes the coding and
categorizing process as the actual analysis o f the data.
Research Plan
This section describes the detailed procedures that were used to collect and
interpret information in order to answer the research questions. Population and sample
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demographics are given to help illustrate the study’s setting. Criteria for participation are
outlined. Also, a description o f the sample selection methods, interview design, and data
coding and analyzing are included here.
Population
This study was conducted in a large, urban school district in Georgia. The district
chosen for this study has over 100 schools, including more than 50 at the elementary
level. Elementary schools in this district house grades kindergarten through fifth. The
district has a mix of title and non-title schools. This district was chosen because a) the
district is successful as measured by state student achievement data and b) the
demographics of the district are representative o f the entire metro region in which the
district is located.
The district’s student achievement data in grades three, four, and five, as
measured by the Georgia Criterion Referenced Competency Test (CRCT) in 2010 was
above the state average in all subject areas (GA DOE, 2013). Over 75% o f third graders
in the district passed the CRCT in all subject areas while only 69.93% o f third graders in
the state passed (GA DOE, 2013). More than 80% percent of fourth graders and over
75% o f fifth graders passed in the district compared to 77.82% and 66.12% respectively
(GADOE, 2013).
The demographics of the population in the county as o f 2010 are as follows: 44%
white, 56% non-white (Stanfield, 2012). The make-up of the metro region surrounding
the district has identical percentages o f white and non-white populations (Stanfield,
2012). However, sub-group data in the district show that the student body is more
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diverse than the make-up of the general population o f the county residents. Seventy
percent o f the student body enrolled in the district is non-white (Stanfield, 2012).
This district utilizes a mix o f the decentralized and centralized hiring processes.
Principals are given authority to hire for their local schools as long as the candidate meets
district qualifications. The human resource department screens applicants for highlyqualified characteristics before giving referral support to principals (Annual Recruitment
Report, 2011). This model is consistent with a large majority o f school systems across
the country that are also using a combination o f hiring activities at the district and local
school levels (Wise et al., 1987).
Site and Sample
Within the selected school district, eight elementary schools used the Georgia
TKES for teacher evaluation in the 2011-2012 school year. The participating schools
were selected by the state of Georgia to pilot the evaluation system along with other
various schools across the state. These eight schools were purposefully selected for this
study due to their inclusion in the TKES pilot. Including schools that began the TKES in
2011 allowed the researcher to access two consecutive years o f teacher effectiveness
scores on each participant.
School data are listed in Table 1 (District, 2011). The eight schools that qualified
for inclusion in the study include both small and large schools as measured by the
number of certified staff within a building. The smallest school, School B, has 48
certified teachers. The largest school, School C, has 123 certified teachers. Five schools
are Title I schools based on free and reduced lunch percentages. Three schools in the
study do not qualify as Title I schools.
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Table 1
Site Description by Number o f Teachers and Title I Status per School

Elementary School

Number o f Teachers

Title I Status

A

88

Title I

B

45

Non-Title

C

135

Title I

D

72

Title I

E

107

Title I

F

52

Title I

G

53

Non-Title

H

53

Non-Title

Elementary schools were selected for this study based on student achievement
research. Researchers agree that early learning and intervention are critical to later
academic success (Bruce et al., 2011; Hernandez, 2012; Rose & Schimke, 2012). If a
child does not read on grade level by the end o f third grade, the child is more likely to
drop out than students who are competent readers (Bruce et al., 2011; Hernandez, 2012).
In a longitudinal study relying on reading test data o f almost 4,000 students bom between
1979 and 1989, Hernandez (2012) found 16% o f children not reading on grade level by
the end of third grade did not graduate on time. This percentage is four times greater than
the percentage o f proficient readers who do not graduate on time. Rose and Schimke
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(2012) created guidelines that highlighted a sense o f urgency for states to improve
reading achievement by third grade. Therefore, the researcher selected elementary school
teachers for inclusion in this study. Selecting effective teachers is imperative for
elementary school principals because a strong elementary teacher, especially in reading,
can impact students’ graduation chances.
Sample selection tool. Using the TKES as a selection tool, the researcher
identified 22 effective teachers from the eight elementary schools. The TKES evaluation
tool was used by the principals to complete teachers’ evaluation for the 2011-2012 and
2012-2013 school year. On the TKES evaluation tool, teachers earned a rating in each of
five domains: Planning, Instructional Delivery, Assessment, Learning Environment, and
Professionalism/Communication (GA DOE, 2011). The rating score was one o f the
following descriptors: ineffective, needs developing, proficient, or exemplary (GA DOE,
2011). The DOE’s expectation is for teachers to score in the proficient category (GA
DOE, 2011). Although the state o f Georgia does not use the term effective specifically,
teachers scoring in the proficient or exemplary categories are deemed effective. “The
description provided in the Proficient level o f the performance appraisal rubric is the
actual performance standard, thus Proficient is the expected level o f performance” (GA
DOE, 2012, p. 11). Exemplary ratings are given to teachers who go above and beyond
expectations and effectiveness (GA DOE, 2012). Therefore, the researcher selected 22
teachers from those who scored proficient and/or exemplary on the TKES.
Participants. The eight elementary schools are comprised o f 605 teachers in total.
The researcher only selected teachers who earned a proficient or exemplary evaluation
rating in the Instructional Delivery domain on TKES for the 2011-2012 school year. The
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Instructional Delivery domain is one o f five domains on which teachers are evaluated.
Instruction scores are based on three formal observations and multiple walkthroughs by
the principal and sometimes additional administrators. For the purposes o f this study,
the researcher selected teachers with a proficient or exemplary rating in the Instructional
Delivery domain only. However, teachers with a needs development or ineffective final
rating after combining all five domains were excluded from the study even if the teacher
scored proficient or exemplary in the Instructional Delivery domain. Restricting the
sample to teachers without an ineffective final score was necessary because a teacher
could score proficient in one domain, but score needs development or ineffective in
others, causing the teacher to have an ineffective rating for a final score.
Another condition for participation was number o f years o f experience. In order
to gather data for use in interviews to identify effective teachers, the individuals most
representative of that community are current effective teachers. However, using
experienced incumbents may impact the responses given when compared to a teacher
with no actual teaching experience. To most closely match an actual interview with a
prospective teacher that may not have teaching experience other than student-teaching,
the sample was limited to teachers with five years or less experience in the classroom.
This small number o f years o f experience should not impact the relevance o f the results.
Pulakos and Schmitt (1995) found incumbents were just as likely as new prospective
teachers to respond with examples outside o f their present work environment possibly
because behavior-based interview instructions allow interviewees to use any experience
related to the questions.
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In summary, a teacher needed to meet the following criteria to be selected for
inclusion in this study: a) teach in one o f the eight elementary schools included in the
2011-2012 TKES pilot year, b) earn a proficient or exemplary rating in the Instructional
Delivery domain for the 2011-2012 school year, c) earn a proficient or exemplary rating
on the overall evaluation score, and d) have five years or fewer teaching experience.
O f the total population o f those eight schools, 135 teachers had five years or less
teaching experience. Due to the instructional nature o f the interview questions, teachers
were removed as potential participants unless acting as a classroom teacher in charge of
instruction for a group o f students. Although not part o f the original criteria, upon
looking at the data from the population, the researcher selected traditional classroom
teachers only. Positions such as media specialist, severe autism teacher, counselor, and
physical education teacher were excluded. O f the 135 teachers who met the years o f
experience criteria, 43 teachers were removed from the sample. Next, the researcher
began communication with the school sites for the remaining 92 possible participants.
Communication with site and sample. First, the researcher applied for IRB
approval within the district o f study. Once approved, information about the study was
sent by email to the eight local principals. Principals were then contacted personally by
the researcher by telephone. The researcher provided each principal with a list o f
teachers who met the qualifications for inclusion in the study based on number o f years
of experience and job description. The list o f teachers was generated by the district’s
human resources department after IRB approval. The principal then provided additional
information for each teacher to the researcher. The principal reported to the researcher
which teachers from the provided list met the proficient or exemplary rating criteria in the
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selected domains and in the overall evaluation. Information also included grade level
taught during the 2011-2012 school year as well as email contact information. In an
effort to increase likelihood o f participation from teachers identified, the researcher
requested that each principal forward information about the study to qualified teachers
before researcher made direct contact.
O f the eight elementary schools, two schools had zero teachers that fit the criteria
of the study. Another school’s principal turned down the invitation to participate in the
study. Therefore, 23 teachers were removed from the possible participants from the three
schools leaving 69 possible participants. Next, the researcher emailed each teacher from
the remaining five schools with additional details o f the study and a request for additional
contact information for researcher to use to follow-up on the request for participation. O f
the 69 possible participants, principals identified 22 teachers who met all qualifications
for inclusion in the study. An invitation to participate was sent to 22 teachers within the
five schools. Ten teachers responded with interest and contact information. The
researcher called ten teachers to set up interviews. The researcher was able to secure
eight interviews with teachers who agreed to participate. Finally, the researcher was able
to complete seven interviews after one participant cancelled the appointment. The seven
participants represented four of the eight schools in the sample.
To ensure privacy, protection from harm, and informed consent, a full disclosure
statement was given to all participants (see Appendix D). Participation was completely
voluntary and no pressure was applied to teachers by researcher or administrators. No
information gathered from the interviews was reported back to the teachers’ principals
formally or informally.
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Description o f sample. Teachers were assigned a fictitious name for anonymity in
the study. Actual names and other identifiers were not included in the results. In Table
2, descriptive information for each participant is included.

Table 2
Descriptive Information o f Participants: Gender, Degree Level, College, Grade Level

Teacher

Gender

Highest Degree Level

College

Current Grade
Level

1

Female

Specialist

Large, public

2nd

2

Female

Bachelor’s

Large, public

4th

3

Female

Bachelor’s

Large, public

3rd

4

Female

Master’s

Small, private

2nd

5

Female

Bachelor’s

Mid-sized, public

Kindergarten

6

Female

Bachelor’s

Small, private

2nd

7

Female

Bachelor’s

Mid-sized, public

5th

All seven teachers earned a proficient rating in the Instructional Delivery domain and a
proficient rating for an overall score. None o f the teachers included in the study received
an exemplary rating, which is above and beyond the state’s expectation.
Data Collection
Once the population and sample were identified, the next step was to schedule the
teacher interviews. Each interview was conducted at the teacher’s school site after school
hours or during the teacher’s planning period. The interviews each took about 30
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minutes. Each interview was digitally recorded for audio, transcribed, and coded by the
researcher. After coding, the researcher presented findings in the form o f common
categories translated into look-fors.
The researcher used Clement’s (2013) BBI questions to interview the seven
effective teachers identified through the TKES tool in order to answer the research
questions. Based on research by Danielson (1996) and Stronge (2007), the Instructional
Domain was deemed most important to effective teaching. Therefore, the researcher used
10 questions from the Instructional Delivery domain to interview current effective
teachers. All questions were written and asked using the BBI method. All questions
were asked in each interview to maintain standardization.
An example o f a question used in the interview is, “Describe how you have used
questioning to guide instructional delivery” (M. Clement, personal communication, May
13, 2013). For a complete list o f questions used in the study, refer to Appendix B. These
questions have already been used in school settings (M. Clement, personal
communication, May 13, 2013). Therefore, no pilot interviewing was necessary to test
for question validity or reliability.
Interviews are a way for researchers to collect in-depth information about a
participant’s experiences with a specific topic (Turner, 2010). There are four major types
of interviews done by qualitative researchers: informal or conversational interview,
general guided interview, standardized open-ended interview, and the fixed-response
interview (McNamara, 2013).
The researcher selected the standardized open-ended style o f interview. The
questions were identical for each participant. However, the responses were open-ended
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to allow the participants to give detailed, unique responses (Turner, 2010). Standardized
open-ended interviews are common in qualitative studies because open-ended questions
allow the participants to fully describe an experience or opinion (Turner, 2010).
However, this interview style also makes coding more difficult because o f the variety o f
responses that are possible (Creswell, 2007). Several phases of coding helped narrow the
focus of the open-ended responses (Saldana, 2013).
The researcher used one-on-one interviews to collect data from the sample o f the
district’s effective teachers in four o f the eight TKES pilot elementary schools in one
district. Because this was a qualitative study that involved lengthy and in-depth
interviewing, only a sample of the total population o f effective teachers could be included
in the study. Seven teachers were interviewed, which meets Creswell’s (2007)
recommendation to include 5-20 participants.
In order to obtain information needed for the final product, the researcher used 10
interview questions about classroom instruction. The 10 questions and responses were
analyzed to answer the research questions. Interview questions, written by M. Clement
(personal communication, May 13,2013), are behavior-based questions written
specifically for teachers. The questions chosen by the researcher closely match the
criteria for effective teachers in the Georgia Teacher Key Evaluation System (TKES)
Instruction Delivery domain. Danielson (1996) and Strong (2007) claim instruction in the
classroom is the most important element of effective teaching, therefore, the researcher
focused on the Instructional Delivery domain.
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Data Analysis
Using the procedures described above, the conversation generated through
interviews was transcribed in full. Once each interview was transcribed, the process of
coding for category identification began. The researcher used several rounds o f coding
for analysis. The next section describes the coding process and addresses the validation
of results.
Analyzing data collected from open-ended interviews can be a difficult process
compared to more closed response interviews (Turner, 2010). Open-ended interviewing
is used to purposefully allow the participant to give as much detail as desired. Turner
(2010) contends open-ended questions may be more difficult to analyze for the
researcher, but results in a more accurate reflection o f the perspective o f the participant.
Another benefit o f using this type of interview in qualitative research is that the openresponse style helps reduce researcher bias (Turner, 2010).
Coding
In qualitative studies, the researcher begins analyzing data to develop categories
immediately after the first interview (Creswell, 2007). Corbin and Strauss (1990) call
this mix of data gathering and data analysis an interrelated process. Once a category has
been identified, the researcher will look for similarities and differences in each new unit
o f information collected to achieve the most accuracy in grouping (Corbin & Strauss,
1990). The researcher used this systematic approach as a way to translate categories into
look-fors. Using the given BBI question framework, the researcher decided which
information fit within the categories and was then able to analyze similarities and
differences found in each interview.
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Immediate structural coding began after every interview. Structural coding
“applies a content-based or conceptual phrase representing a topic o f inquiry to a segment
of data to both code and categorize the data” (Saldana, 2013, p. 83). Data from each
category was analyzed and summarized with major topics highlighted. After all seven
interviews were completed and structural coding done, the researcher began a second
round of more detailed coding. The researcher found multiple instances in which major
topics overlapped categories. In this stage, the researcher further separated the evidence
from the data with thematic codes. The look-fors that were created from the data came
from concepts that were repeated most frequently in each interview (Corbin & Strauss,
1990). A repeated concept was transformed or translated into the form o f a look-for for
the final product.
After identifying the repeated concepts, the researcher compared findings to
effective teacher research in the Instructional Delivery domain by Stronge (2007) and the
same domain using the Georgia TKES (GA DOE, 2011). Descriptions o f similar
findings were described in order to explore possible links or similarities between this
study and current teacher effectiveness research. Concepts found during the interviews
that are not found in current research were also noted in the next chapter.
Validation
Creswell (2007) presents various perspectives on validation in qualitative studies.
To summarize Creswell’s (2007) perspectives, many researchers have used language
such as credibility, transferability, and reliability to describe validity in research. Some
strategies to increase validation include extensive time in the field, use o f triangulation,
peer review or other external checks, use of negative case analysis which disconfirms
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theories, clarification o f researcher bias, member checking, and use o f extensive detail
(Creswell, 2007).
In this study, the researcher used the following methods to increase validation or
credibility o f the study. First, the researcher employed the use o f member checking.
Once an interview was transcribed and coded, the researcher sent the preliminary analysis
to the participant to ask for feedback on accuracy. All participants confirmed accuracy in
transcription and coding. No participants asked for information to be changed or tweaked
to better match the intended meaning.
Another validation strategy the researcher employed was the inclusion of thick
detail and accurate descriptions. The more detail the researcher includes, the better the
reader can evaluate the transferability o f the study and the results o f the study (Creswell,
2007). Fortner (2011) specifically recommends this rich detail when describing the
sample. If there is enough detail, the reader can see if there are any shared characteristics
that may help transfer the information to additional settings (Creswell, 2007). The
researcher included many detailed examples in the analysis of the data to help directly
illustrate the categories.
Role o f the Researcher
In qualitative studies, the researcher’s subjectivity and bias should not play a role
in the study’s outcome. At the time o f this research, the researcher is employed as an
elementary school principal in a non-title I school with over 1,000 students in a large
district in Georgia. The researcher is also a doctoral student at a mid-sized private
university in Atlanta, Georgia. The researcher holds a bachelor’s degree in Business
Administration, a master’s degree in Elementary Education, and a specialist’s degree in
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Educational Leadership. She has worked in the field of education for 13 years with seven
of those years in administration. She is a member of several professional organizations
including Professional Association of Georgia Educators (PAGE), Local School
Administration Association (LSAA), and the Parent-Teacher Association (PTA).
The researcher’s position as an elementary school principal had potential to inflict
bias in this study. As a principal in the field o f education, the researcher is well versed on
effective teaching literature, has well-developed teacher observation skills, and has
participated in many teacher interviews over a seven-year time period. Researcher
experiences may have shaped the interpretation o f participants’ responses. However, the
researcher worked to reduce this bias by refraining from conversation during the
interviews and relying only on the evidence in the transcripts for coding and
interpretation.
The researcher was responsible for all steps in this study including developing the
study, communicating with the site and sample, scheduling and conducting all meetings,
and transcribing all recorded interviews. The researcher was also responsible for
analyzing the data, assigned categories and sub-categories, and reporting the findings.
The researcher is solely responsible for all information reported.
Summary
A qualitative design was selected for this study because it was the appropriate
method in which to answer the research questions. Interviewing for data collection was
the suitable method based on the problem, purpose, and research questions. Interviewing
allowed the researcher to collect data on actual responses from effective teachers. Each
interview was conducted on site where each participant currently teaches. The interviews
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were conducted using 10 BBI questions and were digitally recorded. The researcher
transcribed all seven interviews.
Based on the responses effective teachers gave in the interviews, the researcher
used the transcripts to analyze the data. Coding the data was done in several rounds. The
researcher used structural coding to categorize data in to pre-existing categories. The
researcher looked for common sub-categories within categories provided by the GA
TKES (GA DOE, 2011). Using the categories associated with each response, the
researcher identified look-fors by identifying common responses from participants.
Results from the study are found in Chapter 4.

CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
Chapter 4 includes the results o f the data collected in this qualitative study. The
purpose o f this study was to provide a better understanding o f teacher interviews and to
identify evidence principals need in order to successfully hire effective teachers. First,
the data were analyzed from the interviews and common categories are presented. From
the common categories, the researcher attempted to identify specific look-fors principals
can use when interviewing teacher candidates.
Data were collected through interviews with seven current effective teachers for
the purpose o f identifying look-fors principals can use during teacher employment
interviews. Each interview was comprised o f 10 questions about instructional delivery.
Questions were written by M. Clement (personal communication, May 13, 2013) for use
in behavior- based interviews o f teacher candidates. Seven teachers answered all 10
questions and all responses are included in this study.
Research Questions
The research questions posed by this study included:
1. What responses do effective teachers give to behavior-based interview
questions?
2. How do responses to behavior-based interview questions translate into lookfors that could be useful in identifying effective teachers?
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Participants
Participants for this study were selected by the researcher using data provided by
the included school district. Seven elementary teachers agreed to participate in this
study. A brief introduction o f the participants is provided in the next section.
Melanie
Melanie is a 2nd grade teacher at a Title I school. She has taught for five years in
the same building. She began her career in kindergarten, but was moved to 2nd by her
principal this school year. Melanie holds a Master’s degree in education from a small
private college. She received a Specialist degree from a large public university. Melanie
noted her classroom population included many students in ESL, or the English as a
Second Language program. She pointed out at the beginning o f the interview that she
was new to the grade level and new to the Common Core standards. Melanie describes
how she feels about Common Core.
I have enjoyed moving over to the common core. I’ve enjoyed learning all about
it and the curriculum. Any time I have gotten a new student, they have been
learning the same stuff we have been learning, so that’s been really neat.
Katise
Katise has had teaching experience in two schools in her career thus far. Her first
job was teaching fourth grade in a non-title school in a different state. She taught there
for one year. Currently, and for the past three years, Katise works in a Title I school.
She has remained in fourth grade each year since she began teaching. Katise earned a
Bachelor’s degree in education from a large public university. She hopes to pursue her
Master’s degree in the future. Katise’s interview was the longest o f the seven as she gave
multiple examples for many questions. Katise expressed the desire for her students to
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have fun while learning throughout the conversation. At the end o f the interview, Katise
wrapped up her comments with a description o f her teaching style. “Be consistent. Have
great classroom management. I’m a strict teacher, but they love me. We have fun.”
Mandi
Mandi is in her third year of teaching. She has spent all three years at the same
Title I school and all three years in third grade. She holds a Bachelor’s degree from a
large public university. Mandi is currently enrolled in a Master’s program at a mid-sized
private college. She is working to earn her graduate degree in reading. Her interview
notably included many descriptions o f best practices as described by current educational
literature. Some examples came from her current college courses while others came from
her classroom teaching experience.
Kristin
Kristin has had multiple teaching experiences over the past four years within her
current Title I school. During her first year, Kristin served as an EIP, or Early
Intervention Program, teacher. The following year Kristin was placed in the classroom as
a first grade teacher. For the past two years, she has taught second grade. Most of
Kristin’s answers to the interview questions came from examples in her current second
grade classroom setting. Kristin also has experience teaching summer school in her
current school. She recently graduated with a Master’s from a mid-sized private college.
Her undergraduate degree comes from a large public university. Kristin’s school recently
underwent changes in administration. She cited many examples from past teaching
strategies that she no longer uses in her classroom as a result o f new expectations.
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Caroline
Caroline is a kindergarten teacher at a Title I school. She has taught kindergarten
in the same school for all four years o f her teaching career. Caroline’s Bachelor’s degree
comes from a mid-sized public university. Although the interview questions were all
from the instructional delivery domain, many o f Caroline’s answers centered around
building relationships with her students. O f all the interviews, Caroline’s answers
crossed categories and sub-categories more often than the other participants. When asked
if she wanted to add anything at the end o f the interview, she shared her teaching
philosophy.
My overall general philosophy is that I want them to think for themselves. So,
anything they can do I try not to do for them. It’s not necessarily always
challenging them with the academics, although that is important, I also try to
challenge them with just basic things like, almost common sense things, because
that is just as important to me as the academics. We do a lot o f problem solving, a
lot o f conversation. I feel like the academics will follow but the relationships you
build and the expectations are what you really need to have for the foundation of
the classroom.
Kristie
Kristie has been a classroom teacher for five years. Her first two years o f
teaching was in a non-title school in a very small school system within the same state.
She taught third grade both years in the non-title school. She joined her current school’s
staff as a second grade teacher and has remained in that position for past three years. Her
current school is Title I. Kristie holds a Bachelor’s degree from a small private college.
She highlighted the similarities and differences between the two environments in which
she’s worked. “I feel like I’ve really grown because in [prior school] our classroom
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wasn’t set up like it is in this county, so it’s been neat to see the positives in both
atmospheres when you’ve worked with both ways.”
Bridget
Bridget is in her first year teaching full time, but has four previous years o f
experience as a part-time teacher within the same school. Bridget’s first four years as a
part-time certified staff member included teaching students in the ELL program, special
education students, EIP students, and the gifted population. Currently, she is a fifth grade
classroom teacher, but only teaches math and language arts. Her grade level team is
departmentalized. Bridget’s Bachelor’s degree is from a mid-sized public university.
Bridget teaches in the smallest school in the study and the only non-title school
represented. Her interview focused on monitoring progress more than any other
participant.
Findings
To answer the first research question, the researcher transcribed the responses
given by seven effective teachers to 10 behavior-based interview questions. To answer
the second research question, the researcher coded the transcripts and categorized
categories that could be translated into look-fors. Using the Georgia Teacher Keys
Evaluation System, or TKES, the researcher organized responses within each indicator
listed under the Instructional Strategies and Differentiated Instruction standards. Both
standards make up the Instructional Delivery Domain o f the TKES. The indicators are
listed in Table 3. The researcher identified eight look-fors from the data which represent
the participants’ responses to the behavior-based questions. The look-fors directly align
with eight o f the 14 indicators, or categories, in Table 3.
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Table 3
Georgia Teacher Evaluation System, Effective Teacher Indicators o f Domain 2,
Standards 3 and 4

Indicator Number

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8

Indicator Number

4.1

4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6

Instructional Strategies

Engages students in active learning and maintains interest.
Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.
Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.
Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and
resources.
Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to
enhance student learning.
Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for
understanding.
Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and
problem-solving activities.
Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life
examples and interdisciplinary connections.

Differentiated Instruction Strategies

Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and
learning environment to meet individual developmental
needs.
Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further
student understanding o f the material.
Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate
peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.
Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data
to inform instructional modifications for individual students.
Develops critical and creative thinking by providing
activities at the appropriate level o f challenge for students.
Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students
commensurate with their developmental levels.

Adapted trom "Domain 2," by the Georgia Department of Education, 2011, teacher Keys tvaluation System Handbook. Copyright
2011 by the Georgia Department of Education
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The interview included questions that allowed the participant an opportunity to
give examples for each indicator either directly or indirectly based on the question
content. Direct questions were asked for indicators 3.1 through 3.6 and 4.1 through 4.4.
For the remaining indicators, 3.7,3.8, and 4.5, the researcher analyzed the answers from
the 10 questions to gleam information relating to those descriptors. In totality, all
indicators except one were covered during the interview. Indicator 4.6 was not included
in the questions nor did the researcher find enough evidence to analyze for this study.
For the purposes of analyzing and reporting results, the reaching described each indicator
as a major category. Categories were titled as a summary o f the indicator in an effort to
capture the meaning o f each standard.

For each category, the researcher highlighted examples participants used to
describe how they met the standard in their classrooms. While most responses came
from questions explicitly about the category, the researcher also pulled responses from
other questions as appropriate. Some categories were not addressed by a specific
question. In those cases, the researcher used the interview transcript as a whole to extract
responses that represented the category.
Category 1: Student Engagement
Most of the answers for this category resulted directly from the interview
question, “Describe a lesson where you have engaged students in active learning,” (M.
Clement, personal communication, May 13,2013) although several other questions
yielded information for this category as well. From the seven interviews, ten examples
were given to support student engagement when participants were asked the question
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directly. From the remaining nine questions, 25 additional pieces o f evidence supported
participants’ use o f engaging activities to support learning.
The researcher identified six broad categories that all examples fell within to
explain student engagement: manipulatives-or tangible objects, technology, use o f an
activating strategy in the mini-lesson, workshop model, movement, and games. These six
categories were used by the participants to describe student engagement within the
classroom.
Manipulatives. The most common examples for question one included the
student use o f manipulatives. Manipulatives are anything the student can hold,
touch, or manipulate to increase comprehension o f the topic (Moyer, 2001). Four
o f the seven teachers brought up manipulatives when asked the question directly
related to student engagement. All teachers included manipulatives at some point
during the interview. In total, 15 examples were given using manipulatives.
Katise discussed teaching multiplication using connecting cubes to build arrays
and base ten blocks to illustrate the concept.
Then, I use the base ten blocks to show them how I am multiplying a one times a
ten or I’m a ten and a one or a ten and a hundred. So, in that lesson, I was able to
use different strategies so that they could see the process o f multiplication because
they were just used to facts like two times two is four. Okay, two times three is
six. But, they didn’t really understand how multiplication is going to help me in
problem solving. So, we did arrays to show them the basics, then, we did the
base ten blocks so they could see it in more of a broad spectrum.
Bridget also uses base ten blocks in her example.
At the beginning o f the year, we started out doing lessons with the base ten blocks
talking about the place value o f different numbers. I just wanted to do basic
number place value because we are about to get in to decimals and all that fun
stuff like power of 10. So, I wanted to see how they were doing. We just did an
activity that I modeled and we did together. We actually used the manipulatives
and base ten blocks to build some o f the different types o f numbers. After that,
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they used pieces or strips o f paper that they could actually manipulate themselves,
cut out. So, a lot o f times I will start out for my learners who can learn by
listening or modeling and then we get things out that are tangible for those
learners that have to do something.
Kristie also talked about manipulatives in the subject of math. She gave several
examples, “And, then, o f course, with math, we use games, flash cards, dice, number
lines, and different manipulatives like that.” Melanie used a small model o f a bug to
show students the life cycle of a ladybug.
We just did a unit in science on the life cycle of lady bugs and we started off by
just reading about the lady bugs, brainstorming about things they knew and things
they might want to know. We brought in manipulatives for them to play with
[points to a plastic model o f a ladybug], and then we actually extended it. We
ordered the ladybug eggs and we watched them go from egg to the larva into the
pupa and now they are going to go into the ladybug stage.
Technology. The next popular answer to question one, which addresses student
engagement, was the use o f technology. While the use o f technology was the subject o f a
separate question, three participants used technology as the example when directly asked
about student engagement. In addition, technology was linked to student engagement in
three additional examples. Using all questions for data, five o f the seven participants
gave different uses o f technology as examples o f student engagement strategies.
Melanie uses the Mimio and the interactive Mimio pad to help keep students
engaged in new learning.
One o f the lessons that we have done is we use the Mimio to do some calendar
math. So we do skip counting using the pad that goes along with the Mimio. The
kids get really engaged and excited if I hand them the pad. They get to hold it for
a minute and show that they know how to skip count. The higher level learners
that we are trying to push are skip-counting by threes but the lower level learners
that we are differentiating for might only be doing the 2s. So with technology,
they are seeing it right up on the board, it’s interactive and they are actually
getting to use it.
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Kristin brought up technology three separate times when asked directly about student
engagement. When describing an engaging social studies unit she

. .always had

technology with it.” Kristin also explained the following to describe her use of
technology with her students.
I have my document camera. I’ve already taken them to the lab and shown them
how to access Pebble Go on their own and probably next time in Lab A, I will
show them Megamath which is another one I like them to know how to use
because they can access it from home too. So, I like to incorporate those things,
but it’s just a matter of if there’s time. Eventually, my goal with that is that
during reading workshop some o f them that need some o f those things can be at a
rotation on the computer.
Bridget uses a clicker system with the Mimio to make checking homework more
engaging for students.
Just recently when I was teaching math, I used the clicker system where instead of
just checking homework to see if they understand it, I have different kids so I
have them spread out into groups. 1 have the answers on the board ahead o f time
and then they respond if they got the correct answer that’s up there. I include
answers that they might have gotten if they made an error that I know is a
frequent error. That kind o f helps me know, since I assign them a number that is
on the actual clicker, that helps me know who is consistently making certain
errors and who is not. It also helps me know oh, I see we all have this so we can
move on or if most o f them missed it, I know to go over that particular question
on the board and things like that. So that’s a way that we’ve gotten more active in
checking homework because that can sometimes be rote and boring so it’s made
that fun for the kids. Sometimes, if there’s a couple o f kids who aren’t getting it,
we’ll stop and work in groups. So that’s something that I’ve recently
implemented to make it more engaging.
Katise talked about using technology in science and social studies because, “I have to use
something that will catch their attention.” She shows pictures o f Native Americans
through the projector to help students “connect when they saw it on the board.” In
science, Katise also used media to illustrate the concepts she was teaching.
And also, with the different forms of precipitation, I had to use technology with
that because a lot of them had never seen a hail storm. So we would look at
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videos on the safe search option on YouTube. So, I played the video so they
could watch that.
Mandi often starts with an activating strategy incorporating technology like videos or
Mimio tools.
For instance, for math, I usually like to start with an activating strategy like a
video. A two or three minute video like a Brain Pop is an example that I might
find online related to the lesson. Then, immediately going into a mini-lesson with
visuals like an anchor chart or a PowerPoint. I use Mimio slides a lot as a visual
aspect as well as kinesthetic moving things on the Mimio equipment and then
giving students their own copy to have in their laps as I’m working on the mini
lesson.
Activating Strategy. Another common example included in the interviews was the
mini-lesson with an activating strategy or hook. This strategy was mentioned a total of
seven times by six participants. Only one participant, Katise, did not use the term minilesson.
Melanie explained it clearly when she said she uses the mini-lesson to catch the
students’ attention. She described, “It’s a great way for the entire class to be actively
involved before breaking into small groups.” In a workshop model, a mini-lesson is
usually done with the whole class at the beginning o f a lesson. The teacher might
introduce the concept and explain the activities that each student or groups o f students
will complete in groups. Participants used the mini-lessons to prepare their learners for
the math or reading assignments for the day. In Melanie’s class, she described a mini
lesson in the writing workshop.
Most o f our lessons start off with active learning to catch their attention. We start
off with mini-lessons. For example, we just did our writers workshop. Writers
workshop is an hour block. We started off with a mini-lesson. We are learning
about the 5 regions o f Georgia. They were all actively involved because they all
had a map o f Georgia and they were helping me label and find the different five
regions.
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Mandi increased student engagement during the mini-lesson by using a high-interest
book.
Last week, I was teaching a lesson on context clues with my students in the
context of reading workshop. So first we did a mini-lesson using a book we read
aloud together, The Twits, which is a high-interest book. The students were really
into it, really engaged in the story.
Mandi’s use o f student engagement at the very beginning o f workshop is an example of
an activating strategy.
Workshop Model. Closely related to the mini-lesson is the workshop model itself.
The mini-lesson is one part of a workshop. The workshop model begins with a wholegroup mini-lesson, offers modeling and practice time with the new skill, and then asks
students to break into small groups or partners to do independent or group work on the
skill introduced. While methods o f workshops vary, five o f the seven participants
described the workshop model in some form. Three o f the seven specifically credited the
workshop model with keeping students actively engaged.
Mandi credits adding variety to the workshop for keeping students highly
engaged. She explains,
With the workshop model, there is usually a lot of variety... And then, going into
the rotations, which is the second part o f the workshop model, there is a lot of
variety in the different centers that they do like certain games that relate to content
or certain activities that are kind o f spiral reviews. We also work independently
or in small groups.
Caroline explains that her very young students need to be engaged throughout workshop
in order to remain focused. She explains what happens after the mini-lesson in math.
“Then, we might go off and do five different centers with all different kinds of learning
styles about shapes and then we might have a shape snack.” Kristie describes what the
other students are doing while she is working in with a small group. “Then, while I’m
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doing that, they are working on other math activities that may have to do with rounding
or it may be previous knowledge or information that they may have learned in second
grade.”
Movement. Another common response when asked to describe student
engagement is the incorporation o f movement into the lesson. Three o f the seven
participants described student movement in their lessons. Katise mentioned movement
twice. The first example of movement in Katise’s class was the direct answer to the
engagement question. She asked students to become numbers and manipulative
themselves to demonstrate a variety o f math problems.
Looking at the number they wrote, I told them, “You just became the data.” So
now put your sticky note and tape it to your chest. The first thing I want you to
do is get in a straight line from least to greatest. So that’s how I was able to get
the numbers they had. So, whatever number they had they had to use it to get in
line from least to greatest. And I told them when finding the mean, median,
mode, and range, the first thing you have to remember is to put all numbers in
order from least to greatest. So everything that you are about to do to find mean,
median, mode, and range, you are about to do in your independent work.
She feels this is important based on her own experience as a child in school. “We just
have fun. I like to move and I didn’t like to just sit and watch my teacher at the board all
day.” Katise gives a second example of movement when describing a differentiated math
lesson. She taught the students a rap song complete with movements in order to help
them remember the concepts.
So I taught them a rap. I put my shades on, I had my chain on, which was really
this necklace, and I told them to call me Figgy Fresh. So I told them, “Find the
first value and circle the digit.” [Rapping this.] So, I taught them the rounding
rap and then they had movements. “Move to the right, underline, get it.”
[Rapping this.] So, after we did the rap and they did the dance moves, we were
able to sit down and do the steps.
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Melanie and Caroline included movement in activities that they tried to relate to
real life including releasing ladybugs outdoors at the end o f a life cycle unit and burying
objects in the ground to study decomposition. Both real-life activities allowed students to
learn without remaining in their seats. At the end o f Melanie’s unit o f raising ladybugs,
she describes the last activity. “And then, in a couple o f weeks, we’ll all get to go outside
where we’ll release them into their natural habitat.” Caroline’s decomposition unit also
has many active parts.
There was this one experience where we were talking about recycling and the
effect of trash and pollution on the earth. We went out to the playground and
buried different objects in the ground. A banana peel, a plastic water bottle, an
aluminum can, and there was something else that would break down quickly but I
forgot what it was. They made predictions. They helped dig the holes and they
helped bury the items. We talked about all different kinds o f predictions and
about what would happen to each item. Then, in a week or two later, we dug
them up and saw what actually happened. So instead o f doing a worksheet on
pollution and recycling, we went out and actually saw the effects o f how fast it
broke down.
Games. The final strategy that stands out when looking for examples o f student
engagement is the inclusion o f games in the curriculum. Four o f the seven participants
described games in response to interview questions. Nine examples o f game use were
given in total. Notably, all examples o f games were in the subject o f math.
Caroline uses math games with her kindergarteners during calendar.
I change my calendar. I do a digital calendar, so I change it up depending on what
we are learning at the time. I’ll link it to different games to practice what we are
learning at the time so it’s always changing. It’s always flowing depending on
what practice we need or maybe to preview something we will learn in the fixture.
Using the smart board, I’m always linking games and songs and all kinds of
things to the calendar.
She also uses the Bingo game in math to help differentiate for her learners based on
ability.
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So, we were playing Bingo. So, I made different forms o f the game depending on
which math groups I pull. So, I have some higher math learners who know the
solid shapes and know all the polygons so they are ready for more and more. So,
we are playing Bingo that has real pictures of things in real life that are different
polygons. We also have the circle and triangle and that kind of thing so the
different Bingo games vary.
Kristie also uses games during math workshop. Bridget specifically discussed games that
are played using technology including the unveiling tools and the flip chart functions on a
smart board.
Katise uses a competitive game strategy with her class as a group. Students are
put on teams and must compete to solve math problems.
So, when it’s a strategy I want them to learn from their peers, I’ll say, “Now at
your table, we are going to have a competition.” So, mostly during review games
or something like that, it’s more flexible because they are teaching each other.
When asking teacher candidates questions about student engagement, principals
should look for at least one effective strategy from the six categories described. All
seven candidates included five or more examples o f student engagement in the interview.
Table 4 illustrates the breakdown of each category and the number of examples each
candidate included for each.
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Table 4
Category 1: Number o f Examples ofStudent Engagement per Participant

Student
Engagement

Melanie

Katise

Mandi

Kristin

Caroline

Kristin

Bridget

Activating

1

0

2

0

0

0

1

Manipulatives

2

1

2

1

1

5

4

Technology

2

2

5

4

2

5

2

Workshop

2

0

5

0

3

3

1

Movement

1

2

0

0

3

0

1

Games

0

1

0

0

2

2

1

Category 2: Background Knowledge
Participants were asked to answer the question, “How have you built a lesson on
students’ existing knowledge and skills?” (M. Clement, personal communication, May
13,2013). The purpose o f this question was to ascertain how an effective teacher might
connect the current lesson to the students’ own schema or background knowledge.
There were two major types o f answers to this question depending on how the
participant interpreted the question. First, participants gave examples on assessing
background knowledge. Once background knowledge is understood by the teacher, she
can plan instruction, remediation, and enrichment with that knowledge. Second,
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participants gave examples o f building students’ background knowledge within lessons to
help provide a common understanding o f content for all students.
Assessing background knowledge. Six o f the seven participants use formal pre
assessments to assess background knowledge. Four participants also gave examples of
informal pre-assessments to determine students’ background knowledge. Informal pre
assessments included questioning, building a KWL chart, and observation.
Bridget explains the importance o f assessing background knowledge for
instructional planning. “We’re constantly checking to see what you are coming to the
table with for background knowledge so I can then proceed and plan that way.” She
describes how the pre-assessments are used in math.
Basically, at the beginning o f every unit, I give a small pretest and it just hits on
the three or four different skills we’re going to develop in that unit. The students
take it and then I look at it that evening and grade them and put the students in to
small groups based on how they do on that particular test.
Once Bridget understands a student’s background knowledge, she can address the needs
o f each student. Mandi describes a less formal way to assess background knowledge
about pollution.
Pollution is a topic that we taught recently that students have a lot o f background
knowledge on. So, the first thing that I would do with that lesson is to understand
what kind o f background knowledge they have already with some kind o f anchor
chart with what do we know already about pollution. Specifically, with this
lesson, we broke it down into air pollution, water pollution, land pollution, writing
down everything we know. Even if there are misconceptions that I know are not
true, we go ahead and list them on the chart and then continuing with the lesson
building on the things that they already knew, adding on extra information, then
going back to take out or revise facts that they wrote down that were
misconceptions that they discovered through research were not true.
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Katise simply uses questioning for assessing background knowledge about precipitation
in a science lesson. “So what I did was I asked them did you know why it’s called
evaporation? What is the process? What is actually happening?”
In total, 15 examples o f pre-assessments, both formal and informal, were included
in the interviews. Several examples were in response to this direct question while other
examples came from a question about assessment.
Building Background Knowledge. Other responses focused more on building
students’ background knowledge as part o f the lesson. Mandi completes a KWL chart
with her class to help her see what students already know before beginning a unit o f
study. The anchor chart can then be used to guide learning and discussion to fill in
students’ background knowledge gaps. The KWL strategy, introduced by Donna Ogle in
1986, is a procedure teachers use to assess students’ background knowledge and track
their current learning on a topic.

Bridget is also constantly observing for ways to build

background knowledge.
I always start off going over the vocabulary and the EQ [essential question]. We
talk about examples of what it looks like you are going to able to do by the end of
the lesson. I have some illustrations [points to wall display] that go along with the
different math standards and strands. I show them and they pass them around and
I put them up.
This preview o f the unit helps students better understand the material when the lesson
begins.
Katise spends a lot o f time talking and brainstorming with her students to build a
common understanding o f a topic before they are asked to complete a writing assignment.
“So, in that lesson, they did it orally to get the feel of how it’s done. ... So, I told them
that now I am going to teach you guys how to put this in writing.”
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Kristin talked a lot about the make-up o f her class and how it relates to background
knowledge. “I have 26 students and 18 o f them are ELL [English Language Learners].
So, everything is building background knowledge... It’s about meeting them where they
are and going from there.” Kristin has prior experience working with diverse students
and explains how she anticipates some misconceptions before they occur. “For secondlanguage learners, they are not always going to say what they are thinking.” In many
cases, misconceptions can occur from the misuse or misunderstanding o f vocabulary
(Fisher, Frey, & Lapp, 2012). Kristin uses content vocabulary in classroom discussion to
help build the background knowledge of her students whose first language is not English.
Responses to questions about building background knowledge should include at
least one effective strategy describing how to build a child’s background knowledge or
one effective strategy on how to assess a child’s background knowledge. Three
participants included examples o f both categories. Table 5 illustrates the breakdown of
both types o f responses and the number of examples each candidate included for each.

Table 5
Category 2: Number o f Examples o f Background Knowledge per Participant

Background
Knowledge

Melanie

Katise

Mandi

Kristin

Caroline

Kristie

Bridget

Assessing

3

3

3

1

2

5

3

Building

1

1

0

0

2

0

0
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Category 3: Learning Goals
Learning goals are synonymous with the term essential question, or EQ, in the
district o f study. Teachers referred to the EQ when asked to describe how a particular
learning goal was reinforced throughout the lesson. Using an EQ, or a specific learning
goal, for a lesson or unit helps provide clarity to students. The question addressing
learning goals asked participants to, “Describe a learning goal you used in a previous
lesson” (M. Clement, personal communication, May 13,2013). As a follow up to the
original question, the researcher also asked, “How did you reinforce that goal to students
throughout the lesson?” (M. Clement, personal communication, May 13,2013).
The researcher found four major categories o f responses to this question:
referring back to the EQ at the end o f the lesson o f unit, giving an explicit purpose,
summarizing learning, and integrating EQ’s across subjects. Three participants used
more than one strategy to include clarity throughout the lesson. All participants were
able to give at least one example from one o f the four categories.
Referring back to the essential question. Referring back to the essential question
during or at the end of the lesson is an informal assessment tool that lets the teacher know
if students have met the objectives o f the lesson. It’s also a great summarizing strategy
that increases learning of the concept. Mandi described this strategy.
With reading, the EQ is our theme for the week. For example, if the EQ is, “How
do I get extra information in a non-fiction text using text features?” that would be
my overarching goal, or essential question, and every day I would refer to that
question and my lesson would address how to answer that question. By the end of
die week, or the end of the unit, or the end o f the lesson, students would be able to
answer that question with what they have learned.
Melanie and Caroline also incorporate the essential question throughout their lessons.
Melanie calls this review a summarizing strategy.
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Then, at the end, we always do a share so we go back over the EQ. How and why
do we write a complete sentence? So, a complete sentence has to start with a
capital letter and it has to make sense. So that’s what we do at the end. We share
and talk about why we learned it. Reinforcing why do they have to be complete
sentences and why do we end it with question marks at the end o f a question or an
explanation point when we say something with excitement.
Caroline refers to the essential question throughout other subjects as she makes
connections throughout the day. “We always talk about brain connections, so any time
they make a brain connection to our EQ, they know to point that out.”
Giving a purpose for learning. To begin a lesson, Katise and Bridget give a very
specific purpose for learning. Katise used the word “explicitly” to describe her learning
goals twice during her explanation. She also began many directions with the sentence
starter, “Now I am going to teach you... ” or “You are now going to learn...” Katise
used one o f these sentence starters three times in one set o f directions to the students
about a writing activity. Bridget starts each lesson with a clear description o f the
upcoming unit. She gives students the vocabulary they will need for the unit as well as
an example of the finished product the students will produce.
As we conquer the strand, we put them [the objective] up there [on the wall
display] so they can refer back to them as we go along so it kind o f shows them a
list of what they have learned so they can keep track o f their learning. The goals
are laid out for the students from the beginning. The purpose is clear.
Summarizing the learning. Kristie and Katise discuss a variety o f ways to
summarize learning to ensure students have met the objective. Kristie often uses review
games to summarize learning. “I then had some smart board review games that you can
reinforce that learning objective and then we did an activity on it in the computer lab.”
Katise summarizes the opinion writing lesson. “Not only did you give me your opinions,
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you were able to give me reasons why, you gave me examples, and now you are getting
the hang o f it.”
Integration across learning goals. The researcher found one last sub-category for
teaching clarity within two interviews. The concept o f integration was given as an
example of lesson clarity by both Kristin and Caroline. Kristin has observed the
increased alignment among subject areas based on the district’s instructional calendar this
year. She has noticed that many of her essential questions are aligned and support each
other. Kristin believes this makes learning easier because the connections are clear. If
writing reinforces reading, there is more clarity and purpose for her overall literacy block
o f time.
Our EQ’s? I actually like how they are tying in. They are tying in to more than
one topic. For example, in reading and writing, a lot o f what we are doing right
now, especially in the first 9 weeks, it’s not just like oh it’s just for reading, and
oh there’s a completely different one for writing. They are kind o f fluid even if
they are worded a little differently. They are following throughout. So our
reading and writing block tie in to one. So if I start with reading workshop with,
“What kind o f questions do readers ask?” well, at the same time in our writing
workshop we are doing, “How can I start my writing with a strong lead?” and we
are talking about question leads, so they are getting all of that throughout and it
ties together for them. The question words then tie in to writing and they aren’t
confused. It all goes together for them. I’ve noticed that more for them this year
than any other year. Whereas in years past, it’s jumped around a bit more. I think
it’s more conscientious on the county level as well as on a planning level gradelevel wise.
Caroline made the same observation. She constantly refers to essential questions across
content areas to help her students better understand the concepts. She uses EQ posters so
that she can easily refer to them in any subject.
I have designed EQ posters for my class that were more on an appropriate grade
level so really that’s something I have up. Right now, we are talking about what
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makes us special, so that’s something that’s up that they can constantly refer back
to.
Only one o f the seven participants did not use the term essential question. For her
example, Katise went through an actual lesson with the researcher as if she were talking
to students. She did not use education language, such as essential question or clarity, but
she instead used the exact wording she says to students. The researcher was able to see
the essential questions on sentence strips hanging on her white board in her classroom,
but it was not reflected in the interview. Katise gives clarity and purpose without the
direct reference to the essential questions she has posted. The remaining six participants
described lesson clarity using the district’s term, “essential question.”
When asking teacher candidates questions about learning goals, principals should
look for at least one effective strategy from the four categories described. All
participants gave examples from at least one category. Three participants gave examples
from two categories. Table 6 illustrates the breakdown o f each category and the number
of examples each candidate included for each.

Table 6
Category 3: Number o f Examples o f Learning Goals per Participant
Learning
Goals

Melanie

Katise

Mandi

Kristen

Caroline

Kristie

Bridget

EQ

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

Purpose

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

Summarizing

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

Integration

0

0

0

1

1

0

0
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Category 4: Variety of Strategies
The researcher asked participants to be specific in describing the variety of
strategies and resources used to teach a lesson. “Describe a lesson you have taught that
had a lot of variety. Specifically, describe the variety of strategies you employed to teach
and resources used” (M. Clement, personal communication, May 13,2013). There are
two distinct parts to this question: using various instructional methods and using various
materials. The researcher analyzed the responses within the two parts.
To highlight different instructional methods, four o f the seven participants
specifically included the workshop model in their answers. Although reading workshop
has the same instructional premise, all four examples were based on the math workshop
block of instructional time. Mandi’s statement, “With the workshop model, there is
usually a lot o f variety,” may explain why workshop was used to answer this question by
several participants. All four participants describe a mini-lesson, whole-group format,
centers, small group, and independent work. Using the workshop model requires
students to use various instructional materials throughout the rotations.
Within the workshop, participants also talk about learning styles. Bridget uses the
workshop model to incorporate variety and as a way to her reach all her learners.
So a lot o f times I will start out for my learners who can learn by listening or
modeling and then we get things out that are tangible for those learners that have
to do something. I’m visual so I always have some kind o f chart to glue in their
notebooks so kids can go back and look at it. I try to touch on all the different
styles of learning. I know, like when I was in college, if someone just stands up
in front and talks and talks and talks, then I’m not grasping so I try to do
something visually and something hands-on and something orally so I’ve hit on
the needs of all the students.
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Caroline says she tries to target all learning styles as well as all ability levels using the
workshop model. “Based on one thing [learning goal], I try to target all the different
learning styles, levels, or interests.” Again, a variety of materials are used to address
learning styles.
Melanie described an entire unit to illustrate her use o f various instructional
methods and materials. She used a variety o f activities and instructional methods to teach
one skill: the life cycle o f a ladybug.
We just did a unit in science on the life cycle of ladybugs and we started off by
just reading about the ladybugs, brainstorming about things they knew and things
they might want to know. We brought in manipulatives for them to play with
[points to ladybug models], and then we actually extended it. We ordered the
ladybug eggs and we have a ladybug land in our classroom where we have
watched them go from egg to the larva into the pupa and now they are going to go
into the ladybug stage. We’ve been journaling every day so we can observe the
changes. And then in a couple o f weeks, we’ll all get to go outside where we’ll
release them to their natural habitat.
When asking teacher candidates questions about various instructional strategies,
principals should expect many different responses. The researcher found this category to
be inconclusive based on the responses from the seven participants. The following list
illustrates the variety of instructional strategies participants described during the
interview: mini-lesson, small groups, whole group, workshop model, movement, readaloud, technology, manipulatives, acting/role-play, research, graphic organizers,
journals/notebooks, discussion, centers, music, games, partners, and one-on-one. The
direct answer to the question yielded the following responses: graphic organizers,
manipulatives, journals/notebooks, workshop, technology, centers, small groups, mini
lessons, music, movement, games, and whole group instruction.
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All participants gave drastically different answers making it difficult to identify
possible look-fors that could be used in an interview. The only repeated items for the
question were manipulatives which were discussed by six o f the seven participants and
technology which was included in three responses. No table could be constructed based
on the data.
Category 5: Technology
The technology indicator specifically calls for the appropriate use of technology
to impact student learning (GA DOE, 2011). Simply including technology in a lesson is
not enough to call it effective. The question asked only requires participants to describe
the incorporation of technology. “Describe a lesson where you have incorporated
technology” (M. Clement, personal communication, May 13, 2013). The researcher,
then, analyzed each example to determine the impact the technology might have had on
student learning.
Within the district of study, most teachers had identical access to technology
including computer lab time, laptop carts, smart boards, and e-readers. Only one teacher
in the study had tablets in the classrooms on a regular basis. The examples given for this
question fell into only two categories. First, several examples are given using the smart
board device in the classroom during instruction. Second, computers and tablets are used
within the classroom or lab setting.
Smart boards. The most common response to the technology question included
some type of lesson using a smart board. All seven teachers in the study had some type
of interactive smart board in their classrooms. One example o f an interactive smart board
is called an Activboard. These are large boards attached to the wall that can be
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manipulated like a touch screen tablet. Another version o f this type o f technology is
called a Mimio. A Mimio is a device that works like an Activboard, but projects the
images on to the current white board already in the classroom. Using a stylus, the white
board then becomes interactive as long as the Mimio device is on. Three teachers in the
study had Activboards installed on their walls. Four teachers had a Mimio device. Six of
the seven teachers refereed to the smart board device when giving technology examples.
Katise did not refer to the Mimio, but the researcher was able to see it attached to the
white board during the interview.
Although the smart boards were a consistent theme through the interviews, each
teacher gave a different example o f how the board is used. Melanie allows the students
to hold interactive pads that manipulate the board from their desks. “So, with the
technology, they are seeing it right up on the board; it’s interactive and they are actually
getting to use it.” Bridget gives several examples of smart board uses.
I’ve just started using the clickers for homework. Other than that, I use the flip
charts when I’m introducing in LA [language arts], a particular skill. For
example, in main idea, there were different passages on a page. Students would
come up and we’d read about ways to find main idea in a passage. W e’d go back
up to the top and the students would use the unveiling tool on the smart board.
And we’d use the check-to-see-if-you’re-right tool. I use the smart board a lot
with the flip charts I create before class. Works for introducing and modeling a
lesson. Then, I use it again, not just to introduce, but for them to come up and
practice or review, or wrap-up. A lot of times you can incorporate games on the
smart board to review.
Caroline uses the smart board “all the time.” She explains, “A good example? Calendar
is a good example of how I used it consistently every day.”
Mandi uses the Mimio in her classroom instruction. “I use Mimio slides a lot as a
visual aspect as well as kinesthetic moving things on the Mimio equipment and then
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giving students their own copy to have in their laps as I’m working on the mini-lesson.”
She also uses the Mimio for assessments. “Another thing I do is have a quick check-forunderstanding quiz. They’ll just usually be slides on a Mimio slides or on a PowerPoint
with four questions that get at the meat o f what the lesson was for the day.”
Computers/Tablets. The next most common response describing technology was
the use o f a tablet or computer. Kristie’s students have access to hand-held tablets in the
classroom. She uses the tablets to add variety to math centers during math workshop.
Well, one of my colleagues and I helped to write a grant and were given five
tablets. On the tablets, we were able to do some addition and subtraction
strategies to reinforce knowing addition and subtraction faster. Then, we’ll look
into going into multiplication and stuff once we have a good foundation with that.
All other answers in this category referred to computers within the classroom or
in a computer lab. Students use the computers in the classroom for independent
activities. Computer labs are used more for whole-class activities or projects.
Many instructional software programs were listed as examples o f activities that
utilize computers. Kristin uses Classworks, Pebble Go, and Megamath with students for
instruction. Common computer software programs are also used within instruction.
Mandi uses Microsoft Office Suites’ PowerPoint and Word programs for students to
demonstrate content mastery using technology.
I think it’s really important that they leam how to type and how to use a simple
program like Word. So, we’ve just published our first opinion pieces and they got
really excited to be able to go into the computer lab. I gave lessons on shift and
the letter makes it capital, shift over with the tab makes an indent, which ties into
the writing format they are learning while publishing.
There were various additional types of computer programs described in the responses to
multiple questions. The only other program mentioned by more than one participant was
PowerPoint.
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Six participants mentioned more than one example o f technology in their answers.
Many of Kristie’s examples, tables, computers, smart boards, and Study Island, were
described when she was asked about the variety o f methods or resources she uses to teach
a concept. Mandi described technology in responding to four separate interview
questions. She included very simple electronic devices like the listening center and
audio/visual equipment as well as more complex technology including Mimio and
instructional software programs. Katise credits technology with the ability to increase
student comprehension o f concepts. “I use technology, in particular in science and social
studies, because I think it’s more that I’m giving you information and you have to
remember it. I have to use something that will catch their attention.”
Kristie explained how her students used the computer lab to do project-oriented
assignments.
I tried last year, toward the end o f the year, at the computer lab doing things that
were kind o f project-oriented things. I forget the name o f it, but there’s a program
that you can talk into ... you can pick an animal and have the mouth open up on
the animal while the kids are talking, like Voki. I’ve done that before.
When asking teacher candidates questions about technology, two main responses
were evident from all participants: use o f smart boards and use o f computers or tablets.
All participants included at least one or the other as an example of effective use of
technology. Four o f the seven participants included both types o f technology in their
responses. As technology changes each year, the look-fors for technology examples must
change as well. At the time of this study, smart boards were available at all schools
within the study. Principals could expect to hear examples using computers or using
smart board technology. Table 7 illustrates the breakdown o f each category and the
number of examples each candidate included for each.
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Table 7
Category 5: Number o f Examples o f Technology per Participant

Technology

Melanie

Katise

Mandi

Kristin

Smart board

3

0

2

1

1

1

2

Computer/Tablet

0

1

4

5

1

4

0

Caroline

Kristie

Bridget

Category 6: Monitors Progress/Checks for Understanding
For this category, the interview question asked the participant to “describe a
specific lesson where you checked for understanding throughout the lesson” (M.
Clement, personal communication, May 13, 2013). While some participants answered
this question with assessment examples, the researcher included assessment examples in
a separate assessment category. Examples for this category centered on informal
progress checks that would be followed by adjusting instruction on the spot to meet
students’ needs. Participants’ responses to this category were so distinctive the
researcher could not find a link between them.
Katise monitors her students’ progress through questioning during a reading
lesson. Her students use post-it notes to complete a whole-group graphic organizer that
allows Katise to visually see which students have mastered the concept and which
students need more help.
While I’m reading Stone Fox, I want them to understand the story, but I want
them to understand the elements the author is using in the story to help them
understand what they are reading. So, while reading the story, I’m asking them
about context clues. Do you guys know what disqualified means? Do you know
what it means when he says he’s encouraged, he’s determined. I’m constantly
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checking, do you even understand what you are listening to. Then, I’m asking
them to make predictions, I’m asking them to make inferences. I may stop and
have them draw what you see in your mind. So it’s basically through the
extended text I like to constantly check for understanding because I noticed that
some students do what I call the fake reading. Where they get their book during
their independent reading time and I’m gonna let her think I’m reading and I’m
gonna look very engaged, but during the extended text, I ask them to put it on
their box [refers to post-it on a graphic organizer]. I’m right on them so I know
this student made a prediction, but this student is making it up.
Responding to questions with post-it notes are done on-the-spot and usually in response
to a read-aloud o f information.
Caroline interpreted the question more formally as she responded with a
description of anecdotal note taking during reading groups.
I take a lot of anecdotal notes on how they’re responding to the text, what they are
doing as far as turning the pages. I’m writing down if they are catching on to
what we’ve been talking about in the mini-lessons. The small groups definitely
give an opportunity to take really good notes on them.
Caroline then uses the notes to plan instruction. “That guides my focus for what I’m
going to do that day or that week or if I need to change it or slow down or speed up or
whatever.”
Kristie simply observes student answers to informal questions during small
groups to monitor progress.
So then, as I’m doing groups, I’m assessing as they are showing me their answers
on their white boards. I’m assessing if this child is really starting to understand
this concept or this child really still doesn’t understand this concept so we need to
keep working on it or work on it in a different light or that kind o f thing. And
then, after I felt like I’ve been able to reach those different groups and those
different abilities, then I’ll have more o f a formative or summative assessment,
the end test, and check their understanding from there.
Kristie’s progress monitoring impacts her instruction. She does not get to a formal
assessment until she feels most o f her students are ready. “And then after I think I’ve
been able to reach those different groups and those different abilities, then I’ll have more
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of a formative or summative assessment, or the end test, and check their understanding
from there.”
Melanie uses the information gathered throughout a lesson to decide what to teach
next. “We typically don’t move on to something new until I feel like they have it.” As
she’s planning lessons, she relies on what progress she sees with her students. “So some
of my lesson plans at the beginning o f the week are gauged so that they understand
what’s going on but sometimes they need more time.”
Bridget also uses progress monitoring to plan for instructional needs throughout
the lesson. She explains a series o f progress monitoring steps within a math lesson on
division with remainders.
They are having to write their remainders as decimals for the first time as fifth
graders. So, I’m checking for understanding throughout the lesson first to see if
they knew how to divide. So I reviewed with them an acronym o f the different
steps on how to divide. Then, once we got that far, I had to stop to make sure
they understood how to find the remainder. We reviewed how they did it in third
grade by writing the “r” and the number and how they learned it in fourth grade
by writing it as a fraction. So some kids knew it and remembered it coming to the
table having been introduced to it because I have students from different counties
as well as from this school so they are all coming with different backgrounds. As
we continued on, I had to make sure again, throughout the lesson, that they
understood the new material that was being introduced in the lesson.
Bridget utilizes technology to check for understanding from the students’ homework each
day. She uses the information she receives from the interactive smart board to pull small
groups who need remediation on the skill practiced for homework the previous night.
Mandi gave five separate strategies she uses to monitor progress in her classroom:
observing responses on white boards, check-for-understanding quiz, Mimio interactive
slides, PowerPoint with four questions, graphic organizers that list what students know
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about a topic, and index card answers. All strategies led to immediate grouping or
adjustment o f instruction to meet the needs o f the students.
With math, I always like to check for constant understanding and form small
groups from that. So some o f the ways I do that is with white boards. Having
students work out problems on white boards after I have modeled the problems in
my mini-lesson and then sending them back with white boards while I jot down
who’s getting them right and who is not. Another thing I do is have a quick
check-for-understanding quiz. They’ll just usually be slides on a Mimio or on a
PowerPoint with 4 questions that get at the meat o f what the lesson was for the
day. Students answer the questions on very small index cards and then turn them
in before they go to rotations and it’s typically something I can check really
quickly. Then, I can pull students who need help or pull a group for enrichment if
they aced it.
Examples came quickly and easily for Mandi as if she did this often. “I always like to
check for constant understanding and form small groups from that.”
One teacher was unable to give an answer that adequately answered the question.
Kristin described the need to check for understanding often, specifically with her students
who speak languages other than English, but did not give a specific strategy used to do
so. She simply explains, “I’d like to think I do that in most lessons especially with the
large ESOL population I have.”
The researcher asked the participant to, “Describe a specific lesson where you
checked for understanding.” Responses were not consistent enough to identify common
look-fors principals could use to rate responses in an interview setting. The following list
illustrates the variety o f strategies participants use to check for understanding in the
classroom: questioning, graphic organizers, anecdotal note-taking, technology,
observation, and quizzes. Only three examples were repeated by more than one
participant. Katise and Mandi both described graphic organizers. Bridget and Mandi
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both mentioned the use o f technology and basic observation to monitor student progress.
All other examples were unique to each participant. Therefore, no table could be
constructed from the data.
Category 7: Problem-Solving/ Category 13: Critical Thinking
To find examples o f indicator 3.7, “Develops higher-order thinking through
questioning and problem-solving activities” (GA DOE, 2011, p. 1) and indicator 4.5,
“Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of
challenge for students” (GA DOE, 2011, p. 1), the researcher used examples from
multiple questions during the interview. Critical thinking activities, problem-solving
assignments, and project or inquiry-based lessons were given as examples for student
engagement, various instructional strategies, technology, and monitoring progress
questions. Perhaps because the participant was not directly asked to give an example of
problem-solving, not many examples o f these types o f activities were included in the
interviews. The researcher chose to combine Category 7, Problem Solving, and Category
13, Critical Thinking, into one section for the purposes o f this study.
The researcher found three strong examples o f critical thinking: a research
project, critical thinking activities, and a unit o f study. However, the examples are
unique to one participant each, and therefore, the researcher was unable to find a link
identifying look-fors for critical thinking to support category seven or category thirteen.
Again, the behavior-based interview questions used for this study did not specifically ask
for examples o f this strategy. It is included as a category here because teachers are
evaluated on critical thinking and problem solving instructional strategies in the TKES
(GADOE, 2011).
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Research project. When responding to the student engagement question, Melanie
described a research project her students completed about the regions found in the state.
The students were given multiple resources to analyze including maps, technology, and
text. Students were engaged in learning with critical thinking as they researched
information about each region.
We are learning about the five regions o f Georgia. They were all actively
involved because they all had a map o f Georgia and they were helping me label
and find the different five regions. Then, we broke into four groups where they
began to research those regions so that we could figure out who lives there, what
the land is like, what the climate is like. It’s a great way for the entire class to be
actively involved and break out into small groups. We did a bit o f research today.
This student-led lesson required students to read, understand, and synthesize large pieces
of information about one topic.
Critical thinking activities. Melanie taught a writing lesson that required students
to do high-level thinking beyond basic recall. Melanie asked her students to rewrite the
ending o f a book or story. Students had to demonstrate understanding o f the text in order
for the new ending to make sense.
I have a couple o f students that are reading on a fourth grade level so what we do
with them is I spend more time allowing them to do extensions during writers
workshop. So, here’s the end o f your story, but what would you like to have seen
what happened next or can you tell me what would have happened in the end o f
the story or let’s change the ending of it. The kids that aren’t that level just think
there’s the end of the story and this is all I can do with it. But, the kids that I have
critically thinking can completely change the ending o f their story and can take
somewhere else. It’s really neat.
In addition to writing, Melanie also uses critical thinking in science. To explain
the variety of methods and resources she uses to teach, she described a ladybug unit with
several critical thinking pieces. Specifically, students used the compare/contrast strategy
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to describe the differences between the model o f the ladybug stages and the actual
ladybug enclosure within the classroom.
Unit o f study. Caroline completed an inquiry-based unit about pollution with her
students. Students were given various pieces o f trash and asked to make predictions on
which pieces would break down when buried in the ground and which pieces would not.
Students had to base their predictions on what they already knew about pollution from
previous lessons. Next, students buried the items and eventually dug them back up to
check predictions about decomposing. Students made observations about each item to
learn more about pollution concepts. “So instead o f doing a worksheet on pollution and
recycling, we went out and actually saw the effects o f how fast it broke down.”
The researcher chose not to include reading, writing, or math workshop within
this category because the participants didn’t refer to problem-solving or critical thinking
directly. Had the workshop been included here, all seven participants would be
represented in this category. No table is included for Category Seven as no examples
were repeated across any participant and Category Seven was not a direct question in the
framework used for this study.
Category 8: Content Integration
Content integration, for the purposes o f this study, refers to interdisciplinary
connections (GA DOE, 2011). In this study, no direct question was asked to support this
standard, but three participants included examples o f content integration which
showcased the ability to meet this standard: Melanie, Kristin, and Katise. Melanie
described an entire unit while Katise described a writing assignment. Kristin talked about
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integration in a more general way throughout the interview, but also gave a specific
example for science and social studies.
Melanie’s use o f two units, described for problem-solving activities above, are
both examples o f integrating subjects and standards from the grade-level curriculum.
The research project Melanie’s students completed on regions incorporated the social
studies standards with literacy standards. The ladybug unit integrated science and
literacy in multiple ways. Students were required to read texts about ladybugs, complete
graphic organizers on life cycles, and write journal entries based on observations.
Katise used a fictional writing piece to assess students’ understanding o f the water
cycle, a standard covered in the grade level’s science curriculum. Students were to write
a fictional story from the perspective o f a water droplet. The creative writing had to
incorporate the correct stages o f the water cycle that a water droplet would experience.
Although she was describing an assessment strategy, it was a perfect example of
integration.
I’m not always a pencil, paper kind o f person where I’m like here’s a quiz, turn it
in. One of the assessments I gave was a fictional narrative. We had just covered
narratives in writing, but we had just covered the water cycle in science. So, I
told them to pretend they were a water droplet and they had to pretend they were
traveling through the water cycle and I wanted to know about their different
events that happened to them in each stage and how they were able to come back
home because if you came back home as a snowflake, something had to have
taken place in the atmosphere for you to come down that way. If you came down
as a raindrop, something had to have happened in the atmosphere. But, when I
read those papers, even though they thought they were just entertaining me, I was
able to tell oh, these students don’t understand temperature. Or, these students
don’t understand what it means during condensation. Or, these students don’t
understand how temperature can affect the form of the water. So, I used that
when I reviewed. So, even during reading time, we have a lot of National
Geographic and different stories and books on that so I was able to use that
particular assessment to pull the students to help them.
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Katise’s students participated in writing and science at the same time. Not only is the
content integrated in the product, it also allows the teacher more flexibility in her
schedule since she has both the writing time and science time to complete this one
integrated activity.
Kristin talked specifically about subject integration in her response to the question
about learning goals. Kristin believes the standards written by the district are more
aligned than ever before. She credits better planning on behalf o f the district curriculum
and instruction department. “They [the goals] are kind o f fluid even if they are worded a
little differently. They are following throughout. So our reading and writing block tie in
to one. I think it’s more conscientious on the county level.” Kristin noticed most
standards were aligned with literacy throughout the year. She mentioned using science
standards in her writing instruction. Kristin used the word “integration” six times during
interview including the strategy in many o f her examples o f instructional strategies.
Kristin pulls from a program she used in her classroom which she called “Science
and Social Studies Fridays.” She incorporated science or social studies objectives into
literacy activities. She also included technology when possible.
I made close books using our science or social studies readers or text. These had
little comprehension pages to go with our little readers that we have with our
curriculum. We used PebbleGo and made differentiated ones, sheets to go with
that. We tried to get lab times. We always had technology with it. We tried to do
DBQ’s [document based questions] and they had little centers that they rotated
through and it was awesome because we had two teachers in the room. We tried
to make the afternoon be something hands-on so if it w as... I remember for heat
and energy we did waffles because, I mean you could have done that for solids
and liquids but that was earlier in the year and we hadn’t thought o f this yet, but
for heat and energy we plugged the waffle maker in so that was heat. And then
they ate the waffles. Then we still talked about the chocolate chips melting in the
waffles. They were always into it. They were writing about it and thinking about
it. Any of the close books that we did, they were still being used in reading
groups the following week so it wasn’t just that one day and done.
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Kristin says, “My kids loved it.”
Like Category Seven, Category Eight is not represented by a direct behaviorbased question used in this study. Several participants gave evidence o f the use of
content integration within their classrooms, but there are no consistent examples to use
for a look-for. No table is necessary for Category Eight.
Categories 9 and 10: Differentiation and Enrichment/Remediation
There are four types o f differentiated methods specifically listed in the GA TKES
(GA DOE, 2011). First, a teacher might differentiate the actual content or skill. Or, a
teacher might differentiate the process for different students or groups of students.
Another way to differentiate based on need is to modify the actual product that students
are expected to produce. And, finally, a teacher could differentiate the learning
environment (GA DOE, 2011). Examples o f differentiation often referred to remediation
and enrichment so the researcher will report on the categories together. Two questions
yielded evidence for these categories. First, the researcher asked the participant to,
“Describe a lesson where you differentiated instruction to meet students’ needs” (M.
Clement, personal communication, May 13,2013). The researcher also asked
participants to, “Describe an example o f remediation, enrichment, or acceleration to
further student learning that you have used successfully” (M. Clement, personal
communication, May 13, 2013). All seven participants gave examples o f differentiated
instruction.
Workshop model. The most common strategy to meet the needs o f students with
various ability levels is the reading and math workshop model. Using the math workshop
model is usually an example o f content differentiation because the teacher may be
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teaching different skills to each group based on assessment results. In the reading
workshop model, reading groups are usually an example o f product differentiation
because each group is learning reading skills using different leveled books based on the
students’ abilities. Many times, workshop overlaps into both types o f differentiation.
In workshop instruction, all students receive the same whole-group mini-lesson
which addresses a particular content skill, but then students are given further instruction
in small groups based on the students’ progress on that particular standard or based on
reading levels. Within small groups, the teacher is instructing based on the similar needs
of the group members. Caroline explains one type o f differentiation in reading. “I use
running records all the time in my reading groups and those help me decide what
strategies they need to practice or if they need to get bumped up to a higher instructional
level for reading.” Bridget describes what differentiation looks like in her classroom for
math after students use the smart board to take an assessment.
As a class set, I was able to see how many students answered particular questions
correctly or incorrectly. I can click on it to see what the actual question was.
Then, I can base my small groups on the different question and strands. I can see
we need a lot of help on these strands or we can just touch on these or I may just
need to check in on these few students more so than others.
Melanie specifically refers to the various ways she forms small groups and decides what
to teach each student or groups of students. She uses reading levels, writing levels, and
all types o f assessments.
We gauge what we are going to be teaching based on data that we have so we go
back and look at reading levels and writing levels. We do quick assessments,
formal assessments, summative assessments to see where the kids are. If they are
not meeting it, we can reteach and revisit that so that we make sure that we are all
moving along.
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She also refers to the make-up of her student population when citing the need for
differentiation. “There’s a lot of differentiation because I have four languages in this
room. I have a lot of students in ESOL.”
Continuous quality improvement (CQI) model. In addition to reading and writing
workshop, another common model for student differentiation is the Continuous Quality
Improvement model, otherwise known as CQI. CQI is a formal plan for instruction
which begins with a pretest on one particular skill, then breaks up the students into three
groups: remediation, on grade level, and enrichment. Groups are formed based on the
results o f the brief pre-assessment. Teachers work a small number o f other teachers
within the same grade level to divide the students into the three groups. Lessons are then
taught that directly addresses the need of each group.
Katise describes CQI for math with the division standard. Students who score in
the lowest quartile are given lessons to support fact families that stress the relationship
between multiplication and division. The students who score in the average range, which
is pre-determined score based on the each test, are taught the lesson on the standard
exactly as suggested on the curriculum guide from the district. Students who show
mastery of the standard on the pre-assessment are given a lesson on the same division
concept, but with more difficult numbers including double digits.
CQI is at the beginning o f the day. It’s a strategy that we’ve done, like in math,
that needs to be reviewed with the majority. For example, in division. That’s a
big one that was hard. When we did division, there were some students that
didn’t even understand the concept o f division. There were students that knew the
basic concept of division, but when it came to doing the steps, they didn’t
understand it. So in one part, for the remediation, I had students doing fact
families so they can understand that if I have six times four equals 2 4 ,1 can turn
that around into a division problem and divide 24 by six and get four, I’m using
the same numbers. That was the remediation. Then, for the extension, I had race
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with remainders, but with double digits. This was for the kids who said I get
division, but let’s see if I can go further and see if I can be challenged. And then
for those who were on level, we just worked with the process o f division to check
their understanding.
Because the lessons for each group are different, this is an example o f differentiation by
process. The differentiated groups usually last for three to four days. The cycle begins
again for the next math standard. CQI cycles are in addition to the math workshop time
within the instructional day.
Other examples. Additional examples o f differentiation given throughout the
interviews include one-on-one instruction, addressing all learning styles within a lesson,
instructional software programs that tailor instruction to each student, individual spelling
stages, support staff pull-outs, choice in assignments products or assessments, and
purposeful resources. Melanie has a student who does not speak any English. She works
with that student individually as much as possible to teach vocabulary. Teaching a
student one-on-one is an example of differentiating the learning environment.
I have a student that just moved here from Ethiopia. He’s been here for about two
weeks so I have sat him beside a higher-level learner that is able to help him if I
am working in a small group. I have put them in a center together but what we do
for him is I do a lot o f repeating. I give him extended time. He meets with me
more one-on-one than in a small group. I have him repeat things back to me as
we are learning new vocabulary so that I make sure he’s understanding it.
Caroline and Bridget both plan for the various learning styles in their whole-group
lessons. Providing activities based on learning style is a process differentiation strategy.
Caroline describes this in math.
In math, with the mini-lesson, we’ll do something in one day in math that might
be a dance or a song to a shape then it could be a mini-lesson where we are doing
something kinesthetically about shapes like making shapes with our bodies.
Then, we might go off and do five different centers with all different kinds of
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learning styles about shapes and then we might have a shape snack. So, based on
one thing, I try to target all the different learning styles, levels, or interests.
Bridget also gives a math example to describe addressing different learning styles by
varying the lesson. Her description shows her purposeful planning for the learning styles.
So a lot o f times I will start out for my learners who can learn by listening or
modeling and then we get things out that are tangible for those learners that have
to do something. I’m visual so I always have some kind o f chart to glue in their
notebooks so kids can go back and look at it. I try to touch on all the different
styles of learning.
Kristie utilizes Study Island to help differentiate for her students. Study Island is
an instructional software program designed to push out lessons based on a skill level
determined through a pre-test taken within the tool.
The first one I think about is Study Island. I will talk about my class from last
year because I had them for the whole year. I had a wide range of abilities in
math last year so I had to ... through that program you can kind o f pick which
levels you want them to work at. I taught second grade, so we would start at the
second grade, but once I got to know my kids, some o f them I would put them
straight on first grade because I knew they wouldn’t be successful at the second
grade level. And then I had a few who still weren’t being successful at first grade
level so I bumped them down to kindergarten so at least they’d feel that success
and then once they felt that success I could move them back up. Then, on the
other token, when I had some kids, just a few, that mastered a certain objective in
second grade and were successful, I would move them to a similar objective in
third grade.
Kristie also differentiates in spelling with individual spelling lists for each student which
is a product differentiation method.
The first thing that comes to my mind is my word study that I do with my
students. At the beginning of the year, I figure out where they are on their
spelling stages and then I divide them up into groups based on that and each
group is working on different spelling words based on their abilities and we do
different activities o f the words on note cards.
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Mandi uses choice boards to allow students to select the type o f assignment they
would like to complete to demonstrate understanding of the standard.
One way that I like to differentiate is with choice. One specific lesson that comes
to mind-1 used a choice board that looks like a tic-tac-toe board. In each o f the
boxes is a separate activity of lesson for the students to choose to do all related to
the same topic. So, a specific example- we read aloud an extended text together,
James and the Giant Peach, and every activity in the choice board would deal with
James and the Giant Peach and different skills. It was differentiated in that they
could make a choice. They had to choose their line to go diagonal one way or the
other so they had to choose one from each row, first row, second row, or third
row, and each of those rows was a different skill. So, each o f the activities
targeted a different skill, but the kids had a choice on which activity they would
use to work on that skill.
Bridget described differentiated language arts resources she uses to help teach reading to
a variety of levels.
In LA, we are starting to work on main idea. I gave a brief assessment for the
students to see their understanding o f main idea. I actually found a good resource
on different LA skills that gives different levels o f assignments. One scaffolds it
a lot and it takes the same writing passage and it chunks it. It gives one paragraph
and asks questions according to that paragraph and it takes a second paragraph
and asks questions about that paragraph.
Choice boards and purposeful resources are examples o f product differentiation methods.
When Mandi uses choice boards or Bridget provides students with various reading
material, they are making modifications to lessons to meet the needs o f all students.
All examples given by the participants describe the process o f developing lessons
and activities that are appropriate to the variety of students in one classroom. When
asking teacher candidates questions about differentiation, principals should expect at least
three effective differentiation strategies. All seven participants included three or more
examples. All participants included at least one example from two or more o f the four
types o f differentiation categories. The researcher divided each example into the
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differentiation type. Table 8 illustrates the breakdown of each type and extends the
information by categorizing the examples each candidate included.

Table 8
Categories 9 and 10: Number and Type o f Differentiation Examples per Participant

Differentiation

Melanie

Katise

Mandi

Kristin

Caroline

Kristie

Bridget

Math group

0

0

1

0

2

1

1

Software

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

Reading
group

1

1

3

0

2

1

1

Resources

0

0

0

0

1

0

2

CQI

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

Learning
style

0

3

0

0

1

0

1

One-onone

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

Small
group

1

0

4

2

3

3

3

Content

Product

Process

Environment
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Category 11: Flexible Grouping
Flexible grouping is defined as a fluid grouping strategy that groups students
according to needs and interests that change throughout the school year. “For example,
instead o f being locked into groups defined by children’s overall ability, teachers can
flexibly organize children by their interest in certain genres o f text or by an identified
need, such as additional practice to develop fluency” (Bates, 2013, p. 30-31). Flexible
grouping is in contrast to ability grouping, or the grouping o f students based on academic
levels (Maloch, Worth, Hampton, Jordan, Hungerford-Kresser, & Semingson, 2013).
The researcher asked participants to, “Tell about a time when you have used
flexible grouping to encourage peer interaction and to accommodate student learning
needs/goals” (M. Clement, personal communication, May 13, 2013). Five participants
were able to give examples o f flexible grouping as described by the definition from Bates
(2013) and Maloch and colleagues (2013). The remaining two participants, Melanie and
Caroline, responded with a different interpretation o f flexible grouping which does not fit
the definition by Bates (2013) nor does it meet the standard written in indicator 4.3,
“Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to
accommodate learning needs/goals” (GA DOE, 2011).
Three participants cited math as the subject in which flexible grouping could be
most easily used. Based on a particular skill or unit, groups can be made to address the
standard. As each new standard is introduced, groups are remade based on assessment
data. Bridget claims it is possible, and even probable, that students that need enrichment
in one math standard might need remediation in another. Thus, the need for flexible
grouping arises.
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There might be particular skills where students are remediated where I need to
work more or work longer in my small groups with them. And those same
students, for the next skill, might be enriched, so I can’t always do my groups
where you are always in the low group or always in the high group.
Kristin and Kristie also use flexible grouping based on math data. “The flexible grouping
that I use the most is in math because their abilities change per skill,” explains Kristie.
Only one participant used reading as the specific example for flexible grouping.
Mandi uses what is known as strategy groups for part o f her reading instruction. Strategy
groups are groups within a reading workshop model that address a particular reading
strategy across reading levels (Bates, 2013). For example, students reading below, on, or
above grade level might all struggle with point o f view. So, the teacher pulls several
students together to focus on point of view, a reading standard all students need to
master.
One way is with reading groups based on reading levels. I have groups that
change throughout the year whenever I reassess levels. But, I also have flexible
groups within my reading workshop with strategy groups. Through conferring or
through what I see in small groups, I might find students from all range of reading
levels who all struggle with inferring or checking for understanding or monitoring
their reading. So, I’ll do flexible grouping with those strategy groups but also
have the grouping with their reading levels.
Each student might be using a different text to practice the skill. The text is based on the
individual student’s reading level. The group remains a group for as long as the lesson
on point o f view needs to take.
Melanie’s description o f flexible grouping described the use o f centers. Centers
are activities students work on while the teacher is working with small groups. Based on
the definition o f flexible grouping (Bates, 2013), Melanie’s description doesn’t fit.
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Melanie’s explanation is o f the mixed-ability grouping o f children, not necessarily
purposeful flexible grouping.
The flexible peer grouping-1 have a center captain so if there is a conflict or they
need help, they go to their center captains since I am working with a small group.
They are able to work with different peers and different people that they typically
sit at their table group with.
Bates (2013) includes centers in her discussion o f flexible grouping, but only as a
component o f the workshop model where teachers pull students to teach by direct
instruction. Melanie’s description only describes the mixed grouping o f students while in
centers.
Caroline makes the same error when she describes her centers.
Also, I group them at their tables by mixed abilities so when they are working in
centers, it’s mixed ability so the lower ones are learning from the higher ones.
The higher ones are learning how to interact with those that don’t know as much
as they do so that’s a good social thing. So they are getting the mixed ability
groups, but when they are getting pulled for math or for writing or for reading,
they are getting the same ability group.
Caroline also explains her interpretation o f flexible grouping within reading group
instruction. Caroline’s reading groups are constantly changing based on the continuous
reassessments o f the students’ reading levels.
I always use flexible grouping. I have what I call the monster chart. Their
pictures are on Velcro on the monster chart and it’s by level. That’s by reading
level. Anytime that I see that a child needs to move to a lower group or a higher
group, I will move their picture. They just think they are going to join another
group so it’s not a big deal so that’s one way that I’m constantly moving them
depending on what they need.
While this is an effective reading strategy (Fountas & Pinnell, 2001), the instruction in
each group is still based on reading level as opposed to skill. The word flexible is being
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used to describe the constant changing o f reading levels, not grouping based on skill
assessments.
The definition of flexible grouping is narrow in scope. Flexible grouping is
happening in the classroom or it is not. There are no sub-categories for examples within
flexible grouping. Other than giving examples from multiple subjects, all responses are
similar. The look-for principals can use to evaluate the responses to the question about
flexible grouping is the comparison o f the example given to the definition by Bates
(2013).
Category 12: Assessment Informs Instruction
The GA TKES (GA DOE, 2011) separates assessments into two standards apart
from instruction, but is included here as a way to describe how assessments are used to
inform and guide instructional strategies in terms of differentiating instruction based on
assessment results. Indicator 4.4 reads, “Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative
assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students” (GA DOE,
2011). The interview question directed participants to describe how different types of
assessments informed instructional practices. Specifically, the researcher asked
participants, “How have you used assessment (diagnostic, formative, or summative) to
inform your instructional modifications for students?” (M. Clement, personal
communication, May 13, 2013).
There are two major types o f assessments: formative and summative. Melanie
describes the various types. “We do quick assessments, formal assessments, and
summative assessments.” Formal assessments can be formative or summative. Quick
assessments are formative by design. Formative assessments include tests, quizzes,
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checks-for-understanding, observations, and any other types o f assessments that occur
during instruction to inform the teacher what to do next. Formative, by definition,
informs instruction. Summative assessments are formal tests given at the end o f units,
semesters, or the school year to asses a student’s mastery o f all skills taught throughout a
given time period. Summative assessments are not usually given for instructional
purposes because the instruction time has already passed. Summative assessments are
often used for grading purposes or as standardized measures. In Georgia, the CRCT is
the standardized summative assessment for all students.
The researcher specially refers to formative assessments in this question.
Participants use formative assessments to inform instruction in a variety o f ways: to
make groups, manipulate the instructional calendar, write lesson plans, track growth, as
well as remediate or enrich when needed. Formative assessments are mentioned
specifically by five participants.
Mandi uses formative assessments for a variety o f purposes. She makes her
reading and math groups based on the results of formative assessments.
With math, I always like to check for constant understanding and form small
groups from that. So some o f the ways I do that is with white boards. Having
students work out problems on white boards after I have modeled the problems in
my mini-lesson and then sending them back with white boards while I jot down
who’s getting them right and who is not. Another thing I do is have a quick
check-for-understanding quiz. They’ll just usually be slides on a Mimio or on a
PowerPoint with four questions that get at the meat o f what the lesson was for the
day. Students answer the questions on very small index cards and then turn them
in before they go to rotations and it’s typically something I can check really
quickly. Then, I can pull students who need help or pull a group for enrichment if
they aced it.
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She also analyzes the results o f formative assessments at the end o f each day, week, or
unit to decide what to teach next.
I really like using immediate checks-for-understanding, that formative assessment
everyday as much as possible especially in subjects like math where we have a
new skill added each day. I like to be able to look at it at the end o f each lesson
each day and ask myself, “OK, looking at my plans for tomorrow, are they ready
for this? Do they still need this? Can I skip ahead? Do I need to reteach?” And
using that to form my plans and my ideas for the following day.
Kristie claims formative assessments are the best way to figure out where students
are with each standard. “I think that the only way to figure out where they really are at
and what they really understand is to do those assessments.” In a math example, Kristie
explains the use o f pre-assessments and observing progress.
I start off with a pre-assessment to see where they’re at. And then that’s how I
divide up my groups. So, then as I’m doing groups, I’m assessing as they are
showing me their answers on their white boards. I’m assessing if this child is
really starting to understand this concept or this child really still doesn’t
understand this concept so we need to keep working on it or work on it in a
different light or that kind o f thing. And then after I felt like I’ve been able to
reach those different groups and those different abilities, then I’ll have more o f a
formative or summative assessment, the end test and check their understanding
from there.
The district’s assessment office publishes district formative assessments for all
schools to administer. The purpose o f the common assessment is to inform and shape
instruction throughout the year. Bridget cites the district formative assessments when she
decides what she needs to teach.
I went on Elements recently with our interim testing and we did our pretest for
math and LA. I looked at a breakdown o f the actual questions that were asked
and I was able to look at how the students did individually. As a class set, I was
able to see how many students answered particular questions correctly or
incorrectly. I can click on it to see what the actual question was. Then I can base
my small groups on the different questions and strands. I can see we need a lot of
help on these strands or we can just touch on these or I may just need to check in
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on these few students more so than others. But we aren’t going to spend a whole
like o f time on this strand when 20 out of 22 got it correct. So I use the big tests
like that in combination with the ones I give weekly or biweekly.
The data from the district assessments help whole-group planning as well as assist with
the forming o f small groups based on need. Melanie also uses common assessments
multiple times per year to monitor growth in math which informs planning. “We gauge
what we are going to be teaching based on data.. .If they are not meeting it, we can
reteach and revisit.” Other assessments throughout the year show growth and areas o f
weaknesses.
We just actually did a math assessment and it was on addition and subtraction and
we timed it for two minutes. We are doing it at the beginning, middle, and end of
the year so we can see how much growth there will be. The same with the writing
prompt. We do the beginning, middle, and end of the year. It’s a great way to
show the parents what they have learned and what they can continue to work on.
To differentiate a little bit so we would know what we needed to go back and
reteach. So we can know the standards that we haven’t hit yet.
Pre-Assessment. One type o f formative assessment is a pre-assessment. Pre
assessments are given to students before a standard is introduced. The purpose is to see
what students already know about the particular standard. Pre-assessments were
described seven times by three participants during the interviews. Bridget gave pre
assessment examples twice when discussing how she plans her instruction. “W e’re
constantly checking to see what you are coming to the table with for background
knowledge so I can then proceed and plan that way.” Bridget gave a specific example in
math.
Basically, at the beginning of every unit, I give a small pretest and it just hits on
the three or four different skills we’re going to develop in that unit. The students
take it and then I look at it that evening and grade them and put the students in to
small groups based on how they do on that particular test.
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Kristie refers to pre-assessments in three separate examples. She gave examples from
math and spelling.
For math, I will give them some sort o f a short little pretest to see what knowledge
they have o n... let’s say we get just did rounding so I can see what knowledge they
have about rounding, how they can explain where they got their answer with
rounding and then from there I'll take those and divide those groups up so when I
work with them in small groups I know which group needs to work on what and
then while I’m doing that, they are working on other math activities that may have
to do with rounding or it may be previous knowledge or information that they may
have learned in second grade.
In spelling Kristie uses pre-assessments to construct differentiated spelling groups.
The first thing that comes to my mind is my word study that I do with my
students. At the beginning o f the year, I figure out where they are on their
spelling stages and then I divide them up into groups bases on that and each group
is working on different spelling words based on their abilities...
Running Records. Running records and anecdotal note-taking are two formative
assessment strategies used to assess reading. Running record results can illustrate which
strategies a child is struggling with during reading so that his or her teacher can plan
accordingly. Similarly, anecdotal note-taking is a strategy used to record detailed notes
about a student’s progress and can be used in any subject.
Caroline explains her use of running records.
I use running records all the time in my reading groups and those help me decide
what strategies they need to practice or if they need to get bumped up to a higher
instructional level for reading. So, running records are very helpful.
Caroline describes how she takes the running record information and uses it to assign the
student an independent reading level. In turn, reading levels are used to make guided
reading groups in her classroom. Kristie also uses running records to assign reading
levels.
For reading, we differentiate based on their reading levels so each group is
working on a different reading level book with me and then also when they are
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working independently they have a bag that I put different books in based on their
reading level.
Reading levels are then used to make groups and to inform planning.
Within the reading groups, Caroline ensures students are learning and progressing
by taking anecdotal notes on their comprehension and fluency while reading.
I take a lot o f anecdotal notes on how they’re responding to the text, what they are
doing as far as turning the pages. I’m writing down if they are catching on to
what we’ve been talking about in the mini-lessons. The small groups definitely
give an opportunity to take really good notes on them.

Quizzes. Formal and informal checks-for-understanding were described by five
o f the seven participants. A check-for-understanding, in this study, refers to oral or
written quizzes, surveying the students through questioning and answer cues, or utilizing
accountability strategies in whole group lessons. Quizzes are usually a quick assessment
used to help teachers assess information recently taught.
Mandi describes several ways she gives students quizzes. She incorporates short
paper-pencil assessments, uses the smart board clickers, or asks students to complete
questions from a PowerPoint. Mandi also uses questioning to gauge students’
understanding. For example, she asks a question or multiple questions and then asks
students to respond on index cards. She collects the index cards and can sort correct and
incorrect answers on the spot.
Another thing I do is have a quick check-for-understanding quiz. They’ll just
usually be slides on a Mimio or on a PowerPoint with four questions that get at
the meat o f what the lesson was for the day. Students answer the questions on
very small index cards and then turn them in before they go to rotations and it’s
typically something I can check really quickly.
Mandi then uses the sorted piles to make groups for instruction the same day.
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Another example o f an informal quiz uses a whole-group graphic organizer.
Katise has a chart with all her students’ names on it. She asks questions, and the students
have to place post-it notes on the chart.
So, while reading the story, I’m asking them about context clues. Do you guys
know what disqualified means? Do you know what it means when he says he’s
encouraging, he’s determined. I’m constantly checking, do you even understand
what you are listening to. Then, I’m asking them to make predictions, I’m asking
them to make inferences. I may stop and have them draw what you see in your
mind... I ask them to put in on their box [refers to post-it on a graphic organizer],
Katise can quickly monitor who understands the concept by analyzing the answers placed
on the chart.
Observation. Often teachers assess simply through observing students throughout
a lesson. Four participants described observation as a strategy to assess progress.
Melanie uses observation when she works one-on-one with a struggling student. “He
meets with me more one-on-one than in a small group. I have him repeat things back to
me as we are learning new vocabulary so that I make sure he’s understanding it.”
Melanie is not giving the student a quiz or taking detailed notes, but she’s observing
throughout the lesson and responding immediately with assistance or guidance.
Mandi mentions using observation to assess students three times during the
interview. In one example, Mandi refers to the monitoring o f her small group members
during reading instruction. “Through conferring or through what I see in small groups I
might find students from all range of reading levels who all struggle with inferring or
checking for understanding or monitoring their reading.” In math, Mandi asks students
verbal questions throughout a lesson and asks students to write the answers on white
boards to display in the air for an informal look at the answers to see if most of her
students are on track.
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So some o f the ways I do that is with white boards. Having students work out
problems on white boards after I have modeled the problems in my mini-lesson
and then sending them back with white boards while I jot down who’s getting
them right and who is not.
While this is not a quiz or formal assessment, it allows her to observe a lot o f information
in a short amount of time.
Like Mandi, Kristie also observes work on white boards during math. During
small math groups, she asks students to respond to math problems on individual white
boards which the students hold up to allow Kristie to see who answered the problem
correctly. “So then, as I’m doing groups, I’m assessing as they are showing me their
answers on their white boards.” This is a quick observation Kristie can make that helps
her decide if she needs to reteach or move on. She further explains, “And then after I felt
like I’ve been able to reach those different groups and those different abilities, I’ll have
more o f a formative or summative assessment and check their understanding from there.”
Other types of assessment. Non-traditional assessment methods are also used to
inform instruction. Katise uses creative writing to assess science concepts. Based on the
students’ writings, she knows which students need to revisit the science standard.
I’m not always a pencil, paper kind of person where I’m like here’s a quiz, turn it
in. One o f the assessments I gave was a fictional narrative. We had just covered
narratives in writing, but we had just covered the water cycle in science. So, I
told them to pretend they were a water droplet and they had to pretend they were
traveling through the water cycle and I wanted to know about their different
events that happened to them in each stage and how they were able to come back
home because if you came back home as a snowflake, something had to have
taken place in the atmosphere for you to come down that way. If you came down
as a raindrop, something had to have happened in the atmosphere. But, when I
read those papers, even though they thought they were just entertaining me, I was
able to tell oh, these students don’t understand temperature. Or, these students
don’t understand what it means during condensation. Or, these students don’t
understand how temperature can affect the form of the water. So, I used that
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when I reviewed. So, even during reading time, we have a lot of National
Geographic and different stories and books on that so I was able to use that
particular assessment to pull the students to help them.
Technology is also often used to assess students throughout instruction. Bridget
uses clickers with a smart board. Mandi uses Mimio slides or PowerPoint questions.
This technology allows teachers to get immediate feedback from students. Bridget
describes the smart board clickers and how they are used in assessment.
As a class set, I was able to see how many students answered particular questions
correctly or incorrectly. I can click on it to see what the actual question was.
Then I can base my small groups on the different questions and strands.
She discusses the importance o f constantly checking for gaps in understanding.
Kristie uses various instructional computer programs to analyze progress. One
example she gave is Study Island which is a program that tracks student progress. The
program levels each student into a grade level based on performance on the computer
activities. Students are monitored for progress as they work in the program.
When asking teacher candidates to describe how formative assessments are used
to impact instruction, principals should expect at least one o f the following examples:
running records, pre-assessments, observations, or quizzes. While many more examples
were given during the interviews, the researcher chose only to flag it as a sub-category if
at least three participants included the same example. Table 9 illustrates the breakdown
of each sub-category and the number o f examples each candidate included for each.
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Table 9
Category 12: Number o f Examples o f Assessment Types per Participant

Formative
Assessments

Melanie

Katise

Mandi

Kristin

Caroline

Kristie

Bridget

Pre-assessments

2

0

0

0

0

3

2

Running records

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

Observations

1

0

3

0

0

3

1

Quizzes

1

1

2

1

1

0

0

Category 13: Critical Thinking
Activities that promote critical thinking skills are given as examples for multiple
questions. There was not a separate question that directly asked about critical thinking.
The researcher pulled evidence o f this standard to illustrate how participants weave
challenging and creative tasks into their everyday teaching. See Category 7, Problem
Solving, for a description o f the activities found in the interviews that meet the standard
for critical thinking.
Category 14: High Expectations
Georgia TKES indicator 4.6 reads, “Demonstrates high learning expectations for
all students commensurate with their developmental levels” (GA DOE, 2011). However,
because this category is more abstract than the others, and there was no direct question
included in the study addressing high expectations, the researcher chose not to pull
evidence to attempt to support this category.
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Summary
The purpose of this qualitative study was to provide a better understanding of
teacher interviews and to identify evidence principals need in order to successfully hire
effective teachers. The study explored effective teachers’ responses to BBI questions to
support the development o f specific criteria for use in these types o f interviews with
teacher candidates. From the responses, the researcher developed look-fors in the
Instructional Delivery domain o f Georgia’s Teacher Assessment on Performance
Standards (GA DOE, 2011). Chapter 4 described the findings o f the study as interpreted
by the researcher.
The researcher used the GA TKES (GA DOE, 2011) indicators as categories to
frame the results of the study in an organized way that will be familiar to persons
working in public education settings in the state o f Georgia. GA TKES (GA DOE, 2011)
is the tool used to evaluate all teachers across the state. Behavior-based interview
questions were used to extract evidence o f effective teaching within participants’
classrooms. The researcher used the transcripts from the interviews to identify common
responses that could translate into look-fors principals could use during interviews of
teacher candidates.
After analyzing the responses to the interview questions, the researcher was able
to identify look-fors in eight o f the 14 standards. Looks-fors were identified for the
following categories: student engagement, background knowledge, learning goals,
technology, differentiation, remediation and enrichment, flexible grouping, and
assessment. The look-fors were given at the end o f each category section and once again
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in Table 10. The remaining six categories were inconclusive based on this study due to
inconsistences in the participants’ responses.
The question for the first category, student engagement, revealed look-fors from
six categories. Principals could expect to hear teacher candidates give at least one
example from the following categories: manipulatives, technology, activating strategy,
workshop model, student movement, or games. For the second category, background
knowledge, principals should look for one example o f assessing background knowledge
or one example of building background knowledge. Questions about category 3, learning
goals, should elicit at least one example from one o f the following categories: essential
question, explicit purpose, summarizing, or content integration. Principals should look
for one example o f effective use o f computers or smart boards for the technology
category.
Questions addressing category 9 and 10, differentiation with remediation and
enrichment, should generate at least three examples o f ways to differentiation by either
content, product, process, or environment. When asking questions about flexible
grouping, category 11, principals should look for candidates to include an example that
meets the definition o f flexible grouping by Bates (2013). Finally, category 12 questions
are asking candidates to explain how assessment informs instruction. Candidates should
include one example from any o f the following categories in their responses: running
records, pre-assessments, observations, or quizzes.
The final chapter will include a discussion of the findings for each category. In
the discussion section, the researcher will provide current literature which is connected to
each category. Categories with and without identified look-fors are included in the

chapter. Chapter 5 also includes conclusions, implications for the field, and
recommendations for further study.

CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS
Chapter 5 begins with a summary o f the study. Next, the researcher will present a
discussion of the findings o f the study which will lead to conclusions drawn from the
results. Finally, implications for practice and the recommendations for future research
will conclude the chapter. The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview o f the
evidence effective teachers give when asked to respond to behavior-based interview
questions pertaining to instruction.
Summary of the Study
The purpose of this qualitative study was to provide a better understanding of
teacher interviews and to identify evidence principals need in order to successfully hire
effective teachers. Using interviews, the researcher conducted a qualitative study
exploring effective teachers’ responses to behavior-based interview questions. The
problem addressed in this study was the lack o f research-based criteria for principals to
use during an interview to effectively evaluate teacher candidates’ abilities to positively
impact student achievement. Since teachers impact student achievement more than any
other school related factor (Chetty et al., 2011; Cicotte, 2009), it is important principals
are able to hire effective teachers.
The researcher identified seven effective teachers within one large school district
using teacher evaluation data provided by the district. Teachers included in the study had
five years o f teaching experience or less and received a Proficient rating on their teacher
150
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evaluation. Ten behavior-based interview questions written by M. Clement (personal
communication, May 13, 2013) were used to interview each participant. Interviews were
recorded and transcribed. After analyzing the data from seven participants’ transcripts,
the researcher extracted eight look-fors principals might use in an interview setting to
help identify effective teachers.
Summary o f Major Findings
This study investigated how teachers respond to specific BBI questions in the
Instructional Delivery domain. This study consisted o f two research questions:
1. What responses do effective teachers give to behavior-based interview
questions?
2. How do responses to behavior-based interview questions translate into
look-fors that could be useful in identifying effective teachers?
To answer the first question, the researcher asked 10 questions about instruction to each
teacher participant. To answer the second question, the researcher analyzed the data from
the transcripts and drew conclusions based on the common categories and sub-categories
found in the interview responses.
Data analysis resulted in eight look-fors that could be extracted from the ten
interview questions and responses. Look-fors were organized by categories which
directly align with the Georgia TKES standards in Domain 2, the Instructional Strategies
domain. Domain 2 includes 14 indicators, or categories. Most categories were
represented by one or more o f the 10 interview questions. This section o f Chapter 5 is
organized by category and will summarize findings in each category. Table 10 connects
current research to each category.
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Table 10
Summary Profile o f Interview Categories, Related Look-fors, and Related Research
Category

Look-for

Research Connection

Category 1: Student
Engagement

One example from one of six
categories: manipulatives,
technology, activating strategy,
workshop model, student
movement, games

Strange (2007) indicates student
engagement is a key part of
instruction.

Category 2: Background
Knowledge

One example from one of two
categories: assessing background
knowledge, building background
knowledge

If teachers take the time to assess
the background of their learners, the
practice of teaching can be
improved (Harvey & Goudvis,
2007; Fisher et al., 2012).

Category 3: Learning Goals

One example from one of four
categories: essential question,
explicit purpose, summarizing,
content integration

Effective teachers give clarity of
purpose to their students before
students begin learning new
concepts (Strange, 2007; Schmoker,
2011).

Category 5: Technology

One example from one of two
categories: computers, smart
boards

Smith and Throne (2007) list several
common uses of technology within
classrooms: instructional use of
computers or smart boards, internet
access for research, use of computer
or tablet for communication, and
teacher administrative functions.

Categories 9 and 10:
Differentiation/ Remediation
and Enrichment

Three examples from at least two
of four categories: content,
product, process, environment

Differentiation is the way teachers
meet the needs of all students in a
classroom setting (Murray, 2012).

Category 11: Flexible
Grouping

One example: example must meet
criteria based on definition

Flexible grouping is defined as a
fluid grouping strategy that groups
students according to needs and
interests that change throughout the
school year (Bates, 2013).

Category 12: Assessment
Informs Instruction

One example from one of four
categories: running records, pre
assessments, observation, quizzes

Effective teachers use assessment
strategies as a central element to the
process of teaching (Harvey &
Goudvis, 2007; Strange, 2007;
Schmoker, 2011).
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Discussion o f Findings
The findings o f this study support current effective teaching literature. Look-fors
identified within this study are congruent with the indicators found in the Georgia TKES
(2011). This section will compare findings from this study within each category, or
indicator, o f the Georgia TKES, to literature on effective teaching strategies.
Category 1: Student Engagement
The interview question, “Describe a lesson where you have engaged students in
active learning,” (M. Clement, personal communication, May 13,2013) yielded many
examples from the participants. Stronge (2007) includes student engagement as a key
piece to effective instruction. “Effective teachers also view high-interest lessons as
necessary to student engagement. Also teachers who use positive reinforcement, praise
students, and employ meaningful activities are more likely to actively engage students in
learning” (Stronge, 2007, p. 77). From the seven participants, more than 65 examples
were given for student engagement strategies in the classroom. O f all ten interview
questions, this one yielded the most evidence.
Six categories were pulled from the examples o f student engagement:
manipulatives, technology, activating strategies, workshop model, movement, and games.
Each category is supported by research for effective teaching. Six of the seven
participants included examples from four or more o f the categories. All participants gave
five or more examples of student engagement. Because the participants responses match
current teacher effectiveness research, principals should expect to see no less than one
effective strategy from any o f the six categories.
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The most common example given for student engagement was the use of
manipulatives. Manipulatives are anything the student can hold, touch, or manipulate to
increase comprehension of the topic (Moyer, 2001). “Manipulative materials are objects
designed to represent explicitly and concretely mathematical ideas that are abstract”
(Moyer, 2001, p. 176). Teachers often use manipulatives to model abstract ideas in math
(Dunham, 2013). Manipulatives are especially common in the elementary grades
(Dunham, 2013). Every participant used manipulatives as a response to at least one
question during the interview which is congruent with math education research.
Technology strategies were included in the student engagement category because
many participants referred to the use o f technology as an engagement tool in addition to
an instructional tool. Research related to technology is reported with the technology
category.
Another popular strategy to increase student engagement was use o f the workshop
model. “By definition, workshop model requires active engagement from students”
(Miller, 2002; Fountas & Pinnell, 2001). Fountas and Pinnell (2001) go further to
explain why this reading time is called workshop: “ ...because it suggests a group o f
people actively engaged in purposeful tasks” (p. 41). Students are involved in multiple
activities during workshop time. Some work is done with the teacher while other work is
completed alone, but in both cases students are learning by doing (Fountas & Pinnell,
2001 ).

Activating strategies are an important part of Thompson’s Leaming-Focus lessons
(Thompson, Thompson, & Thompson, 2002). Thompson and colleagues (2002) reports
all effective lessons include activating strategies at the beginning of an instructional
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block. Movement and games are not specifically reported in mainstream, effective
teaching literature. The researcher included both as sub- categories in the engagement
because movement was included in seven examples and games were included in six
examples. Only two participants did not include movement or games in their interviews.
Category 2: Background Knowledge
“An individual’s background knowledge develops through interaction with
people, places, experiences, Internet sources, and content formally taught” (Fisher et al.,
2012, para. 4). Fisher and colleagues (2012) describe students as having increased
differences in terms of experiences compared to students in years past. If teachers take
the time to assess the background knowledge o f their learners, the practice o f teaching
can be improved (Harvey & Goudvis, 2007; Fisher et al., 2012). Participants’ responses
are congruent with Fisher’s research.
Two types of answers were given to the question about background knowledge.
First, assessing background knowledge was included in responses from all seven
participants. Participants gave a total o f 20 examples about assessing the background
knowledge of their students. Fisher and colleagues (2012) maintain, “ .. .quick
assessments o f background knowledge alert learners to their misunderstandings and may
make the content a little more relevant” (para. 6). Building background knowledge for
students was described by three o f the seven participants. One participant described a
KWL chart as her strategy for building background knowledge for her students. “We
have named this three-step procedure the K-W-L for the three basic cognitive steps
required; accessing what I Know, determining what I Want to learn, and recalling what I
did Learn...” (Ogle, 1986, p. 565). During the first part, students brainstorm what they
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already know about a topic, then a teacher can fill in gaps in background knowledge
before beginning instruction on a topic (Ogle, 1986).
Category 3: Learning Goals
A learning goal, or the main objective of the lesson, has many synonymous terms
in the literature. Stronge (2007) refers to this concept as an instructional goal. Wiggins
and McTighe (2012) refer to learning goals as student outcomes. Schmoker (2011) uses
the term learning objective. In the district of study, teachers refer to learning goals as
essential questions. Four sub-categories were identified within this category: referring
back to the EQ, clarifying purpose, summarizing, and integrating content.
Referring back to the EQ as a way o f summarizing the important learning
throughout the lesson increases comprehension (Marzano, 2010). Three participants
specifically cited an example o f referencing the EQ during or after a lesson. Effective
teachers also give clarity of purpose to their students before students begin learning new
concepts (Stronge, 2007; Schmoker, 2011). Two participants mentioned the use of
increasing clarity before lessons. Another effective strategy in this category is the use o f
summarizing as a tool to increase comprehension o f a lesson (Marzano, 2010). Marzano
(2010) defines summarizing as the act o f “restating content in a succinct manner that
highlights the most crucial information” (p. 83). Three participants give examples of
using the summarizing strategy. Finally, integrating content areas was mentioned as a
way to increase understanding and achievement o f learning goals by two participants.
Learning goals in literacy can be achieved through content area materials such as social
studies texts or science experiments (Harvey & Goudvis, 2007). Participants
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purposefully referred to literacy EQ’s during the content lesson to help bridge
understanding o f both learning goals.
Category 4: Variety o f Strategies
Using multiple strategies and utilizing a variety of resources are important parts of
teaching to a diverse group o f students (Stronge, 2007). Stronge (2007) indicates
effective teachers draw from multiple research-based strategies to instruct students.
Participants’ responses varied widely as they explained different strategies used in the
classroom.
One common example o f variety is the workshop model. Within a workshop,
students are working within several settings (Apanay & Vavoso, 2008). First, the class is
together as a whole group while the teacher addresses everyone at once. Next, the
students might partner up or work in a small group briefly to practice a skill or apply
information the teacher presented during the whole-group time. Finally, students will
rotate between independent work and small group instruction with the teacher. Apanay
and Vasoso (2008) also describe the various phases and variety within what they call
“each Workshop Cycle phase” (p. 169).
When asked to, “Describe a lesson you have taught that had a lot of variety,”
participants mentioned technology and manipulatives. Technology was given as an
answer by three participants and manipulatives were included in the interviews from six
participants. No other specific examples were repeated among any interview; therefore,
no look-for could be found for this interview question. Based on the responses from the
participants, principals should expect to hear any number of various strategies and
materials teachers use in their classrooms.
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Category 5: Technology
Types o f technology available to teachers in the classroom vary widely across the
country (Smith & Throne, 2007). In a recent study about technology use in the
classroom, Purcell, Heaps, Buchanan, and Friedrich (2013) found that while laptops and
desktops are still widely used in schools, mobile devices are becoming more central to
the classroom. Smith and Throne (2007) list several common uses o f technology within
classrooms: instructional use o f computers or smart boards, internet access for research,
use o f computer or tablet for communication, and teacher administrative functions.
Interview responses were congruent with the research. Teachers are using multiple types
of technology including computers, tablets, and smart boards for a variety o f purposes.
The most common example of technology included in the interviews is the use of
a smart board. Smart boards include both boards that attach to the wall as well as Mimios
which project an interactive space on to the white board. All seven participants use one
type o f smart board in their classrooms. Computers and tablets were used for their
educational software or publishing capabilities. In total, 10 examples were given
describing the use o f a smart board while 15 examples were given for the tablet and
computer.
Category 6: Monitors Progress/Checks for Understanding
Monitoring student progress during a lesson should be done in multiple ways
(Stronge, 2007). Congruent with the literature, every participant described a variety of
ways she monitors progress for her students. Several examples were mentioned by more
than one participant: graphic organizers, technology, and observations. All other
examples were unique to the teacher. Therefore, no look-for could be identified.
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Principals need to ensure the teacher candidate can describe a strategy to monitor
progress, but the examples can vary. Stronge (2007) encourages teachers to informally
assess student comprehension o f skills taught. Effective teachers include this in all
lessons (Stronge, 2007).
Category 7: Problem Solving/Category 13: Critical Thinking
Stronge (2007) promotes critical thinking activities to increase student learning.
“In addition to applying the basic principles in their lessons, effective teachers stress the
importance of higher mental processes, such as problem-solving techniques, analytical
thinking skills, and creativity” (Stronge, 2007, p. 69). Although there was no direct
question to extract evidence from, examples were given throughout the interviews.
Overall, three participants gave strong examples for this indicator: research
project, critical thinking activities, and a unit of study. The workshop model also
requires students to use critical thinking and problem solving skills depending on the
activity. Apanay and Vavoso (2008) agree that the workshop model lends itself to this
type o f instruction.
Category 8: Content Integration
Student learning is enhanced when teachers understand how to connect the
learning throughout the traditional subjects taught in a day (Halvorsen, Duke, Brugar,
Block, Strachan, Berka, & Brown, 2013). Content integration was the topic o f a study by
Halvorsen and colleagues (2013) which looked at second graders who participated in
integrated science and literacy content using a project-based approach. The researchers
found content integration to be effective for student learning as measured by interviews
and a writing assessment (Halvorsen et al., 2013). Stronge’s (2007) review o f research
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also found the integration o f subjects helped students connect their learning.
Participants’ responses are aligned with the research.
Three participants included examples o f content integration in some form.
Melanie’s examples are known as a project-based approach. Project-based approaches
often include student exploration or research, learning centers designed by the teacher, art
or building projects, scientific investigations or observations, and other types o f non
lecture activities (Halvorsen, et al., 2013). Katise’s writing assignment connected
literacy to content areas. Effective teachers seamlessly integrate content and literacy
goals into activities (Harvey & Goudvis, 2007). One participant credited the district
office for increasing integration within the district by better aligning the standards across
the subject areas.
Categories 9 and 10: Differentiation/ Remediation and Enrichment
The interview question asked participants to “describe a lesson where you
differentiated instruction to meet students’ needs” (M. Clement, personal communication,
May 13,2013). Differentiation is the way teachers meet the needs o f all students in a
classroom setting (Murray, 2012). “Differentiated Instruction provides an effective
means to meet the needs o f diverse learners in virtually any classroom” (Murray, 2012, p.
37). Participants included several strategies used to differentiate instruction. The
workshop model was the most common example. The workshop, by nature, addresses
students based on individual reading levels. Also, the CQI model was given as an
example of ways to tailor instruction depending on mastery o f a skill. These and all
additional examples from the interviews can be categorized into four major types of
differentiation: content, product, process, and environment.
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A second question which yielded evidence to support this category asked
participants to “describe an example o f remediation, enrichment, or acceleration to
further student learning that you have used successfully” (M. Clement, personal
communication, May 13, 2013). To appropriately challenge all students, participants
described remediation and enrichment activities. “Differentiation suggests that all
learners can achieve and be appropriately challenged within any classroom” (Koeze,
2007, p. 3). Remediation lessons were mentioned for math and literacy content. With
the exception o f Katise, all participants described small groups as a way to both
remediate and enrich students. Small groups within the classroom offer a chance for
teachers to modify the instruction. Modifications help challenge all levels of learners
without either frustration or boredom (Koeze, 2007).
All seven participants included three or more examples o f differentiation within
the two interview questions which address differentiation, remediation, and enrichment.
Therefore, principals should expect to hear multiple examples o f ways differentiation can
happen in a classroom during an interview. Differentiation is critical to a successful
classroom (Koeze, 2007). Responses were congruent with the literature.
Category 11: Flexible Grouping
The literature provides a definition o f flexible grouping used for the purposes of
this study. Flexible grouping is defined as a fluid grouping strategy that groups students
according to needs and interests that change throughout the school year (Bates, 2013).
Flexible grouping is in contrast to ability grouping, or the grouping o f students based on
academic levels (Maloch et al., 2013).
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Participants were asked to “tell about a time when you have used flexible
grouping to encourage peer interaction and to accommodate student learning needs or
goals” (M. Clement, personal communication, May 13, 2013). Five participants were
able to give examples o f flexible grouping as described by the definition from Bates
(2013) and Maloch and colleagues (2013). Principals should look for responses that fit
the definition o f flexible grouping.
Two participants answered this question use mixed-ability grouping examples, but
did not describe a flexible model. While the strategy o f mixed-ability groups is
documented in research as effective (Stronge, 2007; Bates, 2013; Maloch et al., 2013),
the flexible grouping model is more about the purposeful arrangement o f small group
instruction.
Category 12: Assessment Informs Instruction
Effective teachers use assessment strategies as a central element to the process of
teaching (Harvey & Goudvis, 2007; Stronge, 2007; Schmoker, 2011). The two major
forms of assessment are formative and summative. For the purposes o f this study,
formative assessments are discussed in the interviews. “When we reflect on evidence o f
their learning and understanding, we revise and shape our subsequent instruction”
(Harvey & Goudvis, 2007, p. 39).
Within the category of formative assessments, there are a variety o f types teachers
use to assess student understanding. Participants include four major types o f formative
assessments: pre-assessments, running records, observations, and quizzes. “Assessments
of various formats provide feedback to the teacher about what strategies are working,
which students need more targeted assistance, and what content needs to be revisited”
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(Stronge, 2007, p. 91). All seven participants include at least one example from one of
the four categories. Five participants give evidence o f two or more categories.
Pre-assessments include local or district assessments given to students before
teaching a particular concept. Schmoker (2011) and Stronge (2007) highlight the
importance o f diagnosing a student’s knowledge on a concept in order to effectively plan
for instruction. Seven examples o f pre-assessments were included in total during the
interviews.
Running records were also a common example o f using assessment to inform
instruction. Three participants included the process o f taking running records to respond
to this question. Taking a running record is a method intended to analyze a child’s
reading (Fountas & Pinned, 2001). In the district o f study, running records are completed
using a standard assessment kit written by Fountas and Pinnell (2010).
Eight examples o f assessing through teacher observation were described during
the interviews. Effective teachers use this valuable time to assess student progress.
“They monitor student progress informally through such techniques as scanning and
circulating around the room or simply talking to individuals or small groups o f students
about specific tasks or activities” (Stronge, 2007, p. 91). A variety o f observation
strategies were included. Different learning environments were also described as optimal
to observation techniques: one-on-one, small group, and whole group.
Finally, quizzes were included by five o f the seven participants as ways to allow
assessment to inform planning and instruction. The literature treats quizzes as general
formative assessments which effective teachers use to monitor progress and inform
planning. The participants’ use o f quizzes is congruent with current literature.
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Category 13: Critical Thinking
Strange’s (2007) review o f literature found strong evidence to support the
importance o f critical thinking in the K -12 curriculum. Participants were not asked about
this category directly, but highlights were given in conjunction with category seven.
Many examples of critical thinking activities were given by participants when describing
problem solving types o f assignments or projects.
Category 14: High Expectations
Research continues to show teacher expectations play an important role in student
achievement (Harvey & Goudvis, 2007; Stronge, 2007; Schmoker, 2001; Danielson,
2002). There was not a direct question to pull evidence from in order to support this GA
TKES (2011) indicator. Interview questions used in this study focused on instructional

practices, while high expectations does not directly align to teaching methods.
Conclusions
The purpose o f this qualitative study was to provide a better understanding o f
teacher interviews and to identify evidence principals need in order to successfully hire
effective teachers. This study was conducted using behavior-based interview, or BBI,
questions designed to help identify effective teachers’ responses related to instructional
strategies in the classroom. Clement (2008) posits that the BBI model, which asks
candidates to give real examples of past behavior, will provide more insight into the skills
of the candidate than a traditional interview format.
Using BBI, the researcher pulled evidence from current effective teachers to glean
insight into how teacher candidates might respond in real interview settings. Responses
for each question were analyzed and placed in pre-existing categories. Using the GA
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TKES (2011) indicators from TAPS, the researcher organized the responses into
categories and looked for consistent or similar data. Based on similarities found in
responses, the researcher identified common look-fors principals could use when
interviewing teacher candidates. Look-fors for eight categories were given as advice or
guidance to principals to help better select teachers based on the results o f this study.
Implications
The findings o f this study have implications for human resource managers,
principals, and prospective teachers. The findings are significant in that look-fors were
able to be identified for eight of the fourteen indicators within the instructional domain of
the GA TKES (2011). The results could contribute to the problem addressed in this
study: the lack o f research-based criteria for principals to use during an interview to
effectively evaluate teacher candidates’ abilities to positively impact student
achievement. Staiger and Rockoff (2010) contend that if principals cannot identify
effective teachers during an interview, the risk o f having an ineffective teacher in the
classroom increases. Since teachers impact student achievement more than any other
school related factor, it is important principals are able to hire effective teachers. The
look-fors identified from this study can give principals better insight into the interview
process.
In comparing teacher effectiveness literature with the participants’ responses, the
researcher was able to support the look-fors further. Principals can be confident that
responses are congruent with what researchers have also found to be effective. Although
the literature supports the responses of the participants, this study is unique in that it
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offers insight in to what effective teachers specifically give as examples o f effective
strategies. This study fills a gap in the literature surrounding teacher interviews.
Recommendations for Future Research
BBI’s popularity is increasing in the field o f education (Clement, 2008).
Therefore, more research is needed to better understand the use o f BBI in the selection of
effective teachers for schools across the county. Recommendations for future research
based on this study are given in this section.
This study could be replicated using BBI questions from the remaining four
domains o f the GA TKES (2011) to create a more complete picture o f an interview
session between a principal and teacher candidate. In addition to using more questions in
the study, a researcher could also conduct the study with more participants to determine if
the results align with the current categorization o f categories.
This study focused on elementary school teachers while excluding other levels.
Future research could be conducted with teachers from the middle and high school levels
to collect evidence o f effective instructional strategies. The current study also focused on
teachers who are current educators in the field. This study could be replicated using pre
service teachers to determine if BBI questions can be helpful without current classroom
experience.
Summary
Numerous studies report the impact teachers have on student achievement (Chetty
et al., 2011; NCTAF, 1996; Stronge, 2007; NCTQ, 2004; Wong, 1999). Therefore, it is
critical to hire effective teachers (Donaldson, 2011). While the literature provides
multiple descriptions of effective teachers, there is little research to help guide principals
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in selecting effective teachers based on an interview. However, the number one tool for
teacher selection is still the employment interview (Harris & Sass, 2009; Liu, 2003;
Morin & Denis, 2010).
The use o f BBI questions has gained popularity in the field o f education in hopes
of improving a principal’s ability to select an effective teacher based on the interview
(Clement, 2008). BBI questions ask teacher candidates to give examples o f past behavior
in certain situations. The premise o f BBI is that past behavior predicts future
performance (Clement, 2008). This study explored current teachers’ responses to BBI
questions. Responses were used to develop look-fors to inform principals on what to
expect to hear when interviewing teacher candidates.
The results o f this study revealed eight look-fors principals can use when asking

teacher candidates BBI questions about instructional strategies during an interview.
Findings were concentrated in the Instructional Delivery Domain o f Georgia’s Teacher
Assessment on Performance Standards (GA DOE, 2011). Look-fors are supported by
participants’ responses and current literature on effective teaching. This study
contributes to the literature surrounding teacher interviews and has implications for
principals, human resource managers, and prospective teachers.
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Sample Performance Indicators
Examples may include, but are not limited to:
The teacher:

3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest.
3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.
3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.
3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.
3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.
3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.
3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.
3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and
interdisciplinary connections.
Contemporary Effective Teacher Research
Contemporary research has fou n d that an effective teacher:
❖ Stays involved with the lesson at all stages.9
❖ Uses a variety o f instructional strategies. 10
❖ Uses research-based strategies to make instruction student-centered. 11
❖ Involves students in cooperative learning to enhance higher-order thinking
skills. 12
❖ Uses students’ prior knowledge to facilitate student learning.^
❖ Possesses strong communication skills, h offering clear explanations and
directions, is

The teacher optimizes
students' opportunity to
team by engaging students
in higher-order thinking
and by identifying and
effectively implementing
the most appropriate
research-based
instructional strategies.

The teacher promotes
student learning by using
research-based
instructional strategies
relevant to the content
area to engage students in
active teaming and to
promote key skills.

The teacher inconsistently
uses-research-based
instructional strategies.
The strategies used are
sometimes not appropriate
for the content area or for
engaging students in
active learning or for
promoting key skills.

The teacher does not use
research-based
instructional strategies,
nor are the instructional
strategies relevant to the
content area. The
strategies do not engage
students in active learning
or promote key skills.

Teachers rated as Exemplary frequently serve as role models or teacher leaders.
Dr. John D. Barge, State School Superintendent
September 26,2011 • Page 42 o f 87
All Rights Reserved
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Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction
T h e t e a c h e r c h a lle n g e s s t u d e n t s b i p r o v i d i n g a p p r o p r i a t e c o r r e c t a n d d e v e l o p i n g s h i i s w h i c h
a d d r e s s i n d i v i d u a l l e a r n i n g d i f f er e n c e s .

Sample Performance Indicators
Examples may include, but are not limited to:
The teacher:
4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to
meet individual developmental needs.
4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of
material.
4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to
accommodate learning needs/goals.
4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional
modifications for individual students.
4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of
challenge for students.
4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their
developmental levels.______________________________________________________

Contemporary Effective Teacher Research
Contemporary research has found that an effective teacher:
❖ Differentiates for students’ needs using remediation, skills-based instruction, and
individualized instruction, i6
❖ Uses multiple levels of questioning aligned with students’ cognitive abilities with
appropriate techniques, ii

The teacher optimizes
students’ opportunities to
learn by engaging them in
critical and creative
thinking and challenging
activities tailored to
address individual
learning needs.

The teacher challenges
students by providing
appropriate content and
developing skills which
address individual
learning differences.

The teacher inconsistently
challenges students by
providing appropriate
content o r by developing
skills which address
individual learning
differences.

The teacher does not
challenge students by
providing appropriate
content or by developing
skills which address
individual learning
differences.

Teachers rated as Exemplary frequently serve as role models or teacher leaders.
Or. John D. Barge, State School Superintendent
September 26,2011 • Page 43 of 87
All Rights Reserved
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Behavior-Based Interview Questions
Domain 2, Standards 3 and 4

Performance Standard #3: Instructional Strategies
•

Describe a lesson where you have engaged students in active learning.

•

How have you built a lesson on students’ existing knowledge and skills?
Describe that lesson.

•

Describe a lesson where you differentiated instruction to meet students’ needs.
Be specific in describing what you did.

•

Describe a learning goal you used in a previous lesson. How did you reinforce
that goal to the students throughout the lesson? (Examples might include writing
goal on board, having students refer back to the goal as they worked through the
lesson, and having students summarize what they learned at the end.)

•

Describe a lesson you have taught that had a lot o f variety. Specifically, describe
the variety o f strategies you employed to teach, and resources used.

•

Describe a lesson where you have incorporated technology.

•

Describe a specific lesson where you checked for understanding.

Performance Standard #4; Differentiated Instruction
•

Describe an example o f remediation, enrichment, or acceleration to further
student learning that you have used successfully.

•

Tell about a time when you have used flexible grouping to encourage peer
interaction and to accommodate student learning needs/goals.

•

How have used assessment (diagnostic, formative, or summative) to inform your
instructional modifications for students?

Written by Dr. Mary M. Clement, personal communication, May 13,2013
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Title of Study: Identification o f Effective Teachers’ Responses to Behavior-Based
Interview Questions
Principal Researcher:
Tonya Bumley
Mercer University
Educational Leadership Ph.D.
3001 Mercer University Drive
Atlanta, GA 30341
678-547-6330
tonvabumlev@bellsouth.net
You are being invited to take part in a research study. You were selected as a possible
participant in this study because o f your proficient or exemplary rating on the 2011-2012
and/or the 2012-2013 Georgia Teacher Key Evaluation Pilot. Before you decide to
participate in this study, it is important that you understand why the research is being
done and what it will involve. Please take the time to read the following information
carefully. Please ask the researcher if there is anything that is not clear or you need
further information.
The purpose of this qualitative study is to provide a better understanding o f teacher
interviews and to identify specific look-fors principals need in order to successfully hire
effective teachers. This study addresses the following problem: During an interview, an
administrator has difficulty recognizing an effective teacher (Staiger & Rockoff, 2010;
Vanderslice, 2010).
Study Procedure:
The researcher will schedule a one-time interview with you at your school site or
alternate location of your choosing. Your expected time commitment for this study is 45
minutes. There is no monetary compensation for your time spent as a participant in this
study. The interview will include 10 open-ended questions written by M. Clement
(personal communication, May 13,2013). Questions were written for the purpose o f use
in an elementary-level teacher candidate interview. All questions will be focused on
instructional strategies. Questions and answers will be given orally and recorded with a
digital audio recording device. The researcher will later script, code, and analyze
answers from all participants looking for consistent themes.
Risks/Beneflts:Participation in this study is voluntary. Participation requires no unusual
risks nor expected discomfort to the participant. There is no cost to you for your
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participation in this study. Refusal to participate will involve no penalty o f any kind from
Mercer University or your school district. If you chose to participate, you may decline to
answer any or all questions and you may terminate your involvement at any time. There
will be no direct benefit to you for your participation in this study. However, the
information learned from this study might improve teacher selection within your school
district which may have a positive impact on the students in your school.

Confidentiality:
During the interview, the researcher will ask you not to use any identifiable information
in your responses. Your responses will be anonymous. There will be no identifiable
information linked to you in the reported results. Every effort will be made by the
researcher to preserve your confidentiality including the following:
• Assigning code names (letters) for participants that will used on all researcher
notes and documents.
•

All identifying participant information including but not limited to emails,
scheduling notes, or other correspondence between you and the researcher
will be kept in a locked file cabinet in the personal possession o f the
researcher. When no longer necessary for research, all materials o f this nature
will be destroyed.

•

Your local school nor the district will be identified in the study.

•

Each participant has the opportunity to obtain a transcribed copy o f their
interview. Participants should tell the researcher if a copy o f the interview is
desired.

•

Transcripts, notes, or other data gathered from interviews will not be shared
with your school district or local school.

Contact Information:
Should you have any questions about the research or any related matters, please contact the
researcher at tonvabumlev@beHsouth.net or 678-858-1490. If you have questions about
your rights or are dissatisfied at any time with any part o f this study, you can contact,
anonymously if you wish, the Institutional Review Board by phone at (478) 301-4101 or
email at ORC Research @Mercer.edu.
Consent:
By signing this consent form, I confirm that I have read and understood the information and
have had the opportunity to ask questions. I understand that my participation is voluntary
and that I am free to withdraw at any time. I voluntarily agree to take part in this study.

Signature

Date

